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SUMI{ARY

This thesis contains a study of the onigin and devel-opment of the

lange-scale featunes which occun in the solan wind. Two types of

distunbance liave been studied; well defj-ned st¡eams of distunbed plasma

which conotate with the sun, and blasts of tunbulent plasma tnavelling

out fnom active negions on the sol-an sunface.

The wonk was car::ied out using the 80 MI{z C.S.I.R.O.

radioheliognaph situated at Culg¡oona, N.S.Ì1", and involved the

obsenvation of the j.ntenplanetany scintillation of a grid of discnete

radio sources, selected to be spaced as evenly as possibl-e over: the

celestial sphene.

It has pnoved possible to nelate the obsenvation of conotat,ing

stneams in the inte:rplanetary plasna r^ríth the pnesence of active regíons

existing on the sun" The stneams arae also shown to be dinectly

assocíated r^rith the pnesence of sector boundanies in the interplanetany

nragnetic fj.eld. Comparison of the pnesent resufts with geomagnetic

activity, has shown that both pnopagating plasma blast waves" and

corotating stneams in the ambient plasma ane pnimary agents in the onset

of geomagnetic stonms.

In parallel with this investigation, the authon has been i.nvolved

ín the construction of a thr.ee-station nadio-astronomy aenial anra.y,

designed to openate simultaneously at two fr"equencies. It is intended



that future wonk using this anr.ay r^rilI extend the obsenvations

presented ill this thesis ) and provide mone dc:taiLed information on the

stnuctune of the solan wind.
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CHAPTER 1

THE SOLAR }IIND

Introduction

This chapter is intended as an intnoduction to the solan wind, and

as a brief survey of the theo::etical models which have been pnoposed to

account fon its obsenved pr:openties. The matenial neviewed hene is

der.ived mainly fnom optical obsenvations of the sun and from dinect

sampling of the inter"planetary plasma by expeniments aboand deep space

pnobes.

The main body of the thesis wilL be concerned with those lange-scale

pnopenties of the solar wind which can be detenmined fnom the

interplanetary scintillation of small diameter nadio sources, and a

neview of thís method and the associated theony will be pnesented in

Chapten 2.

1.I The Solan l¡lind Plasma

The solan wind, which is formed by the continuous expansion of the

solar: corona into intenplanetany space, neflects the pnopenties of its

sounce. Any distunbance at the sunface of the sun due to solan actÍvity

is convected outwands into intenplanetany space by the solar' wind. The

expanding plasma also detenmines the configr.r.nation of the intenplanetany

magnetic field, and hence contnols the pnopagation of cosmic nays of

both solan and galactic origin. Inregularities and discontinuities in
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the fíeId or plasma flo',¡ ane convected out to the orbit of the eanth an<l

pnovide the Link between sola:: and geomagnetic activity. The pr:openties

of the solan wind plasma will be discussed unden a number of heEdings.

(a) Chemical Clomposition

Our knowledge of the chemical composition of the solan wind is

based rnainly upon obsenvations of just two ions' H+ and H"+t. The long

tenm average Ìretiunr abundance has been denived from spacecraft

obsenvations aboard l4aninen 2 o VeIa 3 and Exploren 34. Results fnom the

thnee cnaft agnee veny closely, giving a heJ-ium-hydrogen al¡undance natio,

t, of ,u 4"59o (llundtrausen et aI.. 1967a; Neugebauer and Snyden, 1966;

Robbins et al., 1970; Ogilvie and ïlil-ker"son, 1969).

The establishment of a solar- onigin of the irrtenplanetary plasma

suggests that a l:elat:'.onship should exist between the nelative chernical

composition in the interplanetary medium and that in the surface layens

of the sun. Unfontunately tLie abundance of helium in the sun is not

easily determined sínce veny little helium is ionized at the solan

photosphenic ter:perature of 60000 K. However, neanly all- indireetly

denived values of the solar helium-hyd::ogen ratio ane langen than the

4.59o value fon the solan wind plasma" Thus helÍum appears to be less

abundant in the interplanetary medium than in the solan photosphere,

This suggests that hydrogen escapes fnom the sun in coronal expansion

more efficiently than heliurn.

Panker (tgOga) suggested a mechanism to explain such a sepanation.
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The unequ.al r.-.tio of gnavitationaf and pressu:re-gnadierrt forces on

electr.'r:ns anrl ions in the sol¡r c.ol?ona produces, and is countenacted by'

an electi.ic field" The basic interplay between the change seParation

field and gnavity in separating ions of differing charge-to-m¿rss natios

can thus account f<¡r' the settling of heav5r íons :'-n tire conona "

Flundh¿rusen (lgzc) díscussecl the sol-utions pnesen'ted by Panker' (1963b)

fon three casês, (1) a static corona, (2) a steady expansion of the

conona. and (g) a transient cononal expansion. He concludecl that a

diffenence between the hel-ium abunclances in the sun and th': solan wind

is cfearly possibly by such a rnechanisrn.

Large tinre vaniations in the natio, f, have been observed (Robbins

et aI. u 1970) even when avenaged over- a futl sofar rotation. Sudden

incneasers in the solar: wind helium content were observed to foll-ow

simultaneeus occur4raences of Forbusli decneases and sudden-com¡nencement

geomagnetic storms. The magnitude of the natj.o Ç howeven' vlas not

corueiated with tire geornagnetic actirzi¡y index, Kp' Fnom l-965-1967'

avenages ove'r 27 days of the natic E showed a srnall- trend (Robbir¡s et a1.,

lgTO) which míght have been related to the nise.in the general leve1 of

solalr activity moving towands sunspot maximum (Figune f"1(a)). The

appearance of plasrna with an extrc:;:eJ-y high E ratio about I0 houns afte:r

an interplanetany shock or geomägnetic stor"m sudden-commencement, has

been nepontecl by a numher: of authors (Gosling et aI.,1957; Bame et al.,

1968a; Hinshbei:g et aI.r 1970), and these all appean to confirrn a

connection betr¡een an enhanced helíum content of the intenplanetany
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plasma and flare assoc-iated intenplanetany distu::bances.

The pnesence of other ions beside helium and hydnogen nesults in

additionar flux peaks in the sora:: wínd speetna (Figune 1.1(b)), which

have been obsenved in ideal l-or¡ ion temperature - high flux conditions

aboand VeIa 3 (Bame et al-., Ì968b). The ions detected wene 4HE*, 3He++,

166+5, l69+6 and 160+7, arthough the spectnal peaks wer:e small for nost

ions because of theín low abundances. The presence of the 3He++ ion in

the sol,an wÍnd has been confinmed by the Apollo 11 and 12 composition

expenimentso (¡ule:: et al., 1969). The signifícance of these heavy-ion

abunrlanee measullements is appanent when it is realised that the obsenved

ionization states in the solar: wind are also those occur-r:ing in the

corona itserf. Because of the veny low density of the prasma in

intenplanetary space, the nate of ionizatíon and necombination v¡ill be

veny small duning the tr.ansít of the plasma fnom the sun to the eanth.

Thus the ionizatíon states cbsenved in the plasma will be essentially

those occunning in the conona.l- source of the wind, and we have the

possibility (Hundhausen, 1970) of using the measuned ionization

tempenature to trace the coronal sounce of panticular: negions of the

solar: wínd" AIsou the companíson of cononal ion abundances with those of

the photosphene should pnovíde further insight into the dynamical

intenaction of the tr¡ro negions.

(U) Flow Speed, Dírection and Density

The first accunate measurements of the solan wind velocity wene made
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using the Marinen 2 spacecnaft in l-962. Individual vel-ocíties as l-ow as

306 km/sec and as high as 842 km/sec welre necorded (":ieugebaue¡ and

Snyden, L966), and the daily average veÌocity fnom these observations was

504 km/sec. Later: obsenvations have yielded simila:: variations in flow

velocity (paí et aI., 1967; ÌÙolfe et aI., 1966a; Hundhausen et al.,

1967b), and Figrrne 1.2 shov,¡s Veia 2 and Vela 3 rneasunements of the

avenage solan wind velocity and tempe:ratur:e fon 14 solan r:otations fnom

rTuly 1964 to JuIy 1965 (Stnong et al., 1967). The gradual decline in

these averlage values was pnobably due to the decnease in solan activity

as sunspot ninimum vras appnoached. The avenage solan wind velocity at

sola:: minimurn was 320 km/sec (Hundhausen, 1968).

Fnom Maninen 2 data (Neugebauen and Snyden,1966), the direction of

the solan plasma flow was determíned to be nadial within an accuracy of

10o, and further data from Imp 1 and Vela 2 spacecraft showed that

deviations fnom the nadial flow rlirections of t 60 commonly occur (Wotfe

et aI., 1966a; Coon, 1966). Measunements fnom Vela 2 (Stnong et aI.,

1967) duning 1964-1365 gave an nms d,eviation in flow direction of ru 30

about the mean di:rection, and deviations of mone than l-Oo wene shown to

be r:elatively nane, The mean flow <lirectÍon was obsernved to be n, Iho

from the east) cornesponding to the slight conotation of the

intenplaneta:ry plasna with the sun, This con::esponds to a mean azímuthal

velocity of n,10 km/sec at the onbit of the eanth.

Measu:rements of the pnoton density of the solar wind (ltreugebauer. and
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Snyden, 1966; ÌIolfe et a1., 1966a, 1966b; Coon, 1966; Gningauz et al.,

1966; Lazarus et aI., 1966) have shown that lal'ge varÍations can occtt:l

oven time scales of the or:der of houns " The density is genenally

highest on the leading edge of a high velocity plasma st::eam and low in

the centne of the stneam. The measuned average proton densíty was

5 cm 3, with variations fnom 0.I to 100 cm 3 at 1 A.U. An incnease in

density as Maniner 2 appnoached peníhelion was consistent with a I/n2

dependence on heliocentríc nadius, within the nange 0"7 to L A.U.

(c) thenmal PnoÞenties

The pr-oton temperatune of the solan wind is denived fnom the width

of the par"ticle enengy-pen-change spectrum measuned aboard sola:: plasma

pnobes, and the lowen limit of temper:ature nesolution is detenmined by

the spacing of the enengy-pen-change channels. Early measullements aboand

Maninen 2 had a low tempenatur:e límit of 6 x Io4 ox (Neugebauen and

Snyden, 1966), and as detectors with highen nesolving pov¡ers were

developed, lowen pnoton temperatures rárene obsenved. Mone extensive

obsenvations have confinmed the existence of these lowen tempenatunest

and shown that a value of ¡, 5 x 104 oK i" typical fon quiet solar wind

conditíons (Bu:r1aga and Ogilvie, 1970). Figune l-.3 shows the hounly

average temperature distnibutÍon derived from Explor.er 34 pnoton spectra

between June l-967 and Decemben 1968 (Bunlaga and Ogílvier 1970).

A qualitative expnession neJ-ating the proton flow speed and pnoton

temperatune was repor:ted by Strong et aL (f900) and Hundhausen et a1.
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(rs6z)" rt was observed that va::iation.s in the pnoton temperature

fol-l-owedthe variations in burk speed as a function of time; i.e. high

veJ-ocitir stneams wene t?hotten¡r than the ambient prasma. Bunlaga and.

OgiJ-vie (1970) have nepr.esented thís effect by an empinical nelationship,

,^4 = (o.oso t o.oos)v - (s.54 ! 1..s0),p

lvhere T- is the proton temperatu::e in units of l-03 oK, 
and, v is the frow

P

speed in kn/sec" For: flow speeds nea:: 300 km/sec, the avenage

ternpenatrr::e is only 2.7 x I04 oK (quiet-sun conditions).

Figur:e 1.4 shows a contour map of a typical proton velocity

distnibution denived fnom vel-a 3 data (Hundhausen et a1., 1967a, 1g67c),

whene v..' is the nadial velocity ariray from the sun, and v, is the qzimuthal

veloeity perpendicular to vr. If the nandorn motions cf the pnotons wene

isotropic, then the contouns would be cincles centr.ed on the measuned

mean burk velocity (denoted by a tniangle in F:ì.gur"e 1.4). The vector

B- is the direction of the avenage intenplaneta.ny magnetic field obsenvedp

aboard the Imp 3 spacecnaft sinultaneously with the proton measu::ements.

A distinct anisotnopy is evident in Figur.e 1.4., The pnoton

velocity distribution is asymmetnic along the magnetic fÍe1d dinection,

and a tail of high enengy protons appeans in the high v, - l-ow v2 regíon,

whích implies (Hundhausen et a1.r 1967a) a tnanspont of heat enengy along

the magnetÍc lines of fonce. Hundhausen et aI. (tSOZc) derived a pnoton

enengy tnansport r:ate of tu 10 5 eng" cm-2 sec-l, which is sevena] ond.ers

of magnitude srnallen than the conduction by the electr:on component of
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the plasma"

(d) Solar Wind El-ectnons

A ecmplete undenstanding of the intenplanetary pJ-c1smê must include

a knowledge of the electron dist¡ibutíon function, howeven, obsenvations

of the soÌan wind electnons ane difficult because of the low average

enengies of the pa.ntic-les. Eanly measurements (Ser-bu and Maien, 1966)

firom Imp 2 wene un::el-iabl-e due to pertunbations caused by the

spacecnaft potential and possible confusion with photo-electnons. The

impnoved techniques in later spacecraft pr:oduced more reliable nesults

(Pioneen 6 - Ìiolfê.rnd l"lcKibbin, 1968, and VeIa 48 - Montgomeny et aI.,

1968a, b), Figune 1.5 shows the flow velocity, panticle density and

tempenatu::e obtained fron six hou::s of Vela 4B data (Montgomeny et aI.,

1968b). The bulk speed of the electnon population agrees, within

reasonable limits, with that of the pnoton population, and was measur.ed

to be nadial wj.thin the error: l-imits of the electrc¡n detectons (t fSo).

Eleetnon and pnoton density plcts show excel-l-ent agneement, wheneas the

electnon tempenatures ane consistently higher. than the pnoton

temperatu::es and show much l-ess vaniation with tine. The electron

tempenatune anisotr:opy was found to be smaller than that of the proton

distr.ibution (i-.2 companed with 2.O), and the energy flux due to electnon

heat conduction (fO-2 engs cm-2 sec-I ) was considenably greaten than that

due to proton heat conduction (fO-s engs c¡-2 u".-l). The electron

aniso'cnopy was aligned with the dinection of the proton anísotnopy and

hence with the direction of the magnetic field. Both the electnons and
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the pnotons thernefore appean to conrluct heat away from the sun along the

interplcrnetary magnetic field lines.

1.2 The Intenplanetany Magnetic Fiel-d

Follow:]ng Bienmannrs suggestion (l-95t) of an outwand streaming

solan plasnra to account fo:r the obsenved motion of comet taiIs, Panken

(1958) developed a theo::y for the hydrodynamic expansion of the sol-an

conona and successfully pnedicted sevenal pnopenties of the

interplanetany medium. In panticulan he pnedicted the subsonic-

supensonic tnansition of the solar wind flow nadially away f:rom the sun,

and point¿:d out that the effect of sola:: r:otation and radial plasma flow

on the intenplanetany magnetic field would be to stnetch the field lines

out into an Anchimedes-spinal- configuration"

Fo:: a mean solan wind velocity of 400 km/sec Ín the radial

dinection, the interplanetar.y rnagnetic field at the onbit of the ea::th

wifl be dinectecl ¡, 45o to the eanth-sun l-ine and eithen towards on av,Iay

fr.om the sun accot?ding to the pola::ity of the line of fonce leaving the

solar sunface. l'hus, a dínect netation might be expecled between the

polarity of ttre interplanetarly field and that of the underlyinS5

photospheric field. Obsenvations from the Imp I satellite duning 1963

are neproduce<l in Figune 1.6 (i{il-cox and Ness, 1965). The hÍstograms

show the distnibution of the measuned interplanetany magnetic field

di::ection in the plane of the ecliptie and nonmal to the ecliptic,

avenage<l oven 5 minute intenvals (Figure 1.6(a)), and again oven 3 houn
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intervals (Figur:e f .6 (l-: ) ) .

The distnibution is peaked in the direction conìresponding to the

spir"al streaming angle, and with polari"uy away fnom the sun fon 489o of

the time and. towarcls the sun for 359c of the time. The marked asymmetny

in the not:th-south clinection produced a serious discnepancy between

theony and expenimental obsenvations (Dessle:r, 1967)' and it has been

suggested that the strong southern pnedominance obsêrved by Inp I may be

due to experimental err:on, Laten observations aboard Explo:ren 33 fnom

1966-l-967 appeaned to confirm this intenpr:etation (ili::shberg, 1969). The

field dinection lay cfose to the equatonial plane and pointed southwand

during only 45% of the time, in marked con'-r.ast tc the 73eo f::om the Imp 1

nesults.

Vfhen the 3 houn averages (fr"om Imp 1) wer"e pJ-otted as a function of

time in the ecliptic plane, the interplanetany magnetic fielci exhibited

a simple sector: stnuctune consisting of foun distinct negions (Figrr:re

l-.7), with the average field in consecutive sectors being altennately

towa¡'d and away f:rom the sun. The data fnom Mariner 2 al-so shovled a

quasi-stationany stnuctu::e with a stnong 27 day peniodicity (Davis et aJ-.,

1966). If the intenplanetany magnetic field conotates with the sun,

then panticular featrrnes of the field wculd be expected to ne.appean with

a 27 day recurrence peniod. An autoconnelation of the magnetic field

dírectíon ca.l-culated fnom Inp l data (llilcox and Ness, 1965) disptayed a

distinct 27 day pen.iodicity, and also a sub-per:iodicity of I3Þz days,
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which is furthen evirlence fon the validíty of the sector str:uctune

descnipti.on. (Repnesenting four: sectors by (+I , -2, +3, -4) a notation

of 18Co or 13% <iays will pr.oduce a secondany cornelation with (+3, -4,

+L, -2), which is not as lange as the 27 day conrelation due to tl¡e

different sizes of the foun sectons). Funther obsenvations fnom two

spacecr:aft (Imp 3 and Pioneen 6), having an appreciable separation in

azimuthrhave cleanly established (Ness, 1966) ttrat most of the structure

in the íntenplanetany nagnetic field corotates with the sun, with an

azimuthal velocity n, 400 km/sec at I A.U.

The rnagnetic field also exhibits a well defined stnucture withín

each sector." Figune 1,8 shows the vaniations of plasma velocity, proton

densíty and magnetic field stnength during the passage of a secto:r

obsenved by Imp I (Wilcox and Ness, 1965). The average magnitude of the

field rose to nea::ly 7 y (f y = 10 5 gaus") two days aften the sector

boundany had passed and then decreased to a ninimum value of about

3 - 5 y overl the next thnee days, with a rnino:: peak n 4.5 V in the

tnailing edge. The solan wind velocÍty showed a sÍrnilar variation within

the sector but without a second peak. The pnoton density distributíon

on the othen hand showed a variation almost in antiphase with the

velocity dístnibution; l-ow valuee of density being necor:ded duning

peniods of high velocity, with the maximum density occurning in the

leading edge of the secton.

Since the secton st:ructune is developing continually, vrith mone
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dominant sectons expanding into their: neighbouning sectors, or¡e would

expect the sharp increase in Censity which is obse::ved at the sector.

bounda:ries, due to the cornpnession of the plasma by the nelative

move¡ne:nt of the two sectors. 1'hus the sol-an wind plasma appears to be

viell ongalrized by the magnotic fiel-d sector stnucture, which can be

regarded as a fundamental property of the intenplaneta::y medium. The

bounda:ries separ:ating adjaeent sectors are rel-atively thÍn (n, tO5 km),

with no appanent magnetic connection between them (i'iilcox and Ness,

l_96s ) "

Sevenny et aI. (1970), have obtained measurements of the mean

photospher.íc magnetic fiel-d during the penioC l'lar-ch - June l-968 and

cornpared its polanity with the dínection of the intenplanetany nagnetic

field (Wilcox et af ., 1969 and Inlilcox, 1969). A veny cl-ose

conrespondence between the two magnetic fields was obsenved, after the

intenplanetary obsenvations had been adjusted to al-low fon an avenage

5 day transit time cf the sola:. wind plasma fnom sun to eanth (Wilcox,

1968). This indicates that the intenplanetary field was pa:rt of a field

pattenn which twas ordened over an appneciable pontion of the solar disc I

(!üi'lcox, 1969). Bumba and Howand (1965) and Sevenny et al. (1970) have

studied the distnibution of these weak photospheníc magnetie fÍelds over

the solan disc, and shown tha'E a sol-ar secton (in the photosphene)

extends ovet? a lange arlea on both sides of the heliognaphic equator out

to ,ì, I 4Oo latitude (Figune 1. g ) .
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Intcrplanetary sectcrs observed during the nising pontion of the

surrspot cycle do not necessanily h;lve the same pr:opertie.ç as those

obsenved near sunspot minimun. The l-"¡-tituclinal extent of the source at

so.Iar rninimum ha.s been obser.vecl tr: be large (t +oo), wher:eas a newly

fornied sector observeC dur:Íng the rising pontion of the sunspot cycle

has been ::elated to a photospheric bípoJ-ar magnetic negion (Sehatten

et a1., 1968), indicating that the extent in ratítude of such young

sector.s rney bc much rnor.e limj.ted.

Flor,¡and (fSSS) sliov¡ed that photospheni.c magnetic negions have a

cl-cse relationship to c.rl-cium nlage negiorrs " often the seat of

devolopiiig active cèntr.es cn the sun, such that plages are veny nea:rlv

outlineC by a 10 gauss contour: line. I,Iilcox and Ness (f g0Z ) cannied out

a suÞÊrpôsition of calcium piage areas on the sun fcr days when a lange

secton vras betieved to be approxirnateJ-y centr"ed, t:n the centnal menidian.

'ihey fcund that the tr.ail ing cdge of the sectoi: w¿rs relatively fr,ee of

plages, whÍIst the densest concentnation of olages cccunne,L witl¡in the

fir-st quarter of the sector. Thi.s di-str.ibution of plage densíty is

simil.an to the distribution <¡f solar wind velocity and interplanetary

magnetic field i;t,.n:ity shc¡wu earlien in Figure 1.8"

I'lheri consicier"ing the sclfan source of the intenplanetary sector

st:ructune, an impontant eonsidera'tion is its longi-tuüÍnai extent"

Davis (fg6S)" fn<¡m t'ianinen 2 observatic-.,ns in l-962, postulaterl that the

intenplanetar5z sectol:s arose fircm sn¿rlJ- negíons rrn the sune essentially
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trnozzles 
r 
l? Íif ir,h-.ch the f ield was unicÌíreetional ' Davis suggested that

the plasma does not expand out front the conona unifonmly over the sunrs

-qurface, but that its flol.r is restrictecl in rnost negions by ir"regulan

magnetic fiel-ds. Those negions of weak but regulan magnetic fields

might then feed the uç; rtl. corona with material- to fj-l1 an entine sector

ín tTre solar wind. Thus all the solan wind plasma would come fnont a few

nelatively tlsmootht' regions in the photosphene '

t{íIcox (fgee ) supponts a contrany opinion. .in which the sectons

oniginate fnom lange well- ond.ered magnetic structul'es on the sun, so

that each lonç¡itude nean the sun is connected by magnetic field lines to

a longiturle at the onbit of the earth, i.e. a dinect longitudinal

mapping. High cross-col?nelation coeffícients obse::ved between the

intenplanetany rnagnetic field direction and the photospher:ic magnetic

field dinection (Ness ancl trrilcox" -1966) favour the mappin¿¡ hypothesis)

but the possibility of a lccalisecl sounce of uniclinectional photospheníc

fields cannot be excluded.

The onigin of the secton pattenns in the intenplanetany medium can

be investigated by considering the magnetic fielcl pattenns in the inne:r

corona. Newkirk (1967) suggested that a potential dipole model was

capable of yielding a cnude llepnesentation of the magnetic field above

active regions and the mone quiet pontions of the sun. This moclel

ímplies that beLow a height of 'r, 3 F.o (Ro = I solar ¡'adius ) the cononal

matenial is controlled by the magnetic field, and above this height the
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coronal nagnetic fíelds ane d::awn out into intenplanetar'y space by the

sola:: wind. This concl-usíon is supported by the observations of

Bugoslavskaya (tS+9) fnom 1887 to 1945, that the highest closed anches

visible ín the deta from eclipses have a mean height of only 0'6 Ro abor¡e

the limb.

Schatten et al. (1969) have developed a physical model that is

consistent with many of the pnoperties obsenved in the conona and in

intenplanetar.y space. In this model they distinguish thnee main regiorrs'

In negion 1, the photosphere, the magnetÍc field configuration ís

govenned by the motion of the plasma. Above the photosphere the plasma

density dec::eases napidly, accomPaníed by moclet'ate decreases in the

magnetic energy density. This is negion 2, whene the magnetic enengy

density is gneater tha.n the plasma energy density, ancl hence the field

controls the plasma configuration. Much funthen out in the conona the

magnetic energy density diminishes to a value less than the plasna

energy density, so that nean 20 sol-an nadii the solar wi'nd completely

doninates the flow. Howeven, befone the total rnagnetic energy density

fall-s belov¡ the plasma energy density, tlere occllJls a::egion whene the

transverse magnetic ener.gy does sor the boundany of negion 3. In this

negíon the tnansverse rnagnetic fietds are tnansported out by the

na<lialty flowing p]-asma. It is this tr.ansvense magnetic field that

intenacts with the coronal plasma, since a nadial' field wouLd not affect

or be affected by a nadially flowing plasma. The magnetic fieLd

exísting at the boundary between negions 2 and 3, is thus orientated
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appnoxímately in the radial direction, and serves as a sounce fon the

intenplanetary magnetic fielcl. This bound.a.::y occlll?s at a different

nadial distance to that defined by Pneuman (tgO0 ) at which the enengy

density of the solan wind flovr becomes greate:: than the t9!q1- magnetic

enengy density.

Schatten et al. (fSOg) have used a Greenrs function to provide a

sc-l.ution of LapJ-acets equation between a photospheric distribut;on of

monopoles and an outer soullce sunface at l¡irich the fiel-d becomes nadial '

In rit¡,;"-l;n 2, close<1 magnetie J-oops will form above photospher"ic negions

of oppos-ì-te polar,ity. Fo:r a theoretie.al sounce surface at Rs = Ror the

mag;ietic field on tho source sunf¿rce will be almost identical to the

photosphenic field. As sunfaces at larger oistances are considered,

fewen loops of magnetic field neach the source sunface. Hence the

source sur.face tends to smooth out the photospheric fieId, and explains

why the intenplanetary field is unidirectional fon several days at a

time, while the photosphe::ic field is more filamentany in natune.

l,lumerícal calcufations of the magnetic fíetd on a source surface 0.6 Ro

above the photosphene agree r:easonably well with the obsenved

intenplanetary magnetic field.

Altschuler and Newkirk (fSOg ) have considened sevenal diffenent

mathematical methocls to detenmine the magnetic field of the solar corona

inthecurnent-fr'ee(orpotential-field)approxinat.ion.Theyconclude

that the field obtained from the monopole rnethod is not consistent with
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the ma-gnetic data because of non-Iocal effects p¡oduced by monopoles on

a cunved surface. The model of Schatten et aI' (fg6s) does, howeve:l'

p:rovido an insight into the possibfe sou:rce regions of the

interp-laneta:ry magnetic field" even if the method -is not::igonous, as

clairn;.,d by Altschulen and Nel^¡ki.r:k. The latten have ueed a Legendr:e

pol;,-:L:.,lii¿ri fitted to the measur:ed IÍne of sight (photosphenic) magnetic

f-icirr aaci show that it is a sel-f consistent solution with::espect to the

a.,;-:j-Lr.ble data. Computen generated maps of the magnetic fiel-d in the

coìfÒrì?. have been p:roduced (l{elvi';irk et af . ' l-968)" which compare

far,ou:,abfy with a white Iight photograph of the sun at total eclipse.

Companison of the density stnuctune of the corona - as evidenced by r:ayst

a::ches and plumes * with the shape of the calcul-ated magnetic field lines

shows very satisfactony agreement. This agreement Índicates that the

potentia.-t magnetic field model is reasonably vatid in the lourer coi^ona

(r < 2.5 R.r) and that the rlensity stnuctune of the 1oi^ren conona

cornelates with magnetic tubes containing vanying amounts of coronal-

plasma (Newkink and Altschulen' 1970)'

The stable configur:ation of the magnetic sector structul'"e, with a

conotation peniod of 27 days, shor+ed little change duning the early

obser-vations of l_g63 and 1964" The change fnom the old to the nell solar

cycle appeaned to start near the beginning of 1965 (Ness arrd wilcox'

1967 ) dur'íng the flight of l"Ia::inen 4. The l?ecul?rence peniod ealrfy in

L965 was observed to incnease fnom 27 to 28 days, and this incnease was

pnobably nelated to the high-Iatítude activity at the onset of the new
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sunspot cycle. l-lean the end of an old cycle thene is littte actívity to

bneak up the large scale pattenns in the photosphene, but as the new

cycle progtlesses the pattenns ane inter:nupted by new activity and the

sectons begin to evolve more napidly.

'r,lithin a sector thene exist smaller distinct magnetic stnuctu¡es

whicl take appnoximately one hour to notate past the earth (Nessr 1966)'

Thi;e nray be related to the often quite marked anisotnopy of solan

gene::ated cosmic nadiation (McCnacken and Ness, 1966). The di::ection of

thc r,i.i-"rimum cosmic nay flux is panalJ-el to the intenplanetary nagnetic

field, and follows it even in the pnesence of major changes in the field

dinection, Bantley et aI. (1966) pr:oposed that filaments of the

intenplanetany magnetic field ane abl-e to constnaín cosrnic rays to move

thnough the intenplanetany medium ín well defíned paths, and estimated

filanentany diametens of between 0.5 x 106 and 4 x 106 km' Step-wise

changes in the sol-an wind velocity and tempenature have been associated

with interplanetany filaments obsenved by VeIa 2 (Hundhausen et aI' '
1967b), and in laten obse::vations fnom the Vela satellites, the obse::ved

spacing of thc filament boundaries suggested that the widths of the

filaments wene of ry 2 x IOG km (Stnong et a1.' 1967).

Ífilcox and Ness (1965) penfo::med a supenposed epoch anaJ-ysis of the

Deep Riven neutron monitor counting nate as a function of position

within an average magnetíc fíeld sector obsenved by Inp 1. The count

nate incr:eased thr.oughout most of the sector, being smallest whene the
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interplanetany field magnitude was Ìargest, and vice vensa. These

obsenvations ane consistent r{ith the idea that galactic cosmic nays can

be excluded fnom the solan system by i:rnegularities in the

intenplanetanY magnetic fietd.

Raoetal.(fgOZ),havepointedoutthatsectorswhichpnoduce

lan¡:.,-1 Forbush decneases in cosmic nay intensÍty also tend to pnoduce

re,-:-i.,îlng geomagnetic stonms, and are able to contain recullt3ing proton

stl':r¿i:rs. Fairfield and Ness (1967 ) have investigated the variation in

ge::'i-,',ft:ùtic activity as inter:planetany secton stnuctures rotate past the

eanth, and they conclude that the avenage field dinection in the

magnetosheath diffens by 18Oo fon seetors with polanity towand and away

from the sun. The avenage response of the geomagnetic activity indext

K , ês a function cf position within a sector ís shown in Figrrre 1.10
p'

(Witdox a-nd Cclbrlnn, 1971). The solíd line nepnesents sinilar nesults

obtained nean solan minimum (Vlilcox and Nessr 1965), the dots nepnesent

the nesults of Wilcox and Col-burn (1969), the clrosses the nesuLts of

l,{íIcox and Colbunn (Ig7O), and the tniangles ane the results of l'lilcox

and Colburn (1971). The tendency fon a decline in geonagnetic activity

duning the t¡ailing pontion of a sector, and a napid incnease nean and

aften a secton boundany Passes the ea::th are cleanly evident. Íle note'

howeven, that the peak of geomagnetic activity is neached appnoximately

one day earlier in the sector cluring the rising pontion of the sunspot

cyclee compat?ed with that at solar rninimum.
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Figiune 1.I1 ís a possible magnetic field cc,nfi.gu:ration associated

with a secton boundary (lnlj-Icox. f968), which is modified to Ínclude tÌ¡e

as¡rù¡tfletny between 
,_*,1" ,Þ¡.".ding and following pontions of sectois. The

isother:ma1 sunfaces aue depnesÉed at the secton boundany since the

thenmal conductívity nonmal to the fieLd is small coinþaned to that along

i.he -iines o-f fonce. HoWever, nore obsenvations are nequÍred to

C.erl-.,:¡.-:''-:r ':he neaJ., a"l .1 p:robably cornplex, structr:re associated with

sec'lo.!, L';,::.¡d.anies .

1. 3 llheoi'etical Models of the Solan Îüind

The inítia1 wonk of Panken (1958) descnibing the expansion of the

soIar" couona into interplanetary space has 1ed to a nunben of r¡odels

based on the equations of hydnodynamics. Panken (1958, I963b)

consídened the cononal expansÍon in tenms of a one-fluid model with a

known vaniation of tempenatune v¡ith distance fnom the sr¡.n. For a

spherically-symmet¡:ic steady-state systern ¡¿ith a cor:onal temporatune of

3 x 106 tK, th" hydnodyuamic equations impÌy a subsonic-supe:rsnníc

tnansÍtion in the plasma flow. Cliusen (fSôO) was the firs-c to

:rectrgnise that the hydnodynamic equations desc;'ibing the sola:: corona

a¡re sirnilan te thcse desc::Íbíng the flow of gas through a de Laval

gnavÍtational- field of the sun.

ïn Pankerts nodel (fgSg, 1963b) the enÇrfly equation pj-ays no pi:rt

because cf the assumed fr¡nc+:-ional depeirdenee c.¡f the terrrpenatur:e on r:ad,¡i.al
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distance. Fon an isothenmaf corona at a temper:atu:re of L.22 x LO6 
oKo

the model pnedicts a solar: wind vel-ocity and density at the orbit of the

eanth of 550 km/sec and 24 cm-3 "espectively. These values ane much

highen than the obse:rved quiet solar: wínd values of 320 km/sec and

5 cn-3.

ltroble and Scarf (fgOg) have included the heat (i.e. energy)

equa-i r.,;r explicít1y in theÍn tneatment of the one-fluid model-, and

asr..,ming a thin-shelL heat soullce at the base of the conona they wene

âb-, , co :;how that the presence of heat conduction leads to supe::sonic

cononal expansion. Thein model predicted a velocity V = 352 km/sec,

density D = 6.75 cm-3, and tempenatune T = 2.8 x 105 oK at the orbit of

the eanth. The velocity and panticle densíty ane in much betten

agneement with the obsenved valueso but the pnedicted tempe:rature is

consider:ably g:reaten than that obsenved fon pnotons and electrons'

T = 4 x tO4 oK_ and T = 105 oK. Scanf and Noble (fgOS) funthenpe
developed this model to include the effect of viscosity.

Vlhang and Chang (1965) also obtained solutíons for the inviscid,

one-ftuid hydrodynamic equations, but with the additional boundany

condition that the total energy flux at lange dj.stances fnom the sun is

convective; i.e. negligible tnanspont Ìry conduction. f{hang et 41.

(1966) extended this tneatment to include the effects of viscosity.

Howeve::, both of these appnoaches yielded solan win<1 velocities much

lowen than the observed values.
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Str:.nnock and Hantle (1966) and l{antle and Stu:moclc (tg0e)

developed a two-fluid solan wind model of electnons and pnotons.

Sepapate eneugy equations were used fon the two components of the wind,

and the only heat transpont was via classical heat conduction, wíth

energy tnansfen due to collisions betv¡een the electnons and pnotons.

This model pnedicted a pnoton temPerature of ru 4 x 103 oK .t the onbit

of the earth, and a flow velocity of 250 km/sec, both of which ane lower

than the typically obsenved values of ry 5 x 10b oK and 350 km/sec

(Neugebauen and Snydenr 1966; Axfond' 1968; and Hundhausen, 1968).

The two fluid model also pnedicts an electnon temPerature of 3.4 x 105

oK, 
"hi.h is very noughly in agneement with di:rect obsenvations

(l4ontgomeny et a]., 1968b). One way to explaÍn these discnepancies is

to insist that pnedictions of the two-fluid nodel- should only be

compa:led with obsenvatíons made during quiet sun conditions, when the

solan w-ind speed is nea:: the actual value pnedicted by the model

(Br.¿^laga and Ogilvie, 1970). The implication is then that duning

non-quiet solar wind conditions, a non-thermal (í.e. non-conductíve)

heating tenm must be íncluded in the pnoton energy equation.

The cononal pLasma 5.s stnongly held by the sunrs gnavitational

field, and so thene must exist a sour:ce of heat which is stnong enough

to dnive the plasma thnough the gnavitational nozzJ.e. This heating must

extend out fi:om the sun at least as fan as the subsonic-supensonÍc

h:ansÍtion. Heat tnanspont in the wind by thenmal- conductíon alone was

found to be insufficíent to rËtch the observed velocitÍes and densities
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with the pnedícted va-l-ues. Panken (fgO+) suggested that non-conductlve

heating clue to wave dissipation in the uPpen conona could play an

impontant nole in the energy dynamics of the solan wind'

Heating befow the subsonic-supensonic tnansition level will langely

go into inc:reasing the flow speed and r^rill also theneby decrease the

density at large distances (consenvation of ftux). Energy added beyond

the point of ûransition will naÍse the pnoton temperaturer with tittle

change in the other Panameters. In fact all the changes produced by

adding a heating tenm in the enengy equation would improve the agreement

between obsenvatÍon and theony. Hartle and Bar:nes (1970) thenefone

extended the two-fluid model by Íncluding an external enengy source in

the pnoton heat equation and then va:rying its strength and sp'atial

distnibution to detenmine the genenal nequinements of such a sounce'

T'hey concluded that tby depositing heat over the extencled nange

2 R < r < 25 R , solar wind speeds and proton temPeratures can be- -'o o'
bnought into dinect correspondence with the empinical nesults of Bunlaga

and Ogilvie (1970).' On the basis of this model, they concfuded that

primany energy cleposition should take place insÍde rr = 25 Ro.

In connection with the natune of the enengy sounce, Bannes (1968.

1969) has examined the role of collisionless heating in the solan wind

caused by damping of fast-mode hydnomagnetic waves emÍtted f:rom the sun.

He shows that this ¡nechanism enhances the comPonent of kinetic

temperature panalIel to the average magnetic field dinection, but does
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not affect the transverse temperatures, thus acccrunting fon the obsenved

temÞeï.ature anisotr.opy. It aÌso explains the discnepancy between the

average solan wind velocities and protcn tempenatures, and those

pnedicted by the Stur:rock and Hantle tlo-fluid mod'el'

However., these developments of the basic Parker nodel still Co not

explain why the efectnon tempenatunu T" = 3.5 x 105 oK pnedícte<I at

l- A.U. by the tv¡o-fluid model is considenably la::ger than the obsenved

value of 1.5 x I05 oK. The pnoblem becomes more seníous in the light of

the point necently made by Hundhausen (1969), that the hj.gh electron

temperatune fr.om the two-fluid model implíes a lange transpont of energy

by conduction, ancl hence a much lange:r discrepancy between the observed

and pnedicted total enengy flux at 1 A"U. The energy eguations in the

two-f1u-id modef are nounally coupled by an exchange term v due entinely

to Coulomb cr:llisions between the two components. However:, Cupenman and

Hanten (fgZo) have neworked the equations fon the two-fluid model and

inclucled a tennr to aflow fon an enhance<I (non-co'l-Iisional)

intenpartícle coupling vÍa wave-pantic-le interactions. A choiee of v 30

times highe:r than the Coulomb col-Iisicn exehange nate yiel-ds a solution

in which al-I the pnedÍcted pa:rameter:s are in better agneement with tire

obser:ved values than in models using only the Coulomb collision rate.

panken (fg6+) has suggested that the situation can also be impnoved

by mo<lifying the ::ate of conductÍcn with distance fnom the sun.

physically an inhibition of conduction could be caused by the restnaint
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of the spiral pattelln of the interplanetary magnetic field, or: by the

developrnent of plasma instabiLities (Fons1und' 1970) caused by the large

heat conduction itself. A number of plasma instabílities have been

pnoposed to l-imit the ion-temPeratul3e anisotropy (Barnes, 19ô8¡ Kennel

and scarf! 1968; Gniffel and Davis, 1969; Hollweg and volk, 1970;

Eviatan and Shu1z' 1970).

A complete agreement between obsenvation and theory, howeven, can

only be finally attained by taking into account all the physical

processes which ane neglected in the simple two-fluid modeJ'; i'e' neal

(non-spharícal) slrmmetry' rotation, víscosity' magnetic field stnength

and vaniations, solar vaniability and atl the non-thenrnal heating

mechanisms (plasma instabil-íties, non-collisíona.L damping of

hydnomagnetÍc waves, etc), and of course considenably more detailed

obsenvational data.

This section is intended as only a b¡rief summary of theoretical

models of the solan wind, and fon fully detailed accounts the neaden is

neferned to the papells noted in the text. A numben of neviews of the

present state of ou:r knowledge of the whole solan wind process are

availabLe as follows: Dessler (fgeZ)" Ness (1967)o Axford (1968),

Hundhausen (1968), Wilcox (196e), Cowling (1969), Panker (1969), Ìlilcox

(1969), Holzen and Axfond (1970, Flundhausen (Ig70), scarf (1970)'

llolfe and Intniligaton (1970).
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CHAPTEP. 2

THEORY OF INTËRPIA NETARY SCTNTILLATION

Int::oduction

In 1g6l+u Hewish, Scott and tfitls r:eponted that smal"l diameten nadio

soulrces ex.hibited nandom fLuctuations in intensity on occasÍons when the

line of sight to the sounce was within 90o of the sun. The

chanacteristic time scale of the fluctuations ("r, l-2 seconds) was shown

to be incornpatibte with an origin in'the tennestrial ionosphene' but

coutd be explained by the scattering of nadio viaves fi:om inregutanities

of electnon density situated in the interplanetany medium' The stnong

hel-iocentric dependence of the relative intensity of the fluctuations

for a given source confinnec] this intenpretation'and the phenornenon is

now known as interplanetary scintillation (IPS) '

The pnoblem of nadio wave scattening f:rom randoml-y distnibuted

phase-changing innegulaníties has been treated theoretically by a

numben of authors (natcliffe, 1956; Pisa::eva, 1959; Mencien' 1961;

Budden, L965; Uscinski, 1966; Brnamley, 1967; Salpeter' 1967;

Buckley, 1971a; I971b) and vre shall only pnesent here a sunmally of the

nain results fnom these vanious accounts'

2.1 The Diffnaction Scneen

The geonetny of the situation is sketched in Figure 2.1.

Radiation f::om a point sounce passing along the line of sight to the
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earth encounters i.nregu-l-arities in nefnactive index caused by

fluctuations in elect¡-on density within the sofa:r w-ind. Since the

density of the interplanetany medium (and pnesumably also the

fluctuation ín the density) falls off rapidly with distance fnom the sun

(ry r-2), it is neasonable to assume that the predominant phase

fluctuations in the wave will be introduced in a negion of plasma of

linited thickness, L, a:round the point of closest appnoach to the sun'

along the line of sight. This negion wiII be:referued to as rthe sc::een.l

We define the autoconnelation function of the electnon d.ensity

fl,uctuations in the scr"een, P" (Ë, n) as,

ps (8, rì) = = ij:{-¡zì (2'r)

whene < > d.enotes spatial averaging, and the nonmalising facto::

< f2(x, y) > ís simply the varíance of the fluctuations. A convenient

measure of the scale of the inregulanities, a, is the point at which the

autocorrefation function P" falls to the value e-I, and is called the

connelation length. The r:ms phase fluctuation, 0o, imposed on the

incident wave by the scneen depends upon the nadio wavelength, À, the

scale, a, and the thickness, L, of the I'phase screenrt,

óo'À et)%<6N.2tä (2'2)

^lzwhere . 6 N"2 ,-' i= the nms fluctuation in electron density' That is,

0o is independent of the mean backgnound electnon density and depelds

only on the vaniations from the mean. For the weak scattening case

(ô < t radían)o we shall assume that the amplitude fluctuations acnoss
'o
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the wavefront enenging fnom the scneen are negligible comPared with the

fluctuatÍons in Phase. This is centainly not tnue fon the Strong

scattering case (0o r I)o and is only true for Öo t 1 when I' is

sufficientl-y small (L < a2/x\,

< 1)
o2.2 t[eak Scattening ($

In this case the incident plane wave will emerge fron the phase

screen wlth undiminl-shed alnplitude and random fl,uctuations of phase

across its wavefnont. !Ùe can nepnesent this wave as the sum of an

unscattered wave, Eo, and an angular spectrum of plane vtaves tnavelling

at various angles to Ëo (natctiffe, 1956). The speculan component: Eo,

and the vraves of the angulan sPecÐlum ane in phase quadnatune at the

scneen. As the distance, z, fnom the scneen incneases, the wíde angle

components of the angular spectnum p:rognessively lose thein phase

relationship wíth Eo and produce vaniations in amplitude across the

wavefuont. T'hus as z incneases, Eo and any panticula:: side wave E* will

pnognessively move in and out of phase cohenence, altennately pnoducing

fluctuations in the amplitude and phase of the vtave.

Eon z . a2/^ (the Fnesnel negion), the energy in the phase and

ampJ-itude flr¡ctuations is appnoximately equal, and the amplitude

pnobability dístnibution is Gaussian. Tn this negion the r:adius of the

finst F¡.esnel zone þM) is less than the spatía1 sca1e, a, and the

amplitude at any point is pnimanily detenmined by scattening fnon only

one i:rregulaníty. As z incneases, the numben of innegula:ríties enclosed
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by each Fnesne] zone incneases and so the amplitude at any poÍnt on the

wavefnont is built up of htaves scattened from many i'nnegulanities' ThuS

for z , a}/)t (Fnaun¡ofen :region), the amplitude fluctuations s6turate

and exhibit a Rice distnibution'

A conveníent measune of the deg:ree of scintillation of a sor:rce is

the scintillation índex, F, which is defined' as the:rns intensity

fluctuation r.elative to the intensity of tt¡e steady (unscattered)

component,
%< (l - to)t t

(2.3)r-t- Io

whene I is the fluetuating intensity anc Io is the mean vaÌue, < I >'

In the Fraunhofen region the index ís pnoportional to 0o'

E = ,/î þo, (2.+)

and thus fi:om nelation 2,2, E c l. tt 0o < l the spatíal scale' 9" of

the diffnaction pattenn is equal to the scale within the sqreen; that

is, the pattenn and scneen autocornelation functions ane identical'

very close to the screen however (Fresnel regÍon), the scale C is less

than a, since the ampLitude fluctuations due to lange spatiaÌ scales in

the scneen are not fully developed. Here the index F is pnopontíonal to

¡2.

2.3 St::ons Scattening (O^ > f )

In this case the thin phase screen appnoximation is no longen

val-íd. The unscattered component Eo is small, and the anrplitude at any

point on the wave-fnont is detenmined by the relative phases and
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ampJ-itudes of the scattered waves ín the angular spectnum. If the

thickness of the scattening Iayer., L, is not sufficiently small'

multiple scattering must also be taken into account, Mercier (1962) has

consÍde:red the pnoblem of diffnaction ín the far: zone due to lange

nandom phase fluctuations (ûo > I), and has deduced exact analytic

expressíons for all the even-onder noments of the amplítude

fluctuatíons, and hence pnoved that the amplitude in the far zone has a

Rice pnobabílity distnÍbutic¡n. At smal-Ien distances (the Fnesnel negion),

the va:riance of the intensity (i.e. the second moment) can be

calcuLated numenicalry for' 0o t 1' Fon 0o t I the nor-malized vaniance

(o:r scintillatíon index F) is gtreater than unityr and appnoaches a

maxímum nean the point whene focussing of nays by indívidual

irrnegulanities occuns. Bnamley and Young (fg6Z ) have extended the

nulnerical nesults of Mercien up to nms phase deviations tu 3 nadians.

Mone necentJ-y Buckley (tO?ta) has conside:red the pnoblem analytically

fon very lange phase deviations in a one-dimensíona1 screen. A companion

paperl extends the analysis to two-dímensional sctreêns (Buckley, 1971b).

He shows that the seintillation index, F, incneases with distance, z'

fro¡n the sclleen as 22, neaching a maxinum value of

F=1+%1nOo, (2.5)

due to focussing by índividual ir:regulanities at a distance appnoximately

equaÌ to that p::edicted by geometnical optics (", = Z n az/Qot), At

lange distances the Índex approaches unity.

The scafe of the díffnaction pattenn is independent of 4o cfose to
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L-

the scneen, and depends on the smaller scales within the scneen. It

appnoaches a minimum value, [ tu affiTo/Öo iust in front of the

focussing region, and at lange distances (the fan zone) appnoaches the

value 9, ^, a/þo. These resu-lts also apply qualitatively in the mone

realistic tr.¡o-dimensional screen situation (Buckley, 1971b).

2.4 The Effect of Sounce Size

In the discussÍon so fan we have assumed that the nadiation

incident upon the sctleen is ernítted fnom a point source. tJe must now

take into account the effect of fínite sounce size on the r-esufts we

have descnibed. Considen a source of finite angular diarneten {. The

image of this Sounce on an observing pJ-ane, 0, at distance z fuom the

scueen, has a width zrl. If this width becomes gneaten than the scale'
it i" i' '" "

a, of the plasrna irnegul.anities, the diffnaction images at 0 begin to

overlap, thus blunning out the fine detail in the diffraction patternt

(Bniggs, 1966). Thus the conditions for whích diameter blurning occulrs

can be !,rritten,
g.^,t,r; (oo.t) (2.6)

and (oo >1)

Little and Hewish (1966) have deníved quantitative measures of this

effect for various source nodels. Fon the case of a ci:rculan Gaussian

source, fon exanple, they show that the observeC pattenn scale, lt, and

scintillation indeX, Ft r are given by'
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1,r = L

and F,= F f, n , t*l\-a. (2.7)
L -J¿ 

)

T'hus the obse::ved pattern scale incneases and the scíntillation index

is neduced as a resuLt of the blurning. This effect has also been usecl

to place useful upper limits on the angulan diameter-s of scintillating

:radio sources (Little and Hewish,1966,1968), Fon a distance z = I A.u.

and. scale size 9, = 2OO km, diarnetfl: blurr"ing occurs fo:r ¡-our:ces wíth

angulan dianetens gr:eater than 0.5?' arc.

2.5 Scintillation Bandwidth

'Ihe nange of fnequencies oven which the amplitude scintillations

show a corr-elation coeff icient gneatelr thcln 0 .5 is def ined as the

scintil_lation bandwiclth" For the weak scattening' ci-se (0o . l),

Budden (1965) has calculated an expr"ession fon the nonmalized correlation

coefficient of sígna} amplitudcs neceivecj simultaneously on two

fi:equeneies at a sir:gle neceiving point. The fj-nal- exprr:rssion is

mathematically complex but can be readíiy sinrplified for the genenal

ease of ventical -incid.ence and isotropic innogulanities (see Appendix A),

'yield-i-ng

z {l-:_d x (.2.e)

['* , ,#,')'"

Af
f- (ä +4c

whe::e C is the correlation coefficíent, Âf is the bandwidth about

fnequency f , and X j.s the dimensionless panameter n'z/Xz. Briggs (1966)

has deduced an onden of magnitude result fi:om the diffi:action appnoach,
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(2.e )

which is the bandwidth limit bø:Iow which the scintíIlations wilL be

highly co:rnelated. ft is shov,'n in Appendix A that expression (2.8)

rneduces to

Af r 1,2

Ë"i;-, (2"I0)

fon a correlation C = 0.5, which ag;'-,rs with the app::oximate nesult of
ir ¡l'. t:i-t

Bniggs. Fon the strong scattening case (0o t 1), & is neplaced by //+"
in the pneceding expnessions. A nadío stan is effectively a wide-band

noise sounce and so the exper:imental bandwidth is usually detenmined by

the receiver response. The scintillations wiLl be seriously

decor:related oven the receive:r bandwidth, and hence signifÍcantly

neduced if,

lt rn-9'2 (2.1r)t^z

2.6 The Phvsical Reality of fPS Parametens

Fnom obsenvations of IPS the scale of the density fluctuations in

the intenplanetany nedium can be Ínfenred. Typi.cal values fon a, the

conneLation length, alre 100 - 200 km (Dennison and Hewish, 1967).

However, JokipiÍ and Hollweg (1970) have suggested that the plasma

density ínnegulanities will have a doninant stnuctune conparable in size

to the obsenved magnetic fíe1d vaniations. Dinect measurements of the

magnetic field cor"nelation length (Holzen et a1.' 1966; rlokipii and

Coì-eman, 1968) fnorn 0G0 l- and Ma4ínen 4 spacecraft yield values of

gz

^"
t

Àf
F-
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tu 106 km which alle sevenal orclers of rnagnitude larger: than the plasma

density scales infer.red fnom IPS and angular br:oadening obsenvations '

The nagnetic field vaniations have a povrer sPectrum which exhibits

an appl:axj-mate power 1a.i,¡ decnease (f 'I'5) 
between f0-4 apd 10-? Hz and

then fal1s napidly (f-e'8) in the region l-¡etr'¡een 10-t and 1.0 Hz

(Coleman, 1968). Since the Alfvén velocity at I A.U. is much less than

the so1an wirrd velocity, the ot¡senved temponal variaticns ane the

:result of magnetic spatial vari¿lti.ins being swept past the spacecnaft'

In this case the fnec.uency lrange 10-1 to I.0 Hz cornesponds to length

sc;-ì.Ies of the orde:: of 100 km. If, as jokipii and Hollweg (1970)

suggest, the magnetic fieLd and plasna density fluctuations are stnongl-y

couple<l thnoughout the above frequency spectr:um. it woul-d appean that

nadio scintillation estimates of the spatial scale of the density

j.:rreguianities (t tOO km) dc¡ not represent a domínant scale in the

medium itsel-f, but Ín fact conrespond to theriinner scale!îon

dissipation lengtir of the turbulence" Recent spacecnaft observations of

the sc,lar wind plasma (Intniligator: and !üclfe) ]970), yield polrelr spectna

with an avera.ge fi:equency dependenee of f I'3 in the range l-O-4 to 10-3

Fiz and imply a plasma densit¡r co::relation length of 106 km.

It ís possible howeven tìrat the fnequency spectrum may eontain tvro

separate negimes (Hewish, 197I). A low frequency negime conrespondÍrrg

to lange-scale plasma va::iations directly coupleci 'to magnetic fiel-d

fluctuations, and a srnallen scale plasma negirne which i.s decoupled from
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the rnagnetic fie1d. The results of Intnil-igator and I,lolfe (fgZO) ane

consistent with the idea of large-scal-e coupling, but do not pnohibit

the existence of an uncoupled plasrna r:egirne above 1O-3 Hz. Hewish

(fg7l) has plotted the scintillation observations of a number of authons

over a B0 to 1 wave-'l-ength :range, and shown that the l-ine of best fit to

the data corresPonds to i'(scintillatíon index) c À' wl.ich Oisagnees

with the nelation F * À2 implied by the model of Jokipii and Hollweg

rierived fnorn ger:metnical optics. Buckley (f971) has shown that the

methocl of geometr-ical optics ís in any case not applicable to the

par.ficula:r sítuation under consid.enation, ancl has used a mone nigonous

approach to show that the scintillation data irnply the existence of a

quite distinct microstr:ucture within the solar wind wíth scale n' 102 km.

He al-so suggests that such small-scale density fluctuations may be the

nesult of electrostatic r^raves propagating at night angles to the average

magnetic field. Such a situation would give nise to an enhanced level

of small-scale density fl-uctuations not accompanied by companable

nagnetic vaniations, and Buckley shows that this pnoposal of a

two-component spatÍaI powen spectnum fon the density fLuctuations ís ín

agl:eement with the radio scintillation and anguÌar bnoadening

obsenvations.

Thus the genenal tnend at this tine appears to be towands justifying

the IPS observations as being genuinely nelated to a dístinct

micnostructure in the solan wind wÍth scale t 102 km, not much langen

than the ion gyro-na<lius in the rnedium, and centainly much smaller than
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the scale n, L06 km of the <lominant magnetic stnuctr¡re detected by space

probes. However:, complete confinmation of this situatfon muSt await

dinect measurements by sPace vehicl-es of the small-scaIe electron

density stlructures of the intenplanetany plasma'
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CHAPTER 3

COROTATING STI{EAMS AND PLASi:A BI,AST IÍA.VES

Introduction

In Chapter. I v¡e described the p:ropenties and featunes of the solar

wind and discussed a number of theor.etical models which attempt to

r.ationalize those pnopenties. some large-scale featut'es of the

intenplanetary plasma werne described bniefly in the discussíon of the

sector structu¡e in the intenplanetally magnetic fiel-d.

This chapter" ,¡rill :revier"¡ oul? present knowledge of the movement and

geometry of such lange-scale featur:es, especially in relation to

corotating str.r:ams anrl plasma bfast-waves assocÍated with active regions

on the sun.

3.1 Conotat 1ng Featunes in the Solan I'trínd

p.l-asrna measurements made aboa:rd Maniner" 2 during -t962 (Naugebauer

and. Snyder., 1966) nevealed a continuous '¿aniation in the velocity of the

sola:r wind, which irnplied the existence of numerous negions on the solan

surface from vrhich plasma ís ejected with velocity much highen than that

of the ambient plasma flow. Identífiabie structures of this kind were

obsenved to persist for extencied periods, sometimes ovêll several sola::

r.otations, Thus the rotation of the sun can provide a sounce of

temponal vaniation at a fixed obsenvation point even when solan wínd

conditions are steady, but vanying with position. Solan wind featunes
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related to such spatial var"iations can be identified by a recurnence

period cfose to 27 daYs.

Neugebauer and snyde:r (1966 ) observed recurrent high velocity

negions in the Maninen 2 data fon 1962 and attributed them to long-lived

centnes of activity on the sun. These high velocity stneams v¡elre shown

to be associated with the secton-like stnucture of the interplanetany

magnetic field, which has been describecl in Chapte:r I (Ness and

Ìlilcox, 1964; !ÍiLcox and Ness' 1965). One of the sectons observed by

Imp 1 late in 1963 was associated with a lîeculrnent series of

geomagnetie distur.bances lasting fon mone than 20 solan notations'

These we¡:e cornelated with a necunning pnoton str'eam (Fan et at', 1966)

existing within the secton, but wene not associated with any distínet

feature on the sunface of the sun.

A sunvey of the northern sky by inte::planeta:ry s.cintillation duníng

I9C7 (Bunne11, 1969), revealed la:rge incneases in the scintillation of

many of the nadio sources obsenved. It was rePorted that nost of the

enhancements tended to necur with a peniod of 27 days, and that some

enLancements also eor::related with d.ecneases in cosmíc nay intensity at

the earth. These anomalous scintill-atíon errhancements wene attnibuted

to stneams of distr:¡rbed plasma conotating with the sun.

Cr:oft (I9ZI) has also obsenved conotating negions in the sola:r windt

evident in the intenplanetary elect:ron numben density rneasured by nadio

pnopagation techniques. These pattenns of íncneased numben density
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ll, vealed the existence of conotating regions in which a recognizable

charercter eras rflaintained duning sever:al solalr ratations' The 'l ife-tirnes

of these r.egions lrere all shorter than those ohserved by l{eugebauen and

Snyd.er (1966), but it shouLd be noted that the latter obsenvations

neferr.ed to regions of l-righ velocity where the densÍty was lovr, but

nelatively chaotic. The díffenence in the observed life-times of such

streams rnay simply be an indication that the electnon density ín the

interplanetany medium is mone variabl-e than the velocity, and hence

long-term density tnends would be mo:re difficult to detect. Howevert

the diffelrence may also be due to the fact that the obsenvatlons of

electr:on density were mad,e du:r'ing a much laten pl:ase of the solan cycle.

cnoft (rgzr) also noted a degnee of nandomness within the nepeating

pattenns, such that tnansient density incneases did not neliably

reappear with a predíctable penio<l. These srnafJ vaniations in annival

time (n, I day) were almost ce:rtainly nelated to vaniations in the

velocity of the solar" wir¡d. Such va:riations would change tlre spir"al

angle of the stream and hence its annívaI time at any fixed obsenving

point.

Following orp pneliminany nepont (Dennison and l{íseman, 1968) of a

corotating feature in the solar wínd using IPS, Houminer (1971) neponted

daíIy obsenvations of for:r ¡adio sounces over a peniod of two months'

and concluded that vaniations in the scintillation índex which v¡ene not

obviousl-y associated with othen activity, could bo explained in tenms of
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plas¡na streans cot"otatíng with the sun. It ¡^las suggested that the

obsenved incneases in scintitiation index r,right be associatod with the

secton structure of the intenplanetary magnetic field. This nelationship

is confinmed by the expenimental nesults to be desc::ibecl in the

following chapters" Houminer found no obvious co:relation between the

scintitlation enhancements and the pllesence of active negions on the

sUnfaCe of the gun, whereas oun obsenvationS, ín some cases, demOnStrate

the existence c¡f such a nelationshíp (see Chapter 6)'

An incnease in density within the -teading edge of a fast stream was

suggested by \leugebauen and Snyden (1967) to ascount fo:r the obsenved

featunes of the plaona data fnom I'faninen 2, and similarly a decnease in

clensitv within the tnailing edge of a fast st:ream was postulated by

Sanabhai (196A). Dessler. (fSAZ) has poÍnted out that one effect of the

solan notati.on on the íntenaction of adjacent streams of different

veJ-ocity would be to p¡.oduce east-tâ¡est deflections of the flow. Siscoe

et al. (fgOg) have descnibed this east-west velocity a8]"mmetny within

the fnamework of fluid mechanics" Thein suggested mechanísm pnedicts

that fast streams r+ill tend to come fnom the west and sfow ones fno¡n the

east with respect to the average solar. wind Cinection, and eXpenimental

data fron pioneen 6 indicate that about 50% of tl.e east-west vaniations

in flow direction with a period nl 4 days may be due to this fast

stneam-sfow stream intenaction.

A theonetical rnoclel of necurnent solan wind stneams has been
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developed by Canovitlano and Siscoe (fg6g ) ' They begin with the

hydnodynamic solutions of a sphenically symmetnic solar vrind model, and

considen conotating pertu:rbations on a boundary fainly close to the sun

to represent the effects of stationary featulaes on the solan surface,

such as hot and cool negions. They have then considened solutions of

the pentr::rbation equatíons whieh ane time-stationany in the corotating

f:rame of reference. The solutions ane valid oven the nange 0.1 - I'0 A'U'

and ane nestnicted to large-scale featu¡es of the medium. In this

pertr::rbation nodel the intenaction between fast and slow conotating

streams is treated in detailo and its pnedictions agree with the

qualitative ideas of Síscoe et al. (1969)'

The pentunbation ana-lysis of non-sphenically syrunetric solan wind

flows has been extended by Siscoe and Finley (1969 ) to inctude both

variations in the latitude of the velocity sounce, and also any flowe

across the solar equatorial plane due to north-south asymtnetnies. A

funther- paper (Siscoe and Finleyr 1970) has extended the treatment of

Canovillano and Síscoe (1969) to include arbitrary dÍstnibutÍons of

coronal inhornogeneities. If the radial fl-ow speed alone is pentu:rbed at

0.1 4.U., the flow nesultÍng at 14.U. is shown in Fig¡:re 3.I as a

function of solan longitude. The density, p, reaches a naximum dr:lÍng

the nise in nadial speed Vo, and then a minimurn on the downwand slope of

V Since the fast streams push agaínst slow pnecedÍng ones' and slow
r

stneams lag behind fast pneceding onesr the íntenvening gas is eÍthen

compressed on rar:efied depending on the configunatíon. The azimuthal
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component of the velocÍty V, indicates a flow ftom east of the sun fon

Iow flow speed, and f:rom west of the surr for high f]-ow speed . Howevet-,

expenimental data (Neugebauer and Snydenr 1966) indicate that thene is a

tendency fon variations ín Vo and p to be anti-conrelated (i'e' 180

degrees out of phase) r:ather than 9Oo out of phase as suggested by the

present node1. Siscoe and Finley suggested that this diffellence is due

to the choice of boundar:y conditions, and that futr¡.r:e calculations must

allow for vaniations in the polytr:oplc index nelatíng pressure and

densitv in the solar wind.

A laten paper (Siscoe and Finley, 1972) appnoaches this p:roblen by

extending the solutions of the linearized hydrodynamic equatíons to

allow pentunbations in all the hydnodynamic pa::ameters (density,

velocity and temperature), wheneas the pnevious solutions (Ca:rovilLano

and siscoe, 1969 and siscoe and Finley, 1969r 1970) wene restricted tO

constantentnopyPert'¡lbations,fonwhichdensityandtemperature

vaniatÍons were constnained to be in phase. This Later study also

resulted in the development of a convenient natrix method fon obtaÍning

solan wind pentunbatiorrs at some partículan nadial- distance, given the

per:tu:rbatíons at some othen radial distance. The solutÍons thus give a

conplete descríptíon of the líneanized hydnodynarnic problem fon

conotating time-stationary inhomogeneities, íf the solan wÍnd panameters

are known accurateLy at a particulan radial distance.

Howeve::¡ the ¡¡odel does not inconporate several effects which occun
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in the solar wind "rhich might modify the conclusions. Fon example" the

time vaniations in a con,ctating fname brere nestni-cted irr the model to a

time-scale long compa:red to the flow tirne of the plasma fnom the sun to

the point of observatic¡n (n,4 days to the earth). Also the model

entireiy neglected the magnetic field' though a model of weber anc

Davis(1967)sugges-usthatthenesultswithandwithoutthefieldwould

be r¡ualitativelY símilar'.

A significant result of the model of siscoe and Finl-ey (L972) was

the diffeuence in the r'adial- dependence of the amplitudes for the three

eases of independent initial conditj-ons' Pure velocity pe::tunbation,

d.ensity penturbation, anrl temperatune pentunbation" The amplitudes at

1 A.U. hrere p::edicted to be rv I09o of the initial amplitudes fon the finst

two cases, but of the order of I009o fon ttre pune temperatunç:

pentunbation. Hence if the pentunbation amplitudes of al-l thnee wene of

sinilar magnítude at the critical point, the stl'ucture at the ea:rth

would langely :reflect just the initial temperatu::e pentu:rbation" The

relative phases between the variOus soLa:: wind pa:rameters for: a pu:re

temperatune variation we::e veny differ:ent fron those resulting fi:om a

pure velocity cr density pertunbation'

The observations of Hundhausen et aI. (feZO) showed that density

and azímuthal velocity wene genenalì-y anti-conrelated with the radial

velocit'y, and that temperature was generally correl-ated wíth the nadial

vel"ocÍtv" The predicted relative phases of the parameters fon the pure
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tempenature case were found, to be consistent with these obsenvations'

Thus the diffe:rent nadial dependences of the thnee pure ínitial states at

the cnitical point considenably irnprove oun undenstanding of the solan

wind fluctuations at the earth'

3.2 Discontinuities and Shock fiaves in the Solan tlind

The lange-scale stnucture of the intenpJ-anetary magnetic field is

chanacter.ized by sectors having apprecíable angular extent (lfilcox and

l{ess, 1965). These sectons exhibit a well-defined valriation in density'

veJ-ocity and the str.ength of the nagnetic field. At the sector

boundany the:re occulrs a discontinuous jump in the di::ection of the

interplanetany magnetic fíe1do and, sometimes in the other sofar wind

panameter:s. lt is thenefore impontant to consider this structured natu:¡e

cf the intenpJ-anetary medium when attempting to associate a par:ticulan

disturbance in the nediun wíth a panticulan solan flane. Many

distuÉbances which appear to be abnupt, actually eorotate with the sun

and ane not associate<l with a panticular flare, but rathep with some

quasi-stationary featune on the solar sunface'

It has been establÍshe<l that Ûìany of the most impontant solan

flanes are followed by geomagnetic stonms at the earth (Akasofu and

Yoshida, I967a, I96?b; Hirshbeng, 1968). The occunrence of geonagnetic

stollms at these times is attributed to the a:rrival at the ea::th of a

pJ-asma shell containing the gas ejected fnom the flane at the solan

sunface. The existence of an ambient plasna in intenplanetany sPace
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implies that the flare-ejected matenial wj.II be pneceded by a coltision-

free superscnic shock (Gol-d, 1959 ) '

AssociatÍons of obser^ved sola:: flares with particulan gecmagnetic

stonms yield sun-earth t::ansit times of betwc.:en 20 and 70 houtrs, t"rhich

impl5, mean shock velocities of 600 - 2000 lcrn/sec. Dinect obsenvatior¡s

of sirock waves in ì.nte;rplanetary space by spacecraft tend to confi::m the

solan fl-are-interplanetany shock-geornagnetic storm concept (Sonnet et al"

1964; Taylor" ]-969 ; Gclsling et af . , ].968; Ogilvie et al . , 1968 ) .

tlirshberg (rgog) has examined the intensities of geomagnetic storm

sudrlen-c.ommencements as a function of the centnal menidian position of

the associated flar:es, and ccncluded that the::e is a considerable

clepantune t=nom sun-centned symmetny, with shocks expanding on much

b:roader fr.onts. fi 'rypicaf shock front at tÌre eanth could be approximated

byaspher'eofradius0.6A.U.centr.ed0.4A.l].fnomthesun.

Direct fileasurenents of the magnetic field vector: on bc;th sides of

the shcck fnont can be used to compute the normal vector of the shock

(Ogilvie anC Burlaga, 1969). Shock nonmals dete::mined fnom direct

space-prc,be measurements tend to be gncupecl about the nadial direction'

although the deviations fi:cm the nad.ial imply non-spherical s5rmmetnlr

abcut the sun j-n some cases. Taylor (rsog) arrived at similar

conclusions fnom magnetometen observatíons aboard Imp 3 ' Shock norntals

which are stl:ongly inclined to the ecliptic plane have been r"eponteci by

seve:ral observers (Bame et aI., f968', Hinshbe::g et aI." 1970;
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Gneenstadt et a1., I97O) and it has been suggested that the shock fnont

may be tongue-shaped (i.e. a flattened disc) nathen than an axially

symrnetric body of notation"

Hundhausen (tgZO) has listed 27 shock obser:vations which have been

neponted in the litenatune, aud deduced the avenage characteristics of

this statistical sampÌe. The mean shock propagation speed was 500 km/sec,

or: about I00 kn,/sec higher than the mean solan wind velocity, and the

no::mals to shock-fnonts deviated fnom the nadial direction by an avenage

angle of O0o. The mean tr"ansit time of the shock to I A.U. was 55

hours, yieldÍng a calculated mean pl:opagation speed of 730 km,/sec.

this vaLue is considerably langen than the average proPagatíon speed

measqned by spacecnaft at 1 4.U., and suggests a decelenation of the

shocks in intenplanetary space (Ogilvie and Bunlaga, 1969).

The theoretical tneatment of the pnopagatíon of sola:'wind

distunbances involves the integration of tine-independent consenvation

equations fon masss momentum and enengy- which even in the one-fluid

equati.ons ane complicated and nequi¡re additional simplifications.

Dr:yen (rgoz) made a first appnoximation fon the case of a simple bl-ast

by assuming the ambient plasma densitv to be invaniant with distance

from the sun, and. the sola:: wind to have zero veJ-ocity. The shock

velocÍty ne-lative to the eanth, and the enengy neleased, were then

neadily found firom classical blast wave theony" with values of 450 km/sec

and 1032 engs trespectivel-Y.
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Models based on the similanity solutions of the hydnodlmamic

equatÍons have been developed by simon and Axford (1966) and Lee and

chen (1968)" Similarity theory c.an be use'd together with satellite

data to estimate linits for the enengy in the solan wind dístu:rbance

following the shock, and hence fon the energy released by the solan

flares. Dryen and Jones (1968) obtained enengy values in the range

1030 to 1032 engs fon such distrrbances'

The hydrodynarnie equat.Lons have also been integrated nurnenically

without any simpJ-ifying assumptions by Hundha-usen and Gentny (1969)'

The entine nange of time-scales fon energy deposition in the

distunbance at the sun, fnom sharp impulsive blast vlaves to continuous

deposition, have been conside:red. A shock of anbitrany strength was

introduced into the ambient sorar wind by changing the f1ui,3 par:ametens

at o.l- A.u.; the pcst-shock values were maintained for a dunation T'

and then the arnbíent conditions wene resumed" Fon values of T veny nuch

less than the shock tnansit time fnom sun to earth, the pnoperties of

the wave wene shown to be funetions only of the total energy' ll, in the

blast. The ambient solan wínd condítions assumed at I A'U' were' a

velocity of 395 km/secr a Pnoton density of 12 cm-3 and a tempenatune of

S x lob oK, The inner boundany fo:: the calculation !{as set at I8 so}an

nadii.

In a particula:r case conPuted by Hundhausen and Gentry, the blast

wave was initiated with a density jump of 4 and a shock velocity of
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2000 km/s;ec at the innen bouncìary " The plasma parameters were r'etunned

to thein ambient leveÌs 2.1 hours aften initiation, giving a total

enerâgy input of 1.6 x 1033 ergs. Fígu::e 3"2 shows the velocity and

densitSr profiles as functions of heliocentr.ic distance for periods of 2,

4 and 20 hours after initiation. It can be seen that the shock has not

decneased in stnength nor been signifÍ.cantly decelerated ín tnansit.

This sol-ution, though ín poor agneement with the observed pnopertj.es of

j-nterplanetany sliocl<s u illustnates the basíc shock pr:opagation

charactenístics, I^lhen disturbances with lower energies v¡e¡e considered'

the solutions indicated much greater. decele:ration of the blas;t. Ëigu:re

3.3 shov¡s the nelationship between the total energys'['1, and the tnansít

.Lime to 14.U. for the numericat bl-ast wave solutionsn using the same

ambient sc;lar wir¡tl conditions given al¡ove " Tho blast is seen to be

significantly netanded at the lor+en energies tyuícal1y obse::ved in the

medj.um (T,3 x 103I engs).

The theonetical moclels <iescribed up to this point have becn based

on the assumpt|on that the flane-pnoduced disturbance is sphericalJ.y

synmetrÍc . Hcvlever, as rve have noted eanlier, there is considenai>Ie

evidence that shock no:rmals deviate fi:om the radial direction in many

obsepvatíons. Nurneríca1 solutions fon non-spherical shock waves have

been :recently der"í.ved by De Young; and Hundheusen (197I). Figune 3.a(a)

shor¡s the shock-fnont geometny as a function of the tirne afte:r initiation

of a disturbance initia-tly occupyi-ng a cone of half-angte 15c. The

initial disturbance velocitlr r¡ras 1000 krn/sec at 0.1 A.U' ïrith a total
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energy of 2.8 x 1030 engs" F_igure 3.4(b) indi.cates the computed shock-

front shapes at 1 A.U. for a constant energy distunbance having varying

initía.I cor,e half-angles crt 0.1 A.U. These soJutions indicate that the

distulbance geometry is netatively insensítive to the initial angulan

extent fon half-angles up to aSout 15o. In this nange the shock-fr-ont

shows a noughly sphenicaJ- geometny at I A.U. with a centre of curvatune

near O"S A.U. This nesult was found to be gener"atly independent of the

Ínítial distr.r.nbance energy fon enengies in the nange 1029 to 1031 engs,

p::cví.ded that a constar¡t mass was naintained. The p:redicted shock

profíIes at I A.U. fon cone half-angles less than 15o agree neasonably

well wÍth those inferned by Hinshberg (1968) fnon the observed

intensities of geornagnctic storms, and are also roughly in agreement with

the distribution of shock nonmals obser.ved by Ogilvie and Bunlaga (1969).

The avenage energy of the disturbances (3 x 1O3l ergs) pnedicted by

De Young; ancl Hundhausen ís in good agreement with the values obtained

fnom the integration of obsenved energy fluxes'

Although the non-sphenical solutions of De Young and Hr¡ndhausen can

account fon the deviatíons from sphenical symmetny suggested by Hinshbeng

(1968) and Taylo:: (fSOS), the obsenvation of sevenal shocks stnongly

tilted out of the ecliptic plane (Bane et al.' 1968; Hinshbe:rg et aI.'

1970; Greenstadt et al., l-970) cannot be accounted fon in this model.

Hundhausen (tgzo ) has suggested that one possi.ble means of p 'oduci.ng

such híghl-y non-sphenical shock configunations, would be a high deg:ree of

asymmetry in the ambient sola¡. wind as a function of sc¡lar latitude.
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Howeven, furthen observational data. outside the ecliptic plane a::e

nequÍned to evaluate thi$ hypothesis "

3.9 Geomasnetic ActivitY

The genenally accepted relationship between solan and geonagnetic

activíty via íntenplanetany blast waves has been challenged by BaJ-lif and

iones (1967, 1969a, b). These authons suggest that individual fla:'es

are not the cause of eithe:: ForbUsh decneaseS ol' geomagnetic stonms '

They claim that both of these effects can be accountecl fon entirely by

conotating interplanetary stneams. BeIl (1961) obse:rved that tthere is

no one-to-one courelation between majon flanes and geomagnetic storms'r

and that a lange pencentags (ry 50%) of even bnight and optically

imp:ressive flanes ane not followed by any signifrì.cant effect in the

earthrs magnetíc field'

BaIIif et al,, (f971) have analysed solar flane data and cosmic ray

count-nates for" a 10 yean peniod fr.om 1958 -1968 and conclude that it ís

possible to account for all of the observed cosmic nay decneases by

assuming the existence of conotating íntenplanetary structur'es associated

with fla:re-producing negions on the sun" An epoch analysis of 76 cosmic

ray decneases and of the occurrence of solar flanes at the same time

(BaIIif et aI., 1971) j.ndÍcated tha't flane pnoducing negions tend to

passcentralmeridianjustbefone(.r,3days)ttrecosmicnayeventshlere

obsenved at the earth. Thus if flares a:re observed in active regions

which are neal, centnal neridian, they nay appean to be the cause of
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geomagnetíc stor:ms, which a:re in fact caused by the interaction of the

eatlthts magnetic field ,¡ith the írregula:r rnagnetic fiel<l süructunes of

the associated stream. There must, of cot¡rse, be a wide nange in the

intensity, duratíon and dimensíons of such streems to account fon the

Iange vaniations in the obsenved geomagnetic events'

To determine the :relative impontance of bl-ast waves and stneams in

the inítíation of geomagnetic events would ideatly neguine a nurnber of

space-probes arranged at va¡rious distances and elongations fnom the sun

to nap the cou¡se of sueh distunbances through the interplanetany

medium. This is not possible at pnesent with existing space-pnobes'

Shanp and Hannis (l-967 ) have suggested that la:rge increases in the

interplanetary scintillation of ::adio sounces obse:rved aften substantia]-

solan activity, can be used to nesolve such questions. caneful

nonitoning of a gnid of radio soullces whích ane known to scintillate

would be a powerful method in determining the geometny and movernent of

such distunbances in the intenplanetary medíum'

The author adopted this suggestion as the basis for the Present

study of the lange-scale movements of the interplanetarây plasma, and the

developrnent of this technique and the results obtained wÍll be pnesented

in the foJ-Iowing chaPtens.
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criAP'i'ER 4

IìESULTSI-I"IAY1968

Intnoduction

In this chapter lüe present the resufts of some pnelimínany

obsernvations made in I'fay 1968, togetiren with a description of the

equipment used and ê sunmclr1r of the observing pnocedune'

The interpretation of the present obsenvations is based on the

discussion of large-scale structures in the sola:: wind, given irr the

previous chaptet'.

+.r $S, crtlgn"l* Radi.h

The oËse¡vations to be descnibed in this, and the following

chapterse were cannie<l out using the g0 Mi'lz radiohetjog:raph (Wild' l-967)

at the C.S.I.R.O. Soiar" Observatonyu Culgoora, l'Tew South l^la1es' A

descr:ipt-ion of the iitstr.ument and cf the particular mode of openation

employecl fon our obsenvations will faciLitate the rl'-iscussíon of the

experirnentaf nesults .

The radioheliograph consj-sts of 96 steera]:le parabolic neflectors

each 13 metnes in dj-"rmete:r irith cnossed dipole feeds ' The aer^ials ane

equally spaced around the penimet r of a circle 3 kr¡ in diameter"

(Figure 4.t), the signals ree.eived at each aer:ia1 being r-etunned to a

centnal contnof r:oom along open wir:." t:ransmission lines fo:: pr:ocessing

by a special-purpose computen. By the addition of suitable phase delays
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in the appr"opriate aenial feed l-ines the computer synthesizes 48

simultaneous receiving beams eo,uaIly spaced in declination along a

nonth-south line.

The 20 field of view is scanned incnernentally by the 48 beams in an

east-west directíon to produce radio pictur:es of the sun, 60 points wide

in r:ight ascension and tl'8 points wide in declination. Each bea¡o has a

width of 3.5 minutes of anc to half-power points' with adjacent beams

sepanated by 2.1 m-inutes of anc at tlte zenith. Two pictures, one in

each sense of cir.cula:: poJ.arizationr are fcrmed evetly second and

displayecl on ca'Ehode lray tube monitons fon photognaphic recording. The

pictunes are alsr¡ neconded digÍtally on magnetic tape for later computen

avenaging and analysis.

The bandwidth of the heliognaph neceiving system is l-irnited.to a

nectangular I llHz response in the rF (intenmediate frequency, 7 14Hz)

stages. These a:re followed by detectons v¡hich have a squane-law

charactenistic thus producing an intensity (power:) output display,

Slhen the 96 elements of the annay ane connected together in phase

tÌre nadial pnofiJ-e of the nesulting Lrower polar diagnam has the fonm

(vrild, t-967 ) ,

I(n) = "to, ,2 r a r) (4.1)

whene J is a Bessel function of zero onden, r is the angulan
o

displacement fi:om the centre of the pattenn and a is the radius of the

annulus. Because the r:eceiving annulus is made up of discnete aerials,
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the central fieLcl pattern is su:rnounded by unwanted grating nesponses at

an angula:: distance À/d, whene d is the spacing between aerial elements

and I is the nadio wavelength. These responses were made to lie cutside

the 20 pictune fiercl by a suitable choice of aeníal spacing, d. The

central field pattern is no::malIy connected b3r the pr"ocess of J2-

synthesis (Wi.f¿, 1967), which involves the addition of highen onder

Bessel functions with appropriate weights to the Joz (uncornected) beam

to suppness unwanted side-lobe nesponses. This j.s achieved at the

expense of some loSs of ma.in bean resolution. The two beams, Jo2 and

J-2 are shown ín Figure 4.2 fon cornpanison. The J-2-synthesis technique_n --Þv- - 'r- n

is irnpontant in the observaticn of active negions on the sun where lange

side-l-obes would sampJ-e neighbouring rhotf negions on the solar disc.

Howeve¡., for tha obsenvation of extna-galactic nadio sources of small

angulan diameten, side-lobe responses ane less cniticals excePt perhaps

whene sources lie in close pnoximity.

4.2 The Obsenvins Pnocedune

Fon the pnesent obsenvations the heliog:raph was operated in the Jo2

mode witlr the unconnected beam. A statior,ary line of boa¡ls Ín the

no::th-south dinection was formed by inhibiting the cornputed scanning

functiono which nornally traverses the 20 fietd of view. The pcsition

of these beams could then be set automatically by appnopniate phasing of

the 96 incomíng signals. The six centnaL beans of the nonth-south Líne

!¡ere reconcled on two 3-channeÌ pen necor.dens togethen with tirne

refenence nankens. A neconding speed of 160 nn/minute was used f¡rn
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necording tire scintitl-ation, The procedure adopted lras to fir'Êt allow a

souïlce to transit ¡he six centnal decl:lnation beatns, and in the absence

of ionosphenic refi:action the main source response v¡oul<l occur on the

centnaf beam, which in this case l¡as a speciall'¡ synthesized beam mÍd iay

between beams 24 and 25. Thus beam ¡241'ât was sepal?ated from beams 24

ancl 25 by ]t anc in declinatíon, and fo:: a point soulrce a neduced signal

would l-¡e necorded on the two adjacent beans due to the overlap of thei::

nesponses. Aften the first transit, tlre beams v¡ene moved west of the

sounce by computen-controlled phase ;lanipulation, and the tr:ansit was

nepeated. Thís altowed accurate measurement of the r-elative sour:ce

stnength for futune calcul-ation of the scíntillation index. The beams

r¡/ere moved west of thc sounce once again and then computer directed

tnacking roas initÍated at source t:ransit. Each sor-lllce was tnacked and

necorded fon -'l0 minutes to obtain a replaesentative sainple of its

scintil-l-ation, fol1ov¡ed by a shorten section of noise from a

neighbour:ing r:egion of the sky. 0n and off-sounce data we::e also

recor"ded digitally on rnagnetic tape at a sampting nate of 32 -s"c*Ì, and

v¡ith a time constant of 0.05 second" The pen recorder ti.me constarits

wene 0.1 second.

It shoul-d be noted that the simultaneous monitoning of six

declination beams around the actual sour^ce position pnovided certain

very useful. aclvantages" I'instly, it enabled scintil-Iation to be

fo-l-forved in the pl:esence of declination dnifts of the source caused by

ionospheric r:efr-action, and secondly, the continuous reconding both on
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and off-sounce all-owed the effects of solan noise bunsts to be

recognised" The few necords affected by solar noise were genenally

cliscarded because of the difficulty in sepanating the solan and

scintill-ation effects, whieh tend to have ovenlapping fnequency powell

spectna.

4.3 Analvsis of Scintillation Records

The papen chant necords were analysed by hand to dete::mine the

scintillation index, F, defined in Chapten 2 as,
L. (r(t) - Io)2 ,''

r-L- @.2)
o

whene < > denotes a temporal avelrage, f(t) is the intensity of the

signal at time t and Io the mean intensity < ¡(t) >. The pen necondings

wene di:rect intensity neconds and so tlìe index, F, could be calculated

dinectly fnom the chant. Dennison (:.g02) has shown that the index can

be nepnesented vrith little loss of accunacy by the relative Ì¡a1f-width

of the,intensity pnobability dis'tribution (P.0.) of the scintillatÍon.

The procedure fon determiníng the intensity P.D. of a non-::egulan

function of time ís a tedious one however, and a convenient shont-cut

has been desct'ibed by Onhaug (L965).

If we consider: the nandom time-vanying signal shown in Figune 4.3,

the pr:obabílity density p(A) is defined as,

P(A1) = oltï , [+ l*, ],
fon a panticulan level, 41, where T is the total length of data and X t.

I
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is the total portion of tirne for which the amplitude A('i ) is within the

nange AA. Rice (1944) has shown that the expeeted fnequency hrith which

the envelope passes th:rough the amplitude l-evel A wíth positive sJ-ope is,

No = const ' p(A) (4.4)

This equation gives a convenient method fon detr:nmining the pnobabifity

clensity function of a scintillation necond. The density function p(AI)

is simply p:ropontional to the numben of times the scintil-lation signal

crosses the amplitude level 41. The scintillation index, F,

appnoximated by the relative half-width of the dístnibution was

calculated in this way fon each sounce on each day of obsenvation. A

typical Índex calculation is shown in Figune 4.4.

Scintillations of the nine sounces listed in Table I were r"ecor:ded

eaeh day, togethen with nepnesentative sections of noise fnom

neighbour"ing regions of the sky, The scíntillation indices fon on-sounce

reconds úlerre corrected for the effects of noise using the nelation,
Gra, tn%t )%

I- (4.s)<r>

whene Ir* and I* ane the hal-f-widths of the signal and noise intensity

pnobability distnibutions .

4.4 Discussion of Results

The obsenvations to be descnibed in this chapten lrere carried out

duning the peníod May 24-29, 1968. In oun analysis of these nesults we

have assumed that the doninant negion of scattening for a panticular

nadio source, was normally at the point of closest approach to the sun of
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its l-ine of sight to the eanth. This appears to be a neanonable

assumptÍon since the density of the plasma (and presumablY the

fl-uctuations in density also) decreases with :¡adial <listance fnom the

sun approximately as n-2.

Significant changes in the scintill-ation indices !üere obsenved fr-om

day to day, and in Figune 4.5 sections of a::econd fon one of these

sognces (Otg++gZ) ane shown, where the index incneased by a factor: of

2 fnom \{ay 27-28. In Figr::re 4.6 the inclices fon the nine sources from

I'lay 24-29 are plotted. Unfortunately the obsenving session was

intennupted on several days by stnong solar noíse stonms and consequently

there v¡ere gaps in the data for some sounces. It can be seen from

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 that enhancements in scintillation index tended to

occutô sequentially acnoss sources whose lines of sight htere sPaced in

or:der. fnorn the sunts eastenn limb. I'ígure 4.7 shows tbe line of sight

to each sounce projected onto the plane of the ecliptic. The eclipt.ic

latiturle ís lÍsted in Table I and shown beside each sounce number in

Figune 4.7. It is difficult to explain the observed changes in

scintill-ation indices in terms of a nadially expanding bl-ast of plasma

fnom the solan sunface, when the time sequence of the enhancements ane

considened. However, the obsenvations did appean to be consístent vrith

the ¡novement of a nadial stream of plasma conotating with the sun, and

the va¡i.atíons in the indices wilL be discussed in ter:ms of such a mc'del.

I'i

^.. i !
i

\

In Fígune 4.8 the source positions of Figune 4.7 a¡e nednawn with
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the positions of the leading edge of the proposed stnean 'rn consecutive

dayssuperirnposed'Thespíralgeometnyisdrawnassuningasolan

notation peniod of 27 days with a constant solan wind veloeity of 400

km/sec. To estimate the position of the stneam, the time at which it

intencepted the eanth was determinecl from its effects on sources L226+02"

ISO}-22 and 0134+32. Since the lines of sight to these sources lie

neanly par:allel to the leading edge of the stream a sudden incnease in

scintillation activity will detenmine the position of the stneam

boundany. As can be seen fnom Figune 4.8 the line of sight to L226+02

should be affected first, followed after: a shont peniod by 1309-22 and

0134+32, alJ- of which in fact showed an increase late on May 27' The

earth became embedded in the stneam by May 28 and the indices fon

2313+03 anct 0003-00 increase<l by 200e, between May 28 and 29 ' other

solan and geornagnetic activity indices tended to confir-m the tine of

intenception of the stneam by the earth anci will be considened laten in

the chapter. It should be nealised thet the suggested sequence of events

ís completely dependent upon the spiral geometry of the str:earn and

hence on the solan wind velocity. A st}eam velocity in the nange 300 -

500 km/sec was infenned fnom the data on this basis. A Lower velocity

stneam fo:r example ivould have a none tightly wound spí.naI and would

thenefor:e have affected 0134+32 before 1226+02, while a highen velocity

strean would s\^reep thnough the lines of sight pnoducing tÍne delays

between sources again considenabl¡¡ cliffe::ent fnom those obsenved'

the extent of the strean in the eeliptic plane is not indicated in
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Figune 4.8 but the ob:;ervations did atlow a useful limit to be placed on

this panameter. The dunation of the enhanced seintillation fon the

sources :-226+02 and I3O9-22 must be closely related to the wídth of the

stnêam in the ecliptic pIane. The obsenved dunation of 2-3 days

indicated a width of approximately 0.5 astronomical units at the orbit

of the earth. It must be nealised, howeven, that due to the curvatu:re of

the stream the fan r:egions of the line of sight from the ea.nth would

stilL be affected by the stneam aften it has passed oven those regions

cl-oser to the earth. This effect must be allowed fon in any estinate of

the stneam width. Readhead (1971), has calculated the contnibution to

the scintillation index of differ:ent parts of the intenplanetary medium

along the line of sight fnom a monochromatic poínt source. These ar"e

nepnoduced in FÍgure 4.9 fon vaníous values of the solar" elongatíorl¡ E.

tor 1226+02 and IgOg.22 (e > 1350) it can be seen that 70% of the

contnibution to the scintill-ation index occulrs ovell a distance of only

0,6 A.U. fnom the eanth, so that the effect of fan negions of the line

of sight is comparatively sma11 in this case and can be neglected. Thus

oun estimate of the stneam width is probably connect to within 2O%.

Having fixed the time at which the stneam met the earth we nolr

considen the nemaining sounces to examine their aglreement with the model

so fan defíned. The source 0758+14 showed enhanced scintillation up to

May 25 and then a decr:ease by a facton of 2 on i:lay 26 (f:ron 0.30 to

0.16). The index nemained low on succeeding days even though the line of

sight to the eauth still intencepted the st:ream until May 28. This is to
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be expected if the stneam was of finite widthe as þ¡e hara suggested. It

can be seen fnom Fi.gune 4.8 that a stneam of width 2 days would have

intensected the line of sight to 0758+14 over the region 0.5 - 2.5 A.U.

on Þ1ay 25. Howeve::, on May 26 only the region between 0.3 and 0.7 A.U.

on the line of sight would have been affected. Thus the effective

enhanced scatte:ring negion was considerably reduced fnom one day (25) to

the next (26) due to the stneam geometny. The souuce 0933+04 was

obsenved and necorded on only two days due to intenference f::om sevene

sola:r noise stonms. On llay 25-26 the index incneased by I009o in

agneement with the pnoposed stream location for those days. No majon

changes in scintíIlation index wene observed fon 0624-05 although

moder-ate scintillation was appanent duning the whole of the obsenving

peniod" A slight enhancement on May 26 and 27 was banely significant.

A possible neason for this is the companatively small region of the line

of sight to the eanth which was affected by the st::eam. However, if we

considen this slight inc::ease in index within the context of oi:r mode.l-

there appears at fínst sight to be a discnepancy' in that the

enhancement of 0624-05 occurned one day laten than the increase in index

of 0758+l-4. This appanent anomaly is nemoved when the ecliptic latitude

of the sources ar:e considered. The line of sight to 0624-05 is 28

de6Snees below the ecliptic plane so that unless the stneam was of

indefinite extent penpendicula:: to the ecliptic, the souÌace would not

have been affected until- the stneam moved clos.e:: to the ear.th. A sketch

of a possible stream configunatíon pe::pendicul-an to the ecliptíc plane
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is shown in Figure 4.10. This eketch is punely qualitative and is

íncluded to indicatc that a mone complete gnid of radio sources out of

the ecliptic plane should all-ow more quantitative limits to be placed on

stream geometny outside the ecliotic.

4.5 Scintillation Powet' Spectna

The gneatest uncertainty in the model discussed so far is the

Iocation of the pnedominant scattening region along the line of sight.

In pninciple, the fonm of the scintj.llation power spectrrrm can Provide

additional informa'Eion about the distance, z, fnom tbe scattering negion

to the obsenver.

Iùhen a plane monochnomatic wave is incident upon a thin scattening

::egion of phase-changing inregulanities (the rscreenr ), the emet:gent

l.rave can be nepr.esented (Ratcliffe, 1956) as the sum of a specular

(unscattered) plane vrave of nearly unit anplitude and a numbe:: of plane

waves of various amplitudes travelling at different angles with ::espect

to the specular component. This is refenned to as the angul.an spectnum

of the emer-gent vlave. Cl-ose to the scneen the scattened wave amplitudes

are in phasc quadnatune with the unscattered cornponent and the nesultant

wave field has constant amplitude but random fluctuatíons in phase.

Moving away fnom the scneen the successive side hraves of the angular"

spectnum pnoduce thein own components of amplitude modulation in

succession; the wÍde angle components conresponding to the small

spatial- periods within the scneen p::oducing their fuII effects close to
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the scneen and the small angle components cornesPonding to the largen

spatial peniods pnoducing thein effects furthen a$Iav. Thus the powen

spectrum of the intensity fluctuations close to the screen will show a

deficiency of powen at low frequencíes which will become less

significant and disappean as the distance fuom the scneen increases.

The spectral analysis of scintilLation neconds fon thís session was

unde¡rtaken following the approach of Blackman and Tukey (1958). The

magnetic tape data v¡as e time senies of discnete data points with a

sarnpling intenval of 1/32 sec. A low pass filter was applied to the

data by use of a simple 3 poínt average, pr-oducing a new titne series I(t)

having a sampling in'tenvat of 3/32 sec. The mean value was comPuted and

then subtnacted from the data befone the computation of the

eutocovaníance functíon,
'r Tt

c(t) = #; i r(t) r(t + t) (4.6)
't=0

out to a maximum lag t = T*. The autocorrelation function Ct(t) was

for.med by nonmatising the autocovaniance function C(t) wittr the sample

vaniance, i.e. C(0). Power: spectnal estimates wene the¡t computed fnom

the finite cosine Founien tnansform of the autocornelation function,
m

P(f) = c'(o) + 2 L c'(t) c"= I+a + c'(m) cos (f n) (4.7)
T=l

These estimates were found to exhibit some degnee of instability and so

the naw spectnal data wene convolved with a Hamming spectnal window,

pk(f ) = 0.23 Pt_r(f ) + 0.54 Pk(f ) + 0.23 tt*r(f )

which effectÍvely neduced both the statistical variance of each

(4.8)
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estima.te and the leakage of power betwecn adjaoent spectral estimates '

The Hanming spectral window was Þrcferned tc the mo:re f::equently used

Hanning wind<¡w sínce the highest side-lobe of the tiamming window in the

time domain is only one-thind of the híghest side-lobe for the Hanning

window. This ad,vantage is offset slightly by the fact that the height

of the si<Ie-Lobes for. the Hanrming window do not fal"l off as napidly as

those for- the Hanning windov¡.

The spectna of the scintillations wene finally obtained by

subtnacting the off-sounce (noise) spectnurn fi:om the on-sounce spectrum.

Computations vlelre carnied out using the CDC 6400 computer at the

unive::sity of Adetaide, a special program having been wnitten to

cornplote the analysis which we have cliscussed. Each rblockr of data was

90 sec in lerrgth and samplerl at a fnequency of 32 samptes per second.

Aften avenaging ovqr 3 ooints and removing the mean fi:om the data the

autocorrelation function was computed out to a maximum lag (t*) of SO

pcrints, i.e. 59u of the total clata length" The spectnum nesclution is

given by,

Res = ã+- = o.rr Hz (4.9)
m

On particulan occasions the computed spectra lüere obser:ved to show

depnessions at low frequencies. The clata wene in good agneement with the

model we have proposed in that tlie depressions tended to occu:: on those

occasi<¡ns when the stneam intencepted a limited negion of a line of sight

close to the eanth. Some spectr.a fnom the souuce 0l-34+32 (the surongest
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scintillator. obse::ved) are shown in Figune 4.11 fon foun days fnom

25-2g l{ay. For each day foun spectra are shor.m fnom independant blocks

of data, to illustrate the changes which typically occun in the

chanacten of the scintillations over pe::iods ¡, minutes. The shapes of

the spectra can be seen to change consider:abIy oven the four days and

those fon May 28 show manked depnessÍons at low firequencies, which is in

goocì agfeement with the position of the stneam deduced fnom the

obsenved changes ín scintil-lation indices. The undistunbed spectna (May

25 fon example) were often close to Gaussian. 0n May 29 the spectna did

not exhibit any noticeable low fnequency depnession which was possibly

due to the blu::ring effect of the exten<led scattened :region in which the

line of sight was immer:sed.

The significance of the 1ow fregrency díps in the spectna is

detenmined. by the statistical vaniability of the indivi,lual spectnal

estimates. It has been shown (Blackman and Tukey' 1958) that the

vaniance of a spectral estimate is given by,

T
var = -IL p2¡o,¡ - +: (4.t.0)

T ' \'rl I.3

whene T' ís the maximum lag of the autocovaniance function, T is the
m

effect-ive l-engttr of data ancl P(w) Ís the value of the spectnal estímate.

The factor 1.3 accounts for the effect of the Hamning spectnal windo'¡.

Applying this to our? present rlata we obtain,

Van = O.o4 P2(hr)
(4.1r )

i.e. rms elalroll = 0.2 P(w)
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Thus the rms ennou in a spectnal estimate is 2O9o of its vafue. One of

the spectra of Figure 4.11 exhibiting a low fnequeney depnession has been

:red::awn in Figu::e 4.12 showing the errors associated with each point.

It can be seen that the depnession is a real effect and not due to

statistÍcal vaniability.

Bowhill (fgOf ) has shor,m quantÍtatively hors the spectrurn due

to scattering fi:om a thin phase screen with nms phase deviation Óo ' l.

nadian changes r^rith distance, z" from the screen. The power spectrum of

the intensity fl-uctuations obsenved at dístance2 z, is given by

v(x, Y) = P(x, Y) sin2 [n z À (x2 + Y2) ) , (4.12)

whene P(x, Y) is the two-dimensional. Power spectru[ of the phase

fluctuations at the scneen, and X and Y ane spatial fnequencies in the

x and y dir:ections panallel to the scneen. It is clean that V(X, Y) has

zeros at5

X2+y?^ =,}. n=0,L,2 (4.13)

whene À is the radio wavelength. Thene is also a zero at the onigin

since X = y = 0 at n = 0. This is the low fnequency depnession which we

have just discussed. Othen zeroa in V(X, Y) conrespond to components of

the angulan spectnum which are conventêd finst to amplitude and then

back to pune phase vaniations (Ratctifte, 1956) as the scneen-obaenve.ll

distance incneases. Pankin (fg0Z) has considened the case whe:re the

spectnum of phase fluctuatíons a! the scneen has a GaussÍan pnofile with

scale size n and axial natio ß.
o
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P(x, Y) = exp ( -nt (noz xz + 92 ro Y2) ) (u'r+)

Fon the special case in which the pattenn is drifting in the x dinection

and obsenved at a single neceiver, the sPectrum has the fonm,

lf(x) = J vcx, Y) dY , (4.15)

whe¡re v(x,y) = exp (-n'oot (x2 + g2 v2)) sin2 (nzÀ (x2 + Y2)). (4.1ô)

To compar-e the expenimental powen spectna with those pnedicted on a

theonetical basis, the integnal, ll(X), has been calcul-ated numenicalJ.y

fon va:rious values of no and z, at a fnequency of 80 MHz (À = 3.75 m),

Since the theoretical spectna a.ne neferred to spatÍal fnequency, it was

necessany to estimate the velocítV of the diffnaction pattenn in onden
--l-,-',.,' 1,q,'(

to convert the expenimental spectra to spafíal frequency befone dinect

companisons could be made. Fon this punpose a velocity of 330 km/sec

was used as measutled by the Explonen 33 and 35 satellites between

May 26-29 at geocentríc distances of less than 80 eanth radii. In

addition the theonetical spectna vrere smoothed using the same spectnal

window as in the expenimental case.

Figune 4.I3 illustrates the vaniation in the shape of the

theonetical spectra for a nange of ro and z. For convenience the axial

natio, S, was taken as 1.0; it pnobably lies in the nange I.0 - 2.0

(Dennison, 1969). A featr::re of these spectna which aPpeans unusual at

first sight, is the nelative insensitivity of the size of the low-

fnequency dip to changes in z, the distance to the scneen. This Ís in

fact due to the low spatial- fnequency of the sin2 function with nespect
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to the decay of the exponentÍal- term in equation 4.1-6. Fon snrallen

values of no, the dip at tow fnequencies would disappeax' much mone

napidly with incneasing z.

Using a numenical rleast-squalles fitt technique, the best-fit

theoretical spectrum to the avenage expenimental sPectrum of sounce

0134+32 on May 28 was cal-culated. This is shown in Figune 4.I4, fon

values n = 500 km and z = 0.2 A"tJ.
o

Fnom the pensistence of the low-firequency depr:essions of the

theonetical spectra at large distances it would appear that this

featune should be obsenved more fnequently in experimental spectra.

Blesing (LSZZ) has examined this aspect in some detail- and has shovm that

in genenal fninges wil-I not be obsenved for two basic tleasons. Firstly,

the line of sight to a panticul-an nadio sounce will genenally encounten

a velocity diffenential as it samples the var.ious negions of the solar

wind through which it passes. This wiII tend to blur any fninges which

night have been pnodueed by a single velocity region. Secondly, the

model we have used assumed a thin scattering screen, wheneas in genenal

the scattening will occun in an extended J-ayen. Salpeter (1967) has

denived an expression fon the two-dimensÍonal power spectnum of the

intensity ftuctuations fnom an extended scattening layer of width L, and

shown that the ninima in the spectra become smeaned as L is increased.

Sorne pnactical exarnples of this effect have been calcul-ated by lland et

aI. Í572) and their discussion will not be nepeated hene.
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Thus the obsenvation of a low-fnequency depnession in the

expenímental spectna is an indication of the existence of a welf defined'

thin scattering negion situated at ¡,0.2 À.U. from the earth on May 28.

This is confirmed by spacecnaft obsenvations of the intenpJ-anetary

e-lec'tron density, which will br: descnibed -i-n the following section.

The best fit theonetical speetnum of Figure 4.14 required a scale

r- ; 500 km. This is veny much greater than the scale derived fnom a
o

con::elation analysis of three-station scintillation obsenvations.
tl,

tu l-50 krn, at I A.U. fnom the sun,

fi:om extended observations of the ,soulrco 3C48. The scale of the

irnegulanities is nonmally defined as the .-l point of the spatial

autocomelation functíon of the scintillation. When the screen is

cl-ose to the earth, howeven, this method leads to values which a:re

snrall-en than the actual scale, since the low fnequene.y (lange-scale)

components stil-l exist mainly as phase fluctuations and ther smal-l--scale

components dominate the diffraction pattern. Bo'whill (f90f) has

discussed this pnoblen quantítatively, bv definin¿¡ the scal-e of the

density fluctuations in terms of the Gaussian cunve which is the best

fit to the correlation function nean the or:'.gin, and exanining its

dependence upon dístance" z, from the screen. The genena.I result is

il-lustrated in Figure 4.15(a), and ttre measured scale, 11, corllespondÍng

to a true scale* ro, of 500 kn is shown in E'igure 4.15(b). Thus at

z = o.2 A.U. the obsenved scale will be n,290 km, vrltich is in better

agreement with the scale size deduced by Dennison (f969 ), although still

rÀlI
Dennison (1969 ) obtained values of no
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signif icantly J.argen .

Furthen information may be gained from .e comparison of the nelative

widths of the seintil.l-ation power- spectra for a particular source on

successive days. An íncnease in the width of a spectrum can be

attributed to either an incnease ín the solan wind velocity, or a

decr:ease in the char:acter:ístic scale of the electnon density

fluctuations in the medium. The lange variations in vel-ocity which are

fnequently obsenved by spacecraft in turbulent regions of plasma, might

at finst sight appear to suppor.t the fonmer intenpnetation.

Figune 4.11 shows that the width of the fnequency spectna did

incnease on May 27 and 28 during the pr:oposed passage of the stneam

across the line of sight to 0134+32. The half-widths fon each of the

spectna shown in Figure 4.lI ruene measuned aften nonmalisatíon, and

then an averlage half-v.ridth was calculated for each dayo

Ilal-f-width (Hz ) tlay 1968

0.I7 25

0.24 27

0.40 28

o.22 29

Thus the average spectrum width incneased by a facton of 2.3 between

I'fay 25 and 28" duning the passage of the stneam. The significance of

this nesult wilI be discussed in the following section in relation to

changes in the solan wínd panametens measuned by spacecnaft nean the
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eanth.

4.6 Discussion

Various solar an<i geophysical parametens made avaifable in the

SoLarn Ternestrial Activity Chartf (fgOg ) wepe examinecl in the light of

the proposed corotating stneam model. Figune 4.16 shows the variation

of these par"ameters during i,lay 1968. Figure 4.16 shows the hounly

average values of sola:: wind velocity, density and intenplanetany

nagnetic field data from Exploner 33 and 35 satellÍtes at geocentnic

distances of Jess than B0 earth nadii. þ = total field intensity,

0 = solan ecliptic latitude, northwa::d positive, and 4 = solar: ecliptic

longitude with nominal spinal angl-es 1350 (outwand) and 3l-5o (inward)

being indicated by horizontal lines "

The anrival of the stneam at the ea:rth on May 28 can be seen in the

sudden íncrease in the solan wind density (Iabell-ed S in the dÍagnam).

Sevenal peaks of enhanced density show the complex structure associated

with such streams, and one on mone of these enhancements wene pnobably

the sou¡:ce of the lorr-fnequency depnessions observed in the powen spectna

of Ot34+32 on May 28. lfhen only one distinct density enhancement had

passed the eanth, the conditions fon spectnal depnession would be

satisfied. Soon after, the Line of sight to 0134+32 would have

intencepted a number of these enhancements and the depnessíon would be

The Solan Ter:::estrial Activity Char.t (STAC-B for" Januar:y-June l-968)
was issued by the Interdisciplinary Analysis Centre fon Solar
Ternestnial Activity, National Con¡mittee on Solan Tennestnial Physics,
Science Council of .Iapan.
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blurned out.

The soLar wind velocity showed no major: variations du:ring the

peniod of or¡r observations, but two significant incr"eases occunned

thnee days aften the anrival of the str'eam at the earth. Thus at the

time of the scintillation enhancements and incneases in the widths of

the powen spectna, the velocity nemained :relatively constant. we

therefone conclude that a significant decnease in the scafe of the

elect:ron density inregulaníties must have been associated r¡ith the

stream structune in the intenplanetary mediun. It is signÍficant that

the magnitude of the intenplanetary magnetic field incneased by a

factor of 2-3 with the arnÍval of the st::eann and this coirrcided with

the incnease in spectnunr htidth (a factor of 2.3) on soullce 0134+32.

The expenimental observations thenefore suggest an Ínverse nelation

between the scale of the innegulanities in the medium, and the

magnitude of the intenplanetany magnetic fÍeld. Such a :relation would

be expected if the irregulanities o:riginated fnon plasma instabilíty

an<l thein scales we¡.e nelated to the ion gyro-nadius Ín the medium. It

has in fact been noted by other authors (see discussion in Chapten 2)

that the scales denived fnom scinti[ation obsenvations al?e not much

largen than the expected ion gyno-nadius in the medium.

Our observations then, strongly suppont this suggestion and imply

that the measured scale fnom scintillation observations is not menely a

diffnaction limit, as inferred by Jokipii and Hollvreg (t9ZO), but
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repnesents a real irnegularity structure in the interplanetany medium

probably caused by plasrna -i-nstabí1ity.

The indices of geomagnetic activity (kp) in Figune 4.17 indicate

that the effects of the str eam on the earth va::ied considerably duníng

successive solan rotations. OnIy a smal-l incnease was obsenved fnom

I'lay 27-3O, but more pronounced effects v¡ene obsenved duníng the

following two rotatíons. the kp indiees also suggest that the stneam

may have been pnesent during the pnevious six solan notations.

Fron the plot of the solar ecliptic angJ.e $ of the íntenplanetary

magnetic field dj.nection in Figune r+.16, it can be seen that the stneam

of enhaneed electnon density just preceded a sector boundary of the

intenplanetary field. This agrees with the distribution of density

within tl¡e sectors of the interplanetany magnetic field as dedueed by

ÍIilcox and Ness (1965) and shown Ín Figune 1.8(c).

Our obsenved enhancements in scintillation duning the passage of

this pnecedíng stream imply that the fluctuations in electron density

incneased at the same time as the average electnon density. Although

the velocity within this stream nemained close to its arnbient valuer it

can be seen fnom Figune 4.16 that the following sector boundalry was

rdrivent by a r"egíon of enhanced velocity and low, almost constant

densÍty, The interaction between these two different velocity stneans

pnesumably led to compnession and enhancement of the magnetic field in

ftont of the secton boundany, which was ¡.eflected in the change in ion
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gylro-nadius, and hence the widths of the scintilla'tion power sPectna.

The obsenvations suggest ttrat scintillation studies can pnovide a

povrenful nethod for tracing the movernent of such stnuctures.

These preliminany results during May 1968 show the potential of

intenplanetany scintiltation in the study of the development and

movement of la::ge scale features in the solar wind. The basÍc

timitations of these nesults wene the bnevity of the obsenving sessíon

and the incomplete coverage of the interplanetary medium. These

limitations vlere largely nemoved by obsenving over conplete solar

rotation intervals duning 1969 and 1970. The anatysis and results of

these observations will be pnesented in the following ehaptens.
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CHAPTER 5

MT]THODS OF ANALYSIS

Intnoduction

The lar:ge amounts of scintillation data neconded during June 1969

and iune L970 forced a ne-appnaisal of the analysis procedu:res

pneviously used. Calculation of scintillation indices by hand was

discarded as tedious and time consuming and some thought was given to

computer pnognammíng fon a compiete analysís. A FORTRAN Progllanme was

eventually deveJ-operl to calculate the powen spectna, intensity

pr:obability distnibutions " autocoruelation functions, variances and

scintitlation indices fon all- the data'

In Section 5.I we discuss the use of the Fast Founíer Tnansform in

spect]tal analysis, and then descnit'e its application to our particulan

pnoblem in Section 5.3. Sec'tion 5.2 is a bnief descníption of the

acquisÍtion of data.

5.1 The Past Founien Tr:ansfonm in Spectral AnalYsis

The basíc cnitenía in the assessment of techniques fon spectnal

analysís of tirne senies, are maximum specfi:aI resolution, mínimum

vaniance and minimun bias fon each spect::aI estimate. The 't:raditional

approach to spectnal anatysís (Blackman and Tukeyr 1958) via the cosine

tr:ansfonm of the autocorreLation functíón has alneady been descnÍbed in

Chapten 4. Using this method, the resolutiou of the Power spectnum is
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determined by the maximum lago T*, of the autocomelat-i-on function (ACF).

The highest resolution possible would be obtained by cornputing the

connelation functíon out to a maximum Iag equal to the length of data,

although in this case the connelation values would become incneasíngly

unneliable at lange lags due to the neduced effective length of data

being used" However, in rnost pnactical cases the data length gneatly

exceeds the cornelation length of the time senies and so the effect is

unimportarrt. Thus in rnost calculatíons the complete ACF (i.e. naximum

Iag = data length) is effectively multiplied by a::ectangulan window of

unit height and of length 2 Tr. The cosine tnansfonm of thís truncated

ACF is thus the convolution of two functions P(f)'t H(f), wher:e P(f) is

the Fourien tnansfonm of the extended ACF, and H(f) Ís the FourÍer"

tnansfonm of the rectangular truncation function" I{ence each ttruet

spectnal estimate P(f) is convolved with a function of the fonm,

U(f ) = T, .. T, (5.1)

which has zeros at,

f n=-_ n = L, 22T
m

The finst side-Iobe of H(f) is as high as 20% of the main lobe

amplitude so that sígnificant leakage (spectral bías) occu::s between

adjacent spectral estÍmates, as illustnated in Figure 5.1. However, this

leakage can be neduced by the applícatíon of a spectnal window to the

naw spectnum (see Chapter 4). This method of po$¡er1 spectnutn estimation

was found to be time consuming (and hence expensive) fon a lange numben
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of data points, and was therefone considened impnactical- fon the large

amount of data acquined duning 1969 and 1970.

With the advent of the Fast For¡¡ier Transfonm (FFT) algonithm

(Cooley and Tukey,1965) and íts r:eeent apptícation to spectnal analysis,

it becomes computationally faster and more accurate to calculate the

Founier coefficients (and hence the spectral estimates) by a di:rect

Four-íen tnansfor-m of the data, nather than by the tnansfor¡n of the

autocon:lelation function. The finite Founien tnansfonnr Crr' of a

sequence of N complex numbers, x. (j = O, 1 N - 1)' is defined by

the nelation,
, N-l

C =åI xrexp(-Zrijn/t{)e rr=0, 1...N-1.(5.2)"n lir +o"j \ c'!
J=

The nevense tnansfonm is sirnilanly definedt
N-1

x.=l C-exp(zrijn/N), j=0, 1...N-1. (5.3)
li=on

In a nornal calculatÍon of C' fnon expression (5.2) thene are T, N2

nultiplications and additions nequined. I{oweven, by factoning N to n Di'

Cooley and Tukey (1965) pnoduced an algonithm (fFT) which nequines only

N X D. operations. This nepresents a significant neduction ín computing

timel e.g. fon N = 1024 thene is a 50-foJd decnease in computing tíme

using this method.

ÌIe now considen a finite length, T seconds, of data sampled at tíme

intenvals Àt,

Y, = Y (j 
^t), 

i = o, 1 ... N - J- (5.4)
J



The mean is :removed in the usual wayu

x -v-lj j

so that,
r{-l_
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(s"s)

(s.6)

(5.7 )

pnope:rly nonmalised,

(s.8)

N-1
- i Y./N,

j=o J

Tt X. - 0.
5=o l

The sample variance is then gíven by'

7 = T-t ,. x..
í=ol l

The squaned modul-us of the finite Fou¡íer tnansform,

gives N equally spaced sampies of the penÍodog:ram'

,2p =!-K T

AtN

k
Tf

^t
X, exp (2 t¡ L k j/N)

-1

=Q

N

Ij
at discnete fnequencies,

k k = 0r I ... N - lt

in units of powen (Xj2) pen hertz. Because P*(f) is an even function,

onfy (| + 1) values ane distinct, out to the Nyquist (fofaing)

fnequency, fN = L/e ft. The rtl'uer powen spectrum, S*, of an infinite

length of necor.d, is nelated to the penlodog:ram, PK, by the convolution

nelation,

PK = sK " HK' (5'9)

vrhere H* is the spectnal window thnough which S* is rseenrr due to the

truncation of the data. Since the infinite length of data is

effectively multiplied by a nectangulan function, ÏfK(t), of length T

seconds and of unit amplitude, the true spect::um S* is convolved with the

squaned modulus of the Founier tnansfonm of ll¡o which is,
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Fr =-} slnz(tnf) (s.Io)nx-ñ rsffiil'
This window has unit anea, r¡ith a main peak at f = 0, of width 2/T. The

first side-Iobes occur nean t 3/2T aað, al'e t 5% of the main peak

amplitude" Thus an estirnate at fnequency f contains a 5% contributÍon

fnom fnequencies at f t ;Ä. This spectnal leakage Ís not a majon pnoblem

for flat spectra, but it is difficult to conrect fon in spectna having

steep slopes or: containing shanp spikes (lines). The leakage can be

reducecl by varying the shape of the original window WK(t ) so that the

side-lobes of H* ane much smaller. Three itnportant windows (Bantlett,

Hanning and Hamning), are discussed in detail in Blackman and Tukey (1958).

The raw pe:riodognam, P*, is not a good estirnate of the powell

spectrum, since the variance of the estl-rnates do not convenge to zero as

N incrreases" The large-sample vaniance of the estimates is given

(Cooley, Lewis and Welch, 1970) bY'

var (Pr) = P*'.

This is only str:ictly true for Gaussian time series, but is a neasonable

appnoximation in moue genenal cases. The standard deviation of P* is

too%' of its mean value and is thus an unreliable estimate. To obtain a

Í)ore meaningful estinrate of the power spectrum fon a given sarnple size

ì
N, the Ft-, nesolution of the pe::iodognam must be sacrificed fon a

neduction in the vaniance of the estimates. Thene ane two methods of

achieving this. fn the first of these the N penÍodognam estimates are

calculated fnom the whole recolld, and then blocks of L = N/¡n ondinates
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are al¡eraged to give th * 1) estimates of the spectrum up to the

folding fi:equency. This averaging pnoduces the rer¡uir:ed neduction in

vaniance by a facton of L. The avenage value

j = o, 1, 2 -,. N/2L (s.I1)

is assigned to the centre of the avenaged band'

f =jL*L+' (5'I2)

The second method is simil,an, but requires less computen stonage fon the

calcul-ation, and also has the advantage (ilinich and Clay, 1968) that

the smoothing causes less bias in the spectral estimates if any peaks

are Dresent in the spectnum. The r:ecord is bnoken up into L non-

over"Iapping segments of equal length R = ltr/L, and peniodognams fon each

segment are computed sepanately, The estimate for each fnequency is then

fonmed as the average across L segnents

L-1 2

exp(2nikjlR) t (5.13 )

whene RL At = Tr and XiO is the jtth data value in the f,rth segment.

Time series of indefinite length can be fireated in this way with only

modest stonage requirements. The frequency resolution is,

P.l
_ t-l

-rç D-:f,h_o'Li+o'

_ _1'x-F T
9., =Q

R-1.
o- 

!=o 
*iu

tl
-=-T RAt' (s.14)

and the vanÍance of the estinates is neduced by a factor: of L. The

autocovaÌiance function, p(j), can then be computed as a direct For¡nien

transfor:m of the power spectnum (VÍiener"-Khintchine theonem),
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., R-l
p(j) = #¡¡I Pk **P (2 r Lj k/R), j = 0, 1e "o R - 1 (s'ls)

k=0

whene p(j) is the val-ue at a Iag of j 
^t. 

Nonmalisation by the sample

variance, F = p(O), yields the autoconrelation function. This method

of catculating the ACF gives s1íght1y diffenent nesults when compared

to the dinect method, defined bY'

, IJ-j +r
p(j)=tr-i..¡1"Ì_, xøxr,*¡-r' (s'r6)

The FFT method penfonms ci::culan summation, i.e, with XK = XN+K'

wheneas the dinect method performs linean sumrnation with XK = 0 for

O > K > N * 1. Thus using the FFT method the maximum lag of the ACF is

reduced to T/2" Thís could be ovencorne by appending N zenos to P*

before tnansfor:mation, but since r¡re are usually only interested in cases

where the data length, T, is very much gfeater than the conrelation

length of p(j)" the diffenence is unimportant.

5.2 Data Acquisition

The c"s"I.R.o. nadioheliograph at culgoora, N.s.lrl. pnoduees 49

antenna beams spaced evenly in a north-south direction (see Chapter" 4).

The centnal six beams wer:e displayed on two 3-channe] pen recorders with

time constants of 0.1 second, and the main on-source beam was also

digitally neconded on magnetíc tape (time constant 0.05 second) at 32

samples pe:r second. The data on tape were neconded in 90 second blockst

each preceded by a headen-labe} containing the block nurnber. The

neconding unit pnoduced block manke:r pulses which wene displayed on the

pen recordens to enable the chart and tape data to be cornelated. An
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extensive log-book was '.rrítten, listing aI1 the featu:res associated with

each block of data, and fnon this a set of punched cands lias pr"epa:red

containj-ng the relative position of any intenfenence (local, solar on

instrumental), which coul-d then be nernoved fnom the data du::ing analysis.

5.3 Analysis

In Section 5.1 we discussed the nole of the Fast Fourie¡ T::ansforrn

(ì-FT) in tirne series analysi.s: in this sectíon we describe its

application to ou:r obsenvational data.

Each 90 second bl-ock of data contained 2880 points written in a

coded fonm detenmiried by the particulan digitiser used. Thus each

block had to be decoded and v¡ritten in a fonm conpatible with the

CDC 6400 computen on which the analysis was penfonmed. Any isolateci

illegal (i.e. undefined) points encounter^ed due to malfunctíon of the

digitisen wene rehrritten v¡ith the pnevíous point val-ue, and a nunning

total of these faults was stored and later printed out pnoviding a

rquality índicatont fon each block of data. Sections of data spoiJ-ed

by solan noise bursts wene then nemoved and the nesultant data stored in

an ar:r:ay x( I ) .

Electnical storm activíty fnequently pnoduced lightning spikes on

the neconds, and these wene detected and nemoved by companing the slopet

X(I) - X(I - 1), between each pair of points with 5 times the avenage

sJ.ope,
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63

| (xrr) * x(r - r))
i=I

63

fnom the p:revious 2 seconds of data. Some sections of the data,

especíaIly duning June 1969, suffered fnom mains supply contanination

(,',, SO ,5 Hz), and a pneliminary spectnal analysis nevealed a stnong peak

in the spectrurn at the aliased fnequency of 13.5 Hz. fn onden to renove

the variation in the spectrum associated with this peakn a nunning-nean

filten vras applied to the data befone Fourier transfonmation, The power

transfer: function (i.e. ttre facton by wliich the spectnum was multiplied

due to application of the filter) was selected to ha.¡e a zeno value at on

nean the peak fnequency. In the fina.I analysis the data was tneated

with an 8-point nunning-mean filten,
K+7xr=l..xi/u,
l=K

of wídth 7/32 second. The effect of this irr the frequency domaÍn was

to multiply the spectrum by the function,

H(f) = 
sin2 (¡ f 7/s2)ffi, (s'r7)

which has zeros at,

r = uI, rå, t4, ... trz.

Thus the lange peak at I34Hz "u" "¡iltívely nemoved. The effect of the

window on the spectnal negion befow 4 Hz was allowed fon laten in the

analysÍs, but no cor?rection could be applied beyond UT Hz because of the

zeros in H(f).



The Nyquist fnequency was then set at 4 Hz by netainíng only one in

4 of the averaged data, i.e.

X(r) = X(t), X(2) = x(5), X(3) = X(9), etc.

SÍnce consecutíve blocks of data, X(I), wene of various lengths after

coruection for interfenenee, the spectra would have had varying

nesolution fnom block to bl-ock. To ovelrcome this, each block of data was

divided ínto two sub-annays containing an equal nurnben of neal data

points and being zero filled if l¡ecessally up to a complement of 384

points (í.e. 48 seconds of data). The annays could then be tnansfonmed

economically, two at a tine, using a technique suggested by Cooley'

Lewis and Ìlelch (1969), and sumrnanised as follows. If XI(j) and X2$)

are neal arrays which tnansform to Ar(n) and Ar(n) nespectíve1y,

xr(j ) ++ Ar(n), x2(j ) <-+ Ar(n),

j =0, 1, ... N- I, D = cr lr ... N - I'

we fonn,

x(j) = xt(j) + í x2(j),

which tnansfonms to A(n)o

x(j) ++ A(n).

then fnon the lineanity of the fi¡ansfonm we have,

A(n)=Ar(n)+iAr(n),

and it can easilY be shown that '

Rr(n) =
A(n)+A(N-n

)
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A

and

2
,\ A(n)-A(N-n)(n, = '-Tl-,

(s.18)
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wher.e A is the eomplex conjugate of A. Hence we obtain the tnansforu¡s

of both sub-annays using only a single Founien tnansfon¡nation and símple

algebr.a. After subtnactíng the mean value fon each sub-arnay the data

rùas transfor¡ned to its Founien coefficients, in groups of two as

descnibed. the coefficients wene then divíded by the function,

H(f) =
Sin (n r 7/32) (s.1s )

1T 32

to compensate for the effect of the nunning-mean filten. The peniodognam

estimates wene fonmed fon each sub-annay Ar'

E. (n) =1
A, (n) 2 (s.20)

and avenaged over the K sub-arnays to yield the PoI^¡er spectnum

estimates,
K 2t

P(n) = A (n)
1

The variance of each estimate (We1ch, 1967) is given by,

I
]- -t

( s.2r )

(5,22)

(s.23)

Van (P(n)) =

In most data blocks, K had the vafue 2, so that the :rms deviation,

o tu 0.7 P(n), was about 7O9o of the speetral estÍrnate. Little
p

signíficance could be attached to spectna having such lange vaniances

and so the periodograrn !ìIaS averaged oven grouPs of for¡n estimates,

p'(n) = È P(4n+ j), n=orI,2
3

I
j=o

neducíng the vaniance by a factor of 4. The spectr.al nesolution was

then 0.08 Hz.

Filtening of the spectrum was achieved simply by equating the
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appropriate Fourien coefficients to zero. The linit of the (high pass)

filtqr was set at 0.1 Hz to llemove any povter due to Íonosphenic

scintiltation or slow tnends in the data caused by receiver gain dnifts '
and then the final fÍLtered and avenaged power sPectrun fon each data

block was plotted out on the computen line pninten. llhez'e sever"al blocks

of data '..¡er.e taken for a particulan source, a more neliable speetrum

(r:educed estimate vaniances) was computed as the average oven tbose

blocks.

The autocovaniance function, p(j), of each block of data at lags

j At wae obtaÍned by Founie:r tnansformation of the powetr sPectrum p(n)r

p(n) <-+ p(j ).

The sample (i.e. data) vaniance, p(0), is simply the total anea under the

frequency pohrelâ Spectnun. NonnalisatiOn of the autocovariance to

p(O) = l, yÍelds the ACF at incnemental tine lags of 1/B second. This

function was also plotted on the line-pninten. A panameten of particulan

inportance in the intenpnetation of oun nesultsr was the scintíllation

index, F, which was obtained dírectly fnom a knowledge of p(0)'

(s vaniance - noíse variance 4
f= source

The index fo¡ each data block was calculated and then an average value

pnoduced fon each source on each day of observation.
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CI',APTER 6

RESULI'S If - clune 1969

Intnoduction

In Chapter 4 we have díscussed a rnethod for mapping the movement

and geometny of -large-scal-e featunes of the sola:: wind by obsenvation of

the intenplanetany scintill-ation (-IPS) of a grid of díscrete nadio

sounces. Using thj.s method, the onigin and development of both

corotating stneams and intenplanetany blast-waves hlere obsenved duning

June 1969. In this chapter: we descnibe the analysis and intenpretation

of these obse:rvations. Ìle ane able to show that both plasma blast waves

and conotating streams can be pnimany agents ín the onset of geomagnetic

stornls, and that fPS ís a powerful method for investigating the structune

of such phenomena. The nelationship between the obsenved stneams and the

position of magnetic fielC sector boundaries ís also discussed.

6.1 Obsenvations

The pnesent wor-k was cannied out fr"om May 31 - June 261 1969 using

the C.S.I.R.0" Radioheliograph at Culgoona, N.S.lf. The obsenving

pnocedune was essentially the same as that described in Chapten 4. A

gríd of nadio sources, spaced as evenly as possible about the celestial

sphene, !.rere observed every day, and a repnesentative sample of thein

scÍntillation was reconded on magnetic tape fon computen analysis. The

sÍgna1s wene aJso displayed on thto 3-channel pen-recorders, to pnovide

vísual interpnetatíon of the magnetic tape data.
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1'he analysis pnocedune which was applied to the pnesent nesults was

descniÌ¡ed in detaiL in the previous chapter. In the intenpnetation of

our. resuÌts r¡e have assumed that the dominant scattering negion fon

nadiatÍon fi:om a panticutar sounce ?,¡as nonmally located anound the point

of closest appnoach to the sun by the line of sight to the source.

6.2 Sola:r Activity in June 1969

Two major :regj.ons of activity dominated the solan disc duning June

1969. Region A, which had centnal mer.idian passage (CMP) on.Iune 9 and

10, was extnemely flane active with lange associated r"adío flux at 2I cm,

43 cm, and panticularly at I0.7 cm where the flux exceeded ten times the

estinated quíet sun level- (figune 6.1).

'i'he flare activity on the sun during 1969 is conveniently

summanized in the flare plot of Figune 6"2. This diagnaln hras produced

by sepanately countÍng the numben of flanes occr:r'ning in the nor:ther:n

and southenn solar hernisphenes in an area of solan surface defined by

two heliognaphic longitudes, onë day of notation apart. the total numben

of flanes occunning in these aneas duning thein passage acnoss the disc

was plotted against the date of central meridian passage, and peaks on

the g:raph then indicate the presence of solar^ active negions. In

Figune 6.2, shaded areas indicate the pnesence of cfass 2 and 3 flanes,

and the unshaded pontions repnesent cfass l- flanes.

Figune 6.2 shows that negíon A was pnominently flare active for

foun sol-ar ¡'otations prion to Juneo and may also have been connected with
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the development of a southenn active region (latitude 15o S) at the

same longitude duning June and.TuIy. (SoLa:r data is f::om the Sofan

Geophysical Data Bu1letins, Depantment of Commerce, U.S.A.). The

activity of negion A was dominated duning the obsenving session by

severaL very strong flanes on June 5 at l{10o E60o fnom 1O0O-l-700 hou¡s

U.T. Tr,¡o flar:es of class 38 rr'ere r:econded with dunation from between

one and two houns, accompanied by two class 28, two class 2N and two

class 2F flanes of dunation from 10 urínutes to 2 houvs.

A second active regiono IÌ, at lJl0o lvith cMP on June 19, I^¡as

extnemely flane active duning I'lay (Fj.gune 6"2) but subsíded to nodenate

activity in the space of one sola:: notatioir" The negion appeans to have

been well defined fon at least four r:otations prion to May, and duning

June stnong nadio flux at I0.7 cm, 2L cm and 43 cm was associated v,ith

the activity 5.n this region. Regíon B faded and Lost its identity duning

the following notallen (Ju1y).

Photognaphs of the sun in llo, fon June 10 and 18 are sho'nrn in

Figunes 6.3 and 6.4f. ïn Figure 6.3 negion A is at centnal me:ridían

passage and forms pant of an extended flane group in the nonthenn sol-an

hemisphere. The southern active centre also at central meridian on

June l0 was much weaker than negion A, displaying a lange number: of

cl-ass 1 and subflanes, and only a single class 2 flare on Jur¡e 6.

t Co,rtusy of Dn F.. G. GiovanelI-i, C.S.I.R.O. Divísion of Physics.
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Figure 6.4 shows region B nea:: cent¡a-l menidian passage in the

nonthern soLan hemisphene on June l-B (unfortunateJ-y photognaphs for

June 19 were not avail-able). As the activity in:region B declined fnom

May to June a southe:rn negion showed some activity on,June l-3 at 5240.
\

Tl-r.is negion was also nean centraf menidian passage on June'{9, and can

be seen in Figune 6'4.

6.3 Results and Discussion

fn Figune 6 " 5 the scintillation indices for founteen sounces over

the 27 day peniod of observatio'n ane shown, and the ecliptic latitude of

each sounce is shown beside each gr'a¡rh. The most si.gnificant featune of

this figune is the lange increase in scÍntillation sho'¡n by most souraces

between June 7-8. Sounces 0933+04, 0939+14, 1005+07, 1116-02, l-309-22.

l-328+25 and 0134-t32 showed mone than 200% íncneases in their

scintill-ation indices, wtrile sounces 0802+L0" 0850+14, 0949+00, l-226+02,

and 1416+06 showed mone moderate incneases. The position of these

sources pr.ojected onto the ecliptic plane ís shov¡n ín Figune 6.6 fon

.Iune 1g6g. The absence of a major tinre sequence in the changes of the

indices suggests that the incneases wene produce<l by a radial blast of

tur.bulent plasma noving out fnom the sun. The obser:vations exclude the

altennative possibility of a conotating stnucture in the solan wÍnd,

which would have r:equined fnom 3-5 days to move fi:om sounce 0802+10 to

source 1416+06. The fact that flare negion A on the sun's eastern lÍmb

was extremely active only a shont time befone (June 5) strongly suggests

a causal connection between the blast and the flane negion on the sun.
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The time of annival- of tt¡e blast at the eanth (June 8) could be

estimated fnom the scintillation enhancement of sour:ces lying in the

anti-solar dinection (e.g. 1416+06), since thein points of closest

approach to the sun along the lines of sight occunned nean the earth.

Sour-ce 0L34+32 also showed a 200% incr:ease in scíntillation index on

,June I, even though its point of closes't appnoach was tu 50o west of the

eanth-sun line. A sudden-commencement geomagnetic storm' also on

June I, was accompanied by a 39o Fonbush decnease neconded at the Deep

Riven neutnon noniton.

An ímpontant featur:e of the blast v¡ave was its velocity pnofile ín

the eclÍptic plane. Gnaphs of the measuned solar wind velocity from

the Pjoneer 6, Pioneen 7 and VeIa 3 and 4 spacecnaft ane shown in

Figures 6.7r 6.8 and 6.9. A shanp incnease in velocity fnom 576 km/sec

to 714 km/sec was obsenved on Pioneen 6 between 1800 U.T. on .lune 6 and

1400 U.T. on June 7. A similan nange of velocitíes was obsenved on

Pioneer 7, fi:om 537 }cm/sec at 0200 U.T. to 653 km/sec at 1900 U.T. on

June ?. This increase vras preceded by two eanlien velocity peaks on

.Iune 3 and 5 u but in these cases there was no significant solan activity

fon a peniod of 10 days before the velocity events (Figune 6.2)u and they

must be attributed to some quasi-stable featune in the ainbient solan

wÍnd whictr would have been swept past the spacecnaft in its cor:otation

with the sun. This vel-ocity featune would conotate to the eanth on

June l-I-12, and wil-l be shown to coincide with stream 41, to be

discussed laten in thís chapter'.
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The velocities measurnecl aboand Pioneer 6 and 7 on June 7 wer:e Ín

manked contrAst with the obsenvations f::om the VeIa 3 and 4 spacecnaft

situated nean the ea::th, where the velocity increased fnom 268 km/sec to

449 km/sec between IIO0 U.T. on June ? and 0700 U.T. on June 8. The

positions of Pioneer, 6 and 7 nelative to the eanth and the sun are

shown in Figunes 6.? and 6.8 r:espectively. The delay of afmost one day

in the ann|val of the enhanced plasma velocity at the eanth companed

v¡ith the arnival at Pionee:r 6 and 7 (which ane also at I A'U" fr"om the

sun) demonstrates a manked anisotnopy in the structure of the blast htave.

This velocity anisotropy may. be either inhe:rent in the oniginal

blast structure on caused by the intenaction of the blast with the

ambient lntenplanetany plasma and magnetic fie1d. If we assume that

the flare activity in negion A between 1000-1700 u.T. on June 5 was the

sounce of the blast, then the neasu::ed pnopagation speed at the eanth

(450 km/sec) is lower than the minimum calculated mean tnansit velocity

(OOO tm/sec), which implies a decelez'ation of the blast aften its

fonmation at the sun. Thene ane two possible mechanisms involved. The

decele:ration may be due to the interaction of tbe ionízed plasma with

the ambient-flow magnetic field structure, or to the deceleration of the

blast due to purely hydnodlmamíc flow considenations. the latteù case

has been tneated by Hundhausen and Gentry (:"g0g ) and De Young and

Hundhausen (lg7l) usíng nurnenical methods to sirnulate the obsenved

condítions associated þtith such blasts. They have shown that as the

dunation of the ínitial distunbance, t, is lowenedo the enengy of the
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blast wave decl:eases and the v¡ave is nrore strongly decelenated in

tr"ansit . Blast r^raves rvhich pnopagate fi:om the sun to I A 'U ' i¡ o' 60

hours, as in the present case, have enengies near- 1031 oog'

The sounce re[:'-on, A, on June 5 was at Ë600 fnom central meridian,

and hence goo fnom the sun - Pioneer 6 line and 45o from tlie sun -

Pioneer 7 line. obsenvation of the blast at these wideJ"y sepal-'ated

positions and also at the eanth shovr that the stnuctune developed on a

veny broad f¡ont, but witþ some departure fnom spherical symmetr:y' as

indicated by the velocity anisotropy. The spacecnaft and scintillation

data alloh7 some limits to be placed on the strape of the shock fi:ont in

the ecliptic plane. Both Pioneen spacecnaft measured maximum velocitics

betr¡een l-400 and 2300 U.T. on June Te hlhereas vela 31 4 wene not

affected until ru IB houns l-aten on,June 8. Similanly' sources 0624-05

to IO05+07 showed enhanced scíntillation on June 7 whereas the nernaíning

sources, at gneater elongations east from the sunr l^Iere not affected

until June 8. A Þossible shock profile is sketched in Figune 6'1I(b)

on the basis of these observations'

Fr^om the shape of the scíntillation index enhancements we can also

obtain a good estimate of the duration of the blast, or at least of the

tunbufence in electr:on density which was associated with it ' All of the

souuces exhibited a shanp incnease in scintillation for one day' except

:328+25 which showed an increase over' 2 days' This extended width may

have been due to a vaniation in the blast structurc away fnom the
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ecliptic plane, since 1328+25 is 32o nonth of the ecliptic' However:,

within the ecliptic plane the blast wave aPpeans to have had a duration

of one day, and this value lÙas used in Fígune 6'LI'

The effect of the blast wave on sources in the anti-solar dinection

wi-rs pantially confused by inc::eases in scintillation index occunning on

June 6. It is thought that these incneases were associated with a

corotating negion of plasma affectíng 1005+07 on June 3,1116-02 on

,June 5 and then sounces L226+02, 1309-22, 1328+25 and 1416+06 on June 6 '

unfontunately a lack of data early in June pnevented a complete analysis

of this event,

Following the effects of the blast-wave, thene is evidence that a

continuing flux of plasma fnoyn the same actíve region on the' sun gave

nise to a complex stream structune which cor:otated with the sun duning

the nest of the month, causing sequential increases in the scintillation

indices over the gnid of observed sources. In a pnetinrinany analysis

this stneam str-ucture was interpneted in terns of its gnoss overall

appeatlance (Vliseman and Dennison, Lg72>. lbweven mo¡'e detaiJ-ed study'

especialJ-y with nefenence to the scintillation power sPectra, showed that

the strean had consider:able substructul:e, and. could in fact be considene<l

as two distinct stneams conotating a few days apart. These stneams wíII

be nefernned, to as A1 and 42, in the foJ.Iowing dj.scussion, with Al

pr:eceding A2 " Although the over.al"l model to be pnoposed is not based

solely on changes in scintillation indices, but also on Power spect]ta'
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the events will be initially descnibed in tenms of thei:: effects on the

degnee of scintillation of the obsenved sources " It wil-l be useful

duning the foltowing discussion if the::eaden nefers to Figures 6'Il

(a-d), lrhene the positions of the vanious plasma events ane shown'

Strearns AI and A2 ane both assumed to originate fnon negion A on the

sun, and 81 and 82 fnom negion B, in the following discussíon.

The tine at which A1 reached the eanth rnay be estÍmated fnom its

effects on 1226+02, L328+25 and 1416+06 since their lines of sight wene

cl-osest to the Sun near the earth. AlI three sources showed incneases

in thei:r indices on June 12 fol-Iowed by an apparent incnease for' 0134+32

onqJune 14. (The general enhancement of the indices for'0134+32 befone

June I will be discussed late:r in relation to a corotating stneam

configunation associatecl with region B). The effects of the stream can

be seen earlien on 0624-05 on June I, 0802+10 on June 9 and 10, 0850+14

on June 11 and I2e 0933+04 on June 11-13' 0939+14 on June 11 and

1116-02 on June 12.

The vanÍation in the level of enhancenent observed on different

sources as the stneam intercepted thein lines of sight was caused, in

part, by a r"eduction of the scintillation indices due to the finite

angulan diametens of the vanious sources (see chapter 2). Table II

lists tttose souìlces fon which anguJ-ar diameten ínfonmation is available

(Little and Hewish 1968' Cohen et aI. 1967) and shows that ther:e is

some variation between sources. This variation does not directly affect
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oull anafysis, sìnce we onllr compane the scintillation indices on each

source with those observed on othe.n days, and not with those of other

sources. The vani-ations in enhancement can also be attriÌ:uted to

changes in the co:¡o'Eating str:eam conclj-tions due to the changing leve1 of

solan activity at the base of the stream. Í'igune 6.10 is a plot of

the date of rnaximum phase of flanes occurning in region A only, duning

June f969, and some vaniation irr the leveL of activity can be seên to

occur dur:ing the counse of the o-bservations '

Sources with elongations between 90o - I80o east fnom the sun

(see Figure 6.If), have their line of sight nearly par:alIe1 to the

stream boun<1ary, and ltence should give sonte indication of the width of

the strean at 1A.U" from the duratl-on of tire scintillation enhancements'

source rg2g+28, which ís 32o north of the ectiptico showe<l a distínct

enhancement ove:n 2 days. Fiowever, the increases in index for 1226+02,

1309-22 and L416+06 wene not so v¡el-¡- defj-ned, and the tfunations could

not be accurately cietermined. An uppen finit of 2 daVs yiel-ds a width

of ru 0.5 A.{.1. for a sol-an wind velocitv of 400 km/sec"

The arni.val of st?earn A2 at the earth can be estimated fnom th<:

change of ,çeintillation inC-ices of soul'ces l'¡ing in the anti-so1ar

di::ection. 1309-22 and 1416+06 showed enhancements on June 16 while

Ig2-8+25 rr¡as affected one clar,r s¿¡1f er on June 15. A sudden-comnencement

geomagnet-ic stonm on .Tune 16 accompanied the arrival of the stneam at

the eanth. By June 17 the eantlì was embedded in the stI-eam5 and the
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rines of sight to 0rB4+82 and 01g8+i3 intercepted the leading edge of

the stream, causing a 2}o9o incnease in their scintillation indices.

The corotation of the stream can be seen in the changes in the indices

of the sources tying to the east of the sun; 0802+10 on June 13'

followedby0BS0+I4onJune14,and0933+04,0939+14,0949+00and

1116-02 on June 15. Figuree; 6'II(a-d) show the estimated position of

thestreamsandblastwaveduningthispeniod,assuminganaverage

solanwindvelocityof400km/secandastreamwidthn,lday.

ThesecondnegionofintenestonthesolandiscduringJunewas

the flare gnoup at l-atitude 80 N having CMP date June 19 (negion B) '

In May this r:egion vras extnemely flane active (see Figure 6'2), but

producedonlymoderateactivityduringJune.Tlrenewasevidenceofan

associated weak plasma structure conotating with the sun over the

period of obsenvation.

As in the case of the stneam frorn negion A, the stream stnucture

associated with region B consisted of two str"eams, though not so

cleanly defined as AI and 42. The earth satellites vela 3 and 4

necorded an incnease in the solar wind velocity fnom 300 - 450 l<m/sec on

May 29-30 ' aPParentlY associated with a 2.39o Eonbush decr:ease on May

28-29.Thecontinuingeffectofthestneamstnuctunewasseeninthe

enhanced scintillatíon of 0134+32 fnon June 2-4, anð on 0138+13 on

June 3"

Half a solar revolution later on June 18 ' 0624-05 exhibited a
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2OO9o lncpease in its index, with the a:rrival of stream BI, the first

part of the substnucture fnom negion B" An enhancement was then

obser.ved to move sequentially thnough the sounces whose lines of sÍght

lay to the east of the sun: O8O2+10 on cJune 17, 0850+14 on June 20"

0933+04 on June 2O-2L, 0939+]4 on June 20' 0949+00.1005+07, J-328+25

and 1416+06 on ,June 2I. The relatively small changes in the

scintil-lation indices on these sources ernphasize the weakness of the

disturbance.

In a similan fashion the movement of stneam B2 thr:ough the medium

can be tr-acedr::eaching the eanth on June 24'25, 3 days after 81.

Changes in scintillation index wene obsenved on 0624-05 on June 20-2L,

0802+10 on June 21, 0933+04 on June 24, 1l-16-02 on June 24, and I3O9-'22

on .Iune 25. The estimated positions of these streams during June ane

outlined in Figures 6.11-(a-d).

6.4 Sc intillation Powet' SÞectna

The method of spectnal analysis applied to the present nesults has

been descnibed in Chapten 5. The spectr.al r:esolution v¡as 0.08 Hz and

the vaniances of the spectral estimates, Prrr wene

van (Pr,) = Pr2/8

i.e. op = Pn/'ffi = 35eo ' Pr, ,
n

whene o, is the rms deviation of the spect::al estimates. The spectra
1)

shor¿n in Figure 6.12 are averages over Several blocks of data, and so

the va::iance of P' is considenably reduced'
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van (Prr) = Pn2/8K ,

where K is the numbe:l of blocks averaged. Typically K = 3 and then'

van (P ) = P-z/z+ ,'n n

and,

o- =20%PPN
n

In the data analysis the mean value was subtracted fnon the

original datau so that the first elerrenta:ry fnequency band of the

spectnum has zeno pot{er. A fur-then five elementany bands werê set to

zero to filter out any por^¡er due to ionospheric scintillation o:r drÍfts

in neceiven gaín. Thus the first avenaged point in the spectnum has

zeno power. The spect:ra formed in this way were smoothed using a

Hanning spectral wíndow (Blackman and Tukeye 1958), and hence the

second point in each of the averaged spectna is contaminated by the

un:real zer:o por¡ren in the finst point, and the ennon ba:: fo:: the second

point w111 thenefore be slightly greaten than the standand 20eo elrron

bans shown in Figune 6.12. (Note: the finst point of the powell

spectnum at zer"o fnequency is not plotted in the diag:ram).

Duning the period of observation the computed scintillation Pobler

spectr^a exhibitetl signifícant díps at lov¡ frequency on four occasions.

Tl'lese spectna ar:e dr-avm in Figune 6.12 on a loganíthmic scale with the

20% ennon bans shown, and it can be seen that the dips have real

sígnificance and are not due to statistical variability.

On June t1 the stneam AI was infer':¡ed to be close to the eanth
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fnorn consideration of the scintillation indices o and this concl-usíon is

supported by the appearance of low frecuency dips in the spectna of

0933+04 and 1226+02 on June 11 and 1309-22 on June 12. Each of these

spectra were avenaged over three blocks of data. A sínilan situation

occurred on June 16 when stneam A2 neached the eanth, and sounce

1309-22 showed a low fnequency dep:ression in :'.ts pol^rer spectrum. The

appearance of the depnessions indícated the existence of a thin

scattering negion of well-defined velocity lying close to the eanth, so

that the eanth was within the Fresnel regíon whene the amplitude

diffraction pattenn r¡tas not fully developed.

Follovring the app:roach descnibed in Chapter 4, a set of theonetical

spectna r¡rere coûrputed for va¡.ious values of ro, the scale size, and z,

the scneen-observer distance. To compane the expenimental spectna with

those computed theonetically, some measure of the solan wind velocity

was ::equired to convent the exper:imental spectra to a spatial

fnequency scale" The veJ-ocity, on the days in question r¡Ias estimated

fr"on the Vela 3 and 4 satellite measurements shown in Figune 6.9.

Unfontunately velocity data wene not available on two of the days of

interest (.Iune 12 and 16 ) and interpolated values had to be used for

those days. The components of these velocities per:pendiculan to the

line of sight to the sources under considenation wer:e then used to

convent tl're expenimental spectra. The best*fít theonetical spectna are

shor¡n in Figures 6.13 - 6.16, togethen with the limíts of no and z fon

which neasonab.l-e f its could be obtaíned.
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1'he non-Gaussian rtailsr on the experimental spectna nequine some

expJ-anation. As described in Chapten 5, each fundamental spectral

estimate is convofved with the windown

,*=*-#Ji+ì, 'l

which has majon side-lobes at f ! 3/Zt, with height equal to 4% of the

main peak amplitude. Thus thene is a 49o contnibution to the powen at

frequency, f, fnom the fneouencies at f + s/Zf. Thís is known as

spectral leakage, and the non-Gaussian tails on the expe::imental spectra

can be explained in tenms of this. Eventually the Gaussian spectnum

falls off fasten than any power of the fnequency, and the side-Iobes of

the estimates begin to doninate the spectrum, thus pnoducing a tail at

híghen frnequencies. The situation can be improved by the application of

a spectnal window, as has been done with the pnesent examples' but the

taíl cannot be completely nemoved.

Taking this facton into account, the theoretical spectna of

FÍgunes 6.13 to 6.16 can be seen to fit the exper:imentaf points quite

we1f" The scaLe sizes, po, derived fnon the theonetical spectna ane

340, 410, 32O and 310 km on the four occasions when lov¡ frequency

depnessíons were obsenved" These are neasonably consistent within the

accuracy of the method of estimationo and yield an average value of

350 km.

As in Chapter 4 we cornpane this actual scale with the scafe which

wouLd be deduced fnom a connelation analysis of IPS. Using the
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expression denived by Bowhill (1961)'

whene

1+a2
TT_F=r o

n
,

,

.t \za=-_-
If t]

o
2

t

the scale, r, measured by conrelation analysis would be ¡,200 km fon

l1 = 350 km" As a cnoss-check on this, the 1/e point of the spectnum in
o

Fígune 6.13 fon no = 340 km, was measuned (n, ,0018trn'-1) and the scale r

derived,

lì= km

"¡ l_80 kmr

which is consistent hrith the above value fnom Bowhillrs expnession, and

in agreernent with othen independent measurements of the scafe of

irregulanities in the soLar wind, as summarized by Readhead (1971).

Anothen featu::e of the spectna whÍch is relevant to oun discussion

ane the changes in the widths of the pohrer spectra on successive days of

observation. In Figune 6.17(a, b) the nelative half-widths of the

nonmalised speetna ane plotted for a number of sot¡:rces. When companed

with the scintil-lation enhancements of Figure 6.5. Figure 6.17 shows a

strong con:relation between incneases in spectnum hlidth and scintillation

index. the featunes which are evident in FÍgune 6.17 have been

Labell-ed acconding to the positions of the blast wave (X) and cotaotating

streams (AI, 42, Bf, 82) which have been deduced f:rom oun analysis of

the scintillation indices.
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Where souï1ces lie neanly panallel to a possible stneam boundany

(betv¡een elongations 90o alld 18Co east of the earth-sun line), the

passage of the stneams showed quite mankedly in the changes in spectrum

width" Sounce 1416+06 is a par:ticulanly good example of this, showing

the passage of the blast r^rave, and all foun stneams quíte distinctly.

Since the line of sight to 1416+06 was neanly panallel to the stneam

boundaries, the du:ration of the enhancements in spectral width is a good

indication of the extent of the stneams at 1 A.U. firom the sun. Streams

A2r BI anc 82 each had a width'r, 1day, while stneam A1 showed a

distinctly gneater dunation n" 2 days.

The l-ines of síght to sources r¡hich ane between Oo and 90o east of

the sun, intencept the streams fo:r neanly one quante:: of a solar

notation, and although the greatest contribution to the scintil-l-ation

will occu:r' when the str:earn intencepts the line of sight at Íts poínt of

closest approclch to the sun, thene will be a significant contnibution

while the str:eam is a shont distance on eithen side of this point.

Hence the cluration of the enhancements in spectnal width on such

sources v¡ould be extended, and this was in fact obsenved in Figure 6.17a.

Thus the relative changes in the width of scíntillation spectna is an

extnemely sensitive indicaton of the presence of distunbed negions in the

sola:: wind, and p::ovídes a valuab'Ie confírmation of the scintillation

index analysis.

To determíne whether the obse::ved changes in spectral rvidth were
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associated with eithen variations in the scale of the in::egulanities in

the interplanetary medium o:: vaniations in the plasma velocity, we have

plotted the velocity measurements fnom the Vela 3 and 4 eanth satellites

beneath the spectnal information in Figr.une 6.17(b). Unfortunately

there was no velocity infonmatíon available fon June 12 and 16 duning

the anrival of the streams Al and A2 at the eanth, and it is the::efone

not possible to distinguish the sourace of the sPectral wídth incneases

on those days. lloweven, fnom Figure 6.18, which is a plot of the

intenplanetary magnetic fiel-d stnength (Antonucci et aI. 1971) fnom

Pionee:r B situated near the earth (figure 6.21), thene is clearly an

increase in field strength associated with stneams A1 and 42, on June 12

and 16.

If, as the nesults in Chapten 4 indicated, the scale of

innegulanities in the solan wind is closeJ-y linked to the ion g5rro-nadius

in the medium, then the observed incneases in field strength by a

facton tu 2r would pnoduce a decrease in scale, and hence an inc::ease in

spectnal width by the same facton. Fnom Figure 6.L7 it can be seen that

the increases associated with Al and A2 ane indeed of this onder:. I'his

nel-ationship is only valid while the solan wind velocity remains

constant, and fon the events of ,June 1969 the result must await

confinmation from spacecnaft measurements of the velocity' Analysis of

streams BI and 82 face a similan restniction in the lack of continuous

velocity data"
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Ttre blast wave f::on re:gion A on tho sun, which anníved at the earth

on June 8, was accompanied by an incnease both in the velocity of'the

so.lar wíncl and the strength of the magnetic field at Pioneen 8. The

spectna.l widths fnom a number of soulrces on June B increased by factons

of -l-.5 - 2"0, and this cor:r'esponded to the increase in solar wind

velocity by a factor: tu l-.6 from June 7-8. However, the magnetic field

stnength increased by a facton of ru 3.5 fon a sÏiont peniod on June 8,

and a change of this niagni-tude was not apparent in the vaniatíons in

spectnal'r,¡idth. One woutrd expect a comDression of the magnetic fíeld

along the leadí-ng eclge jof the i¡last wave and this was pr"obably tire

source of the high fietd conditions observecl on Pioneen 8. Howeve:r, this

enhancement v¡ou1d i:e local-ised at the shock front and of only limited

extent, and thus the contnibutj.on to changes ín spectnal width woul-d

pnobably be negir'-gible.

6 .5 n,içgupq"igIi

A r"ecent paper by [üileox and Colburn (1971) pnesented the posítions

of thc., qu-iet-sun magrretic field sector boun<ianíes obsenved near the

earth duning l-969, and. thei¡- nesults .lend strong sllPpollt to our

inter.pretation of the scintillation data pnesented in the previous

section. The sector bounda:ry c:rossings fon 1969 have been nepnrrduced in

Figu::e 6.1-9, where dark shaciing nepnesents field pola:rity towand the

sun, and lÍght shadÍ.ng field polarity arvay fnom the sun. The hatched

shading indicates regions of anrbiguous polan,ity, and the l:lank intervals

indicate.: no avaj,Iable spacecraft obse¡'vations of the interplanetar.y
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fielcl . The events to be discussed here a::e marked X, A and B on,June

B, 14 and 23.

The nevensal of the dorninant field polanity during June 7 and I

coincided exactJ-y with the anrival of the blast li¡ave at the ear:th r^¡hich

we have deduced from scintil-l-ation observations. The <luration of the

fiel-d neversal in l'isune 6.i-9 (1 day) agreLs excellently with our

estirnate of the r¡idth of the blast in the ecliptic pì-ane.

Following the blast, the continuing flux of Þlasma f:rom ::egion A

on the sun which fOnmed the complex stneam structure A1 and 42, was

a.l-so associated with a reve::sal of the dominant magnetic fíeld direction,

which in this case r^ras the bcunda.ny between tv¡o sectons of opposite

polanity. Str:eam A1 neached the eanth on June 12 tv¡o days befone the

arrivaf of the sector boundar".v on June 14, and stneam A2 foll-owed two

days later on June l-6. Tirus the two stneams appear to bave been spaced

evenly.r,2 days on ej_ther: side of the secton boundany crossing.

It is v¡ortl: noting that stnearn A2 was much rnone turbulent than A1 ,

as evidenced by the langer scintillation ínrlices and tire fact that the

arr"ivaf of A2 at the eanth vfas accompanied bV a sudden-comn(?ncement

geornagnetic storm, r^rheneas Al- was not. TltLis diffenence in actívity

between the trailing edge of one sector and the leading edge of the

follovring sectone l^¡as thenefone compared with the distribution of

electnon density within a sector, ob'Eained by spacecr"aft measurements in

the medium itself. The gr.aph (Figure 1.8(c)) shows a sharp increase in
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the electnon density about 1-2 days after a sector boundary c:rossing, and

this coincides with the estimated posítion r:f stneam 42. Thus, it

appeaus that the sharo irrcr-ease in the total elect:ron density is al-so

accompanied by an increase in the fluctuations of the density nesponsible

f'or- interÞlarretany scintillatÍon. The sharp incnease in density

associated ",¡ith A2 rrias probably connected with the sudrlen-commencement

geomagnetic stor"m on June 16. Therc is also a mor?e gradual incnease in

elect::on <1ensit1r occunning in the tnail.Ìng pontion of a secton, and this

conresponded noughly to the position of stneam AI.

A cornpanison of the ar-rival timr:s of stn.-lms BI and 82 at the earth

rn'ith the anrival of the magnetic f i.eld sector boundary fate in June 
"

sþoweci a simil-an symmetr.y. The sectol- boundany neached the eanth on

June 23, and stTream B1 a::rived on iune 2I-22, and stream B2 on June

24-25. Thus,, the str"ucture assoeiated v¡ith a sector boun<iar:y appears to

have a typÍcal- width of 3-4 days, with negions of turbufence on eithen

side of the boundary assoc jr-ated v¡íth the interactiorr of the two sectors.

Cnc¡ft (fgZl) ha.s obtained intermittent measurements of the avenage

e.l-ectnon r:umben density in the in'Lenplanetary medium along the signal

path fnom Pioneer 6,7" 8 and 9, and i'lanine:: 5 to earth, and sone of his

nesufts for f969 are shown in Figune 6.20" Sc.¡me caution must be

exer:cised in the interpnetation of these graphs since the shont line

segments ane the real measuned values, vlhereas the shading intenpo-'-atted

between these is lan aid fon the penception of continuityt (Croft, l-971-).
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Howeven, a featur:e which cleanly domj.nates the graphs is the lange

increases in electron density obsenved on June I on the paths between

earth and Pionee:: 8 and 9, the positions of which ane shown in Figune

6.21. This feature cornesponds to the suggested blast-wave stnuctune

which was initiated on the sun on 'June 5, and the fact that it was

obsenved even on Pioneer g is an indication of the wide-angle natune of

the blast.

A smallenu but still- significant, incnease in electron numben

density on .June 12 along the pnopagation path to Pioneer I coincides

with the'arrival of strearn AI at the eanth, but any effects possÍb1y

associated with the othe:: stneams a:re obscuned by the poor time covenage

of the data.

An intenesting featune of the pnesent scintillation study is the

appanent source of sudden-commencement geomagnetic storms. !,le note that

the a:rnival at the eanth of both the blast-wave on June I and the stneam

A2 on June 16, were associated with storm sudden-commencements (ssc).

Thís observatíon shows that sscts can be caused by both pnopagating

discontinuities in the interplanetary medium, and by str:eams of

enhanced plasma which ane convected past the earth by the expansion.of

the soIar" conona and the notation of the sun.

In this chapte:: we have shown that IPS of a gnid of nadio sounces

is a panticulanly useful method fon tracing the origin and development

of interplanetary stneams, pJ-asrna bl-ast waves, and the magnetic field
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sector boundarics :".n tÌre sola:: wj.nd. llher-e is strong evi<1er:ce that

events suclr aS these can L:e nelatec1 to the trnesence of flarer-active

regions ou the sola:: sunf.¡ice,
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Intnoduction

A funther observing period of one nronth duning June l-970 was used

to exte¡d the previous hrork on the rnapping of the movernent and geornetny

of Ìar:ge scafe featu:res ín the solar wind from single station

scintillation obser:'vations. The u¡or.k to be descnibed was car:nied out

between i'jay 30 and June 24.. I27C, a.gaÍn using the radioheliognaph at

Culgoora, t{.S.W. The observing and analysis pnocedures have already

been fully describecl in the pr:eceding cha¡)ters and will- not be nepeated

here.

7 . f Results ancl Discussion

A plot of the scintill-ation indices for: founteen soullces obsenved

du::-.i-ng June f970 (Figure 7.I) <ljsplayed thnee distinct featunes, r^ihich

vrere consj.stent wíth the eristence of th::ee streams of disturbed plasma

conotating wÍth the sun oven the peniod of observation. The results to

be presented hene will- be descnibed in terms of this modef, and

nefenencê -Eo l'igune 7.2(a-f ) showing the estimated positions of these

events on a numben of days will cla::ifV the discussion to foll-ow.

The effect of stneam A was finst seell clearly on soulrce 0933+04 on

June 5, causing a 3009¡, incnease in j--ts scintillation index.

Ënhancements r^tere then obsenved to occut' sequentially fon 0939+14 on
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June 5 and 1005+07 on June 6 " Tlte a:::rival- of the stream at the earth

v¡as deter.mined.. as in previ-ous analyses, fnom the scintil-lation

enhancement on sounces with elongat-ions in the range 90o to 1800 east

of the sun, since the lines of sight to these sources have tiieí:: points

of closest approach to the sun nearthe earth. Slources 1226+02'

Igog-22, l32B+25 and l-416+06 all- shov,'ed mankecl incneases in

scintillation on Junc 8, thus defining the leading edge of the str"eam at

the earth. 0134+32 al-so showed enhanced scintill-ation on June 0, when

the st::eam first irttencepted the line of síght to the sourcer even

though this was not at the closes't approach to the sun.

As in p::eviOus AnalJ¡ses, tlte sequence of enhancements on these

sources allowed some f-imits to ire placed on the curvatune of the stneam

in the ecliptic, and hence on the ¡radí¿I velocity of the solar: wind

assocj.ate<l with the stream (see in panticula:: Chapter 4' P.59). Since

the str"eam affectecl 0134+32 and also L226+02, 1309-22 and 1328+25 on

the sane day, the curr¡atune of the teading edge of the str^eam is wel-I

defined. The scintil-lation on sounces 1859-23 and 231-3+03 showed

enh¿rncements one day laten, as the thickness of the scatteríng region

fon these sounces increased with the movement of the stneam. Fnom the

sequence of these events a velocity in the range 300 '- 400 km/sec was

estímated for thís stneam.

fn ondcr to identify possible source negíons for stnearn A on the

sunface of the sun, a grcaph of the flane p:roductivitv of active regÍons
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against tlic..ir <late of central merj.ciian passage vias plotted (similar to

that descr:ibeci in ChaÊ'ter 6)' 1'hís is shown in l:igur:e 7'3' whene ttre

shadtld portion,s nepnesent ciass 2 flares ancl tho unshaced pontions

represent class I f};rc-s. sUbflallÛa al?e not showr¡ on this gnaph' arrd

rro class 3 flares were oLiserve<l during the peniod shown'

Fr.orn t-he a*ival. of stream A at the earth on LTune 8, arrd the

measured so-lar wind velocity on that day (3so tm/sec fnom VeLa 5E) ' the

tlMPdateofttresou]]ceregionforthisStÏ,eamwasestinratedto]reon

,r, Jr:ne íj" Refenencc to Figurc 2.3 shows that there rras no acti.vity

above tlie -level of subfl-ares on that pa::ticulan clayu and the days on

eitl.eir si.Jc wer:e equa-115r lnactive " L]ol'¡':lver. on the follot'ring :rotation

a moclerately active rr:gion did appear in this position (cltp June 3C ) '

6nlr¡ to fadc again on the following rotation'

The shapc of the scintillatj-on enhanceltents cn soullces (L2'26+02'

I3()g-22, I32B+25, 1416+06) whose lines of sight \'rere approximately

p.a::alleJ- to thc bounclirr.y of stream A alIo,¡ed sonrc: useful limits to be

placedonthewj.dtho:FtheStream,anda.Isoonitsexterltpenpendicular

to the ecliptic pJ-anc. These sources inrlicated a stneam v¡idth of n' 1

oayi+hicirisecuivalenttofu0.25A.U.attheorbitoftheeanttl.The

str.earn aopeared to have affect'¡d both 1309-22 (f4os of tlie ccliptic

plane) ancl t32B+25 (32oN of the ecliptic plane) in nruch the same way'

inclicating t¡rat the st::eam was of considerabre extent penpenclicular to

the ecli.ptic Plane.
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The second featune of interest in Figu::e 7.1' which also appeared

to move sequentially acnoss the sounces lying to the east of the sunt

r{as stream B which inte::cepted the earth on June 17' Sounces 1226+02'

I3Og-22, 1328+25 and 1416+06 a1I shoued, significant incneases in

scintillation inclex on that day. The negion first appea::ed strongl:r' in

the enhancement of sounce 0624-05 on June 10-1I, and then swept across

the lines of sight to 0933+04 on June 13-14,0939+14 on June 13' 1005+07

on June I3-.L4 and 1226+02 on June 16-l-7, and was associated with two

sudden commencement geomagnetic storms on ar:nival at the ea::th on JUne

l-7 ar:rd 18. The anhancement on source 0134+32 on June 2I, ''a¿g iclentified

with stream B fi:om the changes in the widths of the poller spectna fon

this sounce fi:om day to day (see Section 7.2). Thís late arrival of

the stream at 0134+32 compared vrith the arrival at sounces 1309-22'

I32g+25 and 14l-6+06 on June l-7 (which is in contnast with the sequence

of events obsenved for stneam A), agai.n al-lowed some limits to be placed

on the velocit¡r of the solan wínd associated with the stream. The

estimated velocity of the stneam was in the range 400 - 550 km/sec

(which is highen than that obsenved fon stneam A)o and was confirmed by

measuneme¡ts aboard VeIa 5B whene a velocity of 450 km/sec was obserlved.

Fnom the time of arrival 0f the stneam at the eanth and the

measured solar: wind velocity, the sounce negion fon stream B On the

sunface of tìre sun would have had cl4P date on June 13-14. Figune 7.3

shows that an active negion, pnoducing seve¡:al cfass 2 flares' wås

associated wj.th this sounce-region on June 14' CMP. The negion was
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extnemely \^reek on the two previous solar notations, but appeaned as a

strong€ìr wetl-defined region duning Feb::uary and iuíarch. As in the case

of stream Â, the stream hacl a du¡'atjon of approximately 0.25 A'U' and

appeaned to hclve a consíderable extent penpenciicul-an to the ecliptic

plane.

Stneam C, the thj.rd featune of intenest in Figune 7.10 appeared to

be associated l{ith the dominant solar activity occurning duning June'

The active region (ttct'in lrigune 7.3) r+as at centnal menidian passage on

June 17 and is the mcst str:iking .:vent on the fi-gure. A plot of the

date of maximum phase of flares occr:r::ing in source negion C (with CMP

betr.¡een.'L'..¡,.:16 and 18) ís shown in t-igure 7.4. The region exhibited a

peak of activity on June 14, when foun class 2 flares and numerous class

1and subfLares tùere obsenved at tl20o E43o. There hlas no evidence of

the regÍon having existed pnior to June (Figune 7 .3), and the activity

fa<led and lost its identity in the rotation following June.

Ënom Figute 7,1 the corotation of the stream can be seen ín the

movement of the enhancement tCr acnoss sources lying to the east of the

sun;, 0624-05 on June 17, 0933+04 and 0939+l-4 on June 18, 1005+07 on

,rune lg-20, and then on sources with el-ongations greaten than 90o east

of the sunr 1226+02, 1309-22" L328+25 and 1416+06 on June 22-24. The

strean had a duration of ry 2 days (i.e. 0.5 A.U.) at the o¡:bit of the

eartho and was aLso obsenved at widely differing ecliptic latitudes.

Its annival at the earth $¡as not associated with any significant
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geomagnetic activity, and nefenence to Figune 7.4 shovrs that the source

regj-on C had been fainly quiet oven the pneceding five days'

The deduced positions of the thr:ee streams A, B and c ane sketehed

in Figu:re 7,2G-f) over the peniod of obser:vation. The positions of the

lines of sight to the sounces ane the ecliptic pnojections of thein

tnue r:ight-ascension and declination fon rlune 1970, and the stneam

geonretnies shown are fon an average sola¡- wind velocity of 400 km/sec

with a dunation of I daY.

7.2 Powen SÞectra

The powen spectr^.rI analysis of scintilÌation necords was fully

described in chapten 5, and the pnesent resufts he-ve been cornputed

followíng tÌ¡is same method. The shanes of most of the expenimental

spectna ohtained during this obsenving session were close to Gaussiant

as was the case in the t96B and 1969 data. Typical spectna have been

presented in chapter 4, and we shall pnoceed dinectty to a discussion of

the special featunes of the present spectna'

The spectna for source L226+02 exhibited lovr-fnequency

depnessionsontvüooccasionsrJuneSandlTrandthesespectr'eane

presented in Figune 7.5 on a logar:ithmíc scale. The spectna for: June g

and l_7 were averages over 7 and 10 blocks of data nespectively, and the

nms deviations of the speetnal estimates nrere I39o and I19o' It can be

seen that the dips in the sPectra were neal effects and not due to

statistical vaniaÌ¡ility, though the first point shown on each spectTum
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must not be gÍven undue significance, since it is contaminated by the

unreal zero power" of the point at zero fr'equency.

The tvro dips ohserved in the spectra coincided v¿ith the annival of

stneams A and B at the earth on June I and 17 nespect-ively, and fnom

the Ciscussion:'-n Chapten 4, we can imply the existence of a well

def:-ned thin scatte:ring negion lying close to the eanth on those days.

To examine the pr"opentíes of this scatte:ring region, an attempt was made

to fit theoretical spectna to those observed, using the expnession given

in Chapter 4 for the obser'ved spatial powen spectnum of the

scintillat ions ,

l¡(x) = / u*p (-nz oo2 (x2 + ß2 v2)) sin2 ft L z (x2.¡ Y2) dY

Befone cornparieor¡s could be nadc, the theo:retícaI spectra vtene smoothed

usirrg a Hanning spectnal window, as for the experinlental spectna, and

the temporal fnequency of the .exper.ímental spectra r¡Iere convented to

spatial fnequency from a knowledge of the solar: '¡ind velocity. l'igune

'/.6 pnesents a plot of the solar wind proton velocity mêasuned aboand

the Vela 5l eanth satellite and the heliocentric Pioneer 6 spacecnaft.

The data fnom Píoneer:6 Ìiave been conrected fo¡'the appropni.a¡s (ZLr day)

conotation time delay to give velocities at the position of the eanth.

Resolving the measunecl VeIa 5B ve-locities in a dinection petpendicular

to the tine of sight to 1226+02 yields 380 km/sec and 400 km/sec on

June I and 17 nespectively.

The theoretical spectna and exp,erimental points are shov¡n in
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l"igunes 7"7 and 7.8, fo::the lahelled val-ues of no, the scafe of the

in::egularities j-n the Screen, ancl z, the screen-obsel:ve? separati.on.

(The peak at tu I I{z in the spectrum for: June I is due to switching rroise

in the nacl:l-cheliograph system which could not be suppnessed). The scale

of 330 km on rlune I is simil-ar to the values obtained duning l-969 fi:om

a simiLan anal-ysis, but oli rJune 17 a muclt Iot^rr.:r scal-e, oo = 220 krr'

was inclicated. Unfo::tunatcly no intenp.Ianetary magnetic f íe1<1 data .is

yet avai.Iable fon l-97C at the timc of wnit:'-ng, and i't i.s not possible to

ascertain rvhether this decr'()ase i-n scafe was associated with an

incnease jn tþe field $tnengthn an<ì hence whethen the scale'r¡as Ij-nked

to the ion-¡¡yno nadius in the rneCium.

The relatÍve widths of the nonmalised powei' spectna on successive

days duríng June provÍded addj-tiona-l support fol: the pnoposed cor"otating

stneam modcl . Figune 7.9 Þr.esents a pJ-ot of the spectnal witlths for a

nunrÌ¡er of sources v¡hich wer.e not excessively contaminated wíth the I ltz

sr^ritching peak ment.ioned ear"I j-er. I"io rnagnetic tape r:ecords wer'e tnade

after June 22" and so any possiible enhancenents associated v¡ith stream

C wore not necorclecl . Stnearns A and B, holrevcre were both associatecì

with incr.eases in spec'tral width , and these a-re labelted in Figune 7 .9

fi:onr the posi.tíons of the streams cleducecl fr-om scintil-lation indices.

the solan wincl vel-ocit¡¡ rneasur.ed aboand the Veta 5B satellite is also

plotted on FÍgure 7.9 for- cornpar"ison.

Both stneams: A anrl B were associated with spectnaL width increases
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by facto::s of about 1,5, and wene al.so accompanied by veloci.ty

incneases of appr^oximately the same or:den. However, without infornation

on the state of tho interpl-anetary magne-[ic f ield du::ing this period, we

canr¡ot detenmine the relative contributions of velocit;y and field

str-ength to the incr.eases in spectral widthr assuming of counse, that

the scale ís linked to the ion-gyno nadius in the modiurn. The plot of

spectnal nictths indicates that stream B ha<i a complex configuration,

extending over a numben of days, wi.th a main peak of dunation ^' 2 days'

Strearn A was not so r^rell- defined, but the incneases in width r"rhich

occuped wer:e in agneement with the posÍtions of the stneam deduced from

scintillation indices .

In 1g68 and L369 r¡e have shown that the stream stnuctures observed

using fPS w¡-:ne closely identifierl r^rith the secton boundaries of the

intenplaneta-nv magnetic field. This close conrelation suggests that

the pnese-nt stream structunes will also indicatÊr the position of secton

boundanies in the field, but this poin't must await confirmation fnom

publishe<l magnetic field d¡ita forn 1970.
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CHAPTER 8

THE ADELATDE RADIO-ASTP.ONOMY ARRAY

Intnoduction

The scintitlation studies described in the pnecedíng chaptens have

been limited by the fact that obsenvations wene made at only a single

neceiving site. Two basic functions denived from such observations $¡ere

the scintillation index and the scintillation power spectnum, which

yiel<l only limited infornation about the structure of the solar wind.

I{easurements of the speed, dinection of flow, scale and anisotnopy of

the intenplanetany plasma nequire obser.vations to be made simultaneously

fnom spaced receiving sites.

Pnevious wonk on the sounce 3C48 using a spaced neceiven techníque

(Hewish et aL, l-966; Dennison and Hewish" 1967; Hewish and

Dennison, 1967) has establ-ished typical values fon th'ese parametens to

within 0.35 A.U. of the sun, and indicated the existence of a flow

anisotr:opy between polan and equato::ial negions.

The sol-an wínd models descnibed in Chapten I have genenally assumed

sphenical s5rmmetry about the sun, and so experimental detenmination of

the dependence of flow larlameters on heliocentnic distance and latitude

is impontant fon the deveJopment of furthen theonetical models.

Therefone, to extend the scope of previous work and to galn a betten

undenstanding of the natune of the scattening prôcess in the
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intenplanetany med'ium, it was pnoposed to set up a dual-fi:equency

spaced neceiven pnoject nean Adelaide.

Although the role played by the author was nainly constnuctional,

the pnoject pnovided practical experience in the design and

consù:uction of a nadio-astnonomy array and associated neceiver:s, and is

thenefone clescnibed hene.

8.I SpecifÍcation and Design

The analysis of a dnifting nadio diffraction pattern using spaced

neceÍver obser:vations has been fully developed by Briggs et aI. (1950),

phillips and Spencen (tgSS) and Bniggs (1968). From measurements of the

time riisplacement and co::nelation between scintillations reconded at

three spaced receivers, infonmation on the velocíty and scale of the

electnon density innegulanities in the solan wind can be obtained. The

cor^relation between observations at two sites dec:reases with increasing

sepanation of the neceiversn and at the same time the obse::ved time-delay

becones greaten and hence mo:re easily measuned. Since the auto-

connel-ation function (ACF) of the scintilLatÍons is appnoximately

Gaussiane accurate values fo:n the scale can be denived p:roviding both

too high and too low values of crr:ss-comelation are avoided (Golley and

Rossiter", 1970). Thus an impontant parameter in the establishment of

such a r:eceiver netwonk is the spacing between the sites.

Pnevious wo¡'k using spaced receivet's (Dennison and Hewísh, 1967

and l{ewísh and Dennison,1967) established typical vafues fon the scale'
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L" (fOO - 200 km to the u-l point of the ACF) and fon the velocity, V,

(SOO - 500 km/se.) of inregularities in the solan win,f. The expected

connelations and tine-delays for. these ranges of 4 and V are plotted in

I'igune 6.I fon va:ri<¡us site separations. The optimum distance appears to

be ¡,100 km, cornesponding to time-delays ^'0.2 - 0.3 sec and a

connela.t|on tu 0.5.

The base-station was established at Buckland Park, 26 niles nonth-

west of A<le1aide, on the site of a lange aerial al:nay alneady in use fon

research into ionosphenic physics (nniggs et al., 1969). The two

outstations F¡elle constnucted at Bur-ra in the no:rth of South Austnalia,

and at Kadina on Yonke Peninsula, being 110 km and 95 km nespectively

fnom Buckland Pank. Figune 8.2 shows the locatíon of the thnee sites on

a map of South Australia.

8.2 Obsenvine Frequencies

the choice of a suitable obsenving fnequency fon íntenplanetany

scíntillatíon is Ceterminecl by the natu:¡e of the scattening pnocess.

This clepends fundanrentally ott Ôo, the nms phase deviation across a

wavefnont travensing ttre intenplanetany nedium. Fon Ôo less than 1

nadian the observed pnopenties of the diffnaction pattenn can be nel-ated

simply ancl di¡-ectly to those of the solan wínd. llhen Öo is greaten than

1 nadian, the effect of multiple scattening becomes impontant' and the

relation betweer¡ the diffnaction pattern and sola¡. wind parameters

invoLves a dinect knowleclge of $o. It is thenefone desirable to wonk in
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the weak scattering negime (0o . 1) oven as lange a range of nadial

distance as possible.

tsoth 0o and the scintillation indeX, F, vary inversely with the

fnequency of obsenvation and decrease with nadial distance fnom the sun.

Thus there ane two conflicting ::eqrrínements; high fnequencies ane

pnefenned so that the plasma close to ttre sun can be studied while still

in the weak scattering negime, but too high a fnequency would restnict

observations to only those regions close to the sun because of the

neduction in scintillation index with incneasing radial distance.

At 80 MHz (À = 3.75 metre) tne tr:ansition fi:om weak to stnong

scattening occuns at a radial distance of 0.3 A.U. (tlewish et aI.' 1966;

Hewish and Symonds, 1969)o and to investigate the pnoper-ties of the

solan wind in the nange 0.1 - 1.0 A.U. it appeans that obsenvations at

metre wavelengths would be ideal-.

In the light of these considenations ít was decided to pnovide fon

the system to operate simultaneously at two frequencies in the nange

]00 - 300 I'lFIz, thus increasing the flexibi.Iity of the pnoject and

allowing fon obsenvations over a widen range of radial distance. An

impontant advantage of two-fneguency operatíon is the ability to

detenmine directly the vafuo of 0o, the nms phase deviation, fnom a

companison of the scales of,the diffnactíon pattenns at the two
ii!'¡

fnequencies. In the slrrong scattering negime the scaler.-a, of the

pattern is identical to the scale, f,, of the electron density

l\,
\\
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.i, ' i

innegulanities in the scattening la;,rer, while in the w.edk scattening i,/
negime, g, N 

^/ñ þo" Thus when the scattering is weak at the highen ,

fr"equency and stnong at the lower fnequenc5', 0o can be estimated

dir"ectly. The nature of the scattering can be funthen examined from

the degnee of connelation of scintillatj-ons and also from the r-atio of

the scintillation indices at the two frequencies (Dennison, 1967).

To guard against intenference firom comme::cial communication bands,

the final choice of frecluencies was made aften consultation with the

Common'¡ealth Postrnastan-GeneralIs Department. The two fnequencies

finally allocated rvene 111"5 ililiz and.235.9 Þlllz with banclwidths of I }fl{z

and 2 MIlz r-espectivelY"

8.3 Sensitivity and Noise Tempenature

The sensitivity of a radio astronomy ::eceiver is defined in terms

of the minimurn detectable change, (^T)min" in the input noise power'

expressed as a tempenature, lt Ís usual to define the sensitÍvity,

(^T)-,_, as some mul-t:lpte of the rms r¡o-ise fluctuations, typically
mln

5 (AT) (Cfrnistiansen and Högbom, 1969 ),
lt'ns

slvl T(^T) = ---g?--L (8.1)man (Av At )'

where Av is the pr:edetection bandwidth, At the post-detection integnatíon

tj.me and T____ is ttre system noise due to the joínt contnibutions of
SYS

r.eceiver noise and galactic sky backgnound. The constant, M, has the

val-ue 2 for a phase-switched inte::ferometer, and At = 2 tOa fcr a
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ueceiver using an RC filter in the post-detection stage, where t*a is

the RC time constant.

At 111.5 FfHz the sky background tempenatune is typically (Ì(r'aus,

1966 ) 600 oK in the dinection of the galactic po.l-e and tu 6000 
oK towand

the galactic centne. Cornesponding values at 236 MHz ane l-00 oK to

l0OO oK nespectively. The majon scintill-ating sources lie well away

from the galactic centre and so we assume a sky background tempenatune

of 600 oK.t 111.5 MHz. tr¡le shall use a figu:re of 300 
oK 

"" 
a reasonable

neceiver. noise temperatune, giving a total system noise tenpenatune of

4, 9oo ol(,

tr,¡e now wish to calculate the antenna col}¿cting area nequined to

r:econd at least tv¡o or thnee of the strongest scintillating sounces.

Basecì on obsenvations at Culgoora at BO MHz, Table I]I lísts the stnongest

scintillating sou::ces available, and it is seen that a number of these

have fluxes at tll-.s MHz, SIII.U > 50 f.u, (t f.u. = f9-26 watt m-2

Hz

The antenna temperatu:re pnoduced by a sounce of flux, s, is given

bY'

to = %#, (s.2)

whene k is Boltzmannrs constant and A is the effective collecting area

of the antenna. The facton of 2 arises fnom the fact that only one

plane of polanization is neconded. Thus fnon Equations 8.I and 8.2" the

-t 
¡ "
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TABLE III

FIux ot
111.6 MHz

100

26

80

46

65

26

80

Source

0624-0ö

0?õ8+14

1226+0z

1309-¿2

14l6+06

r93B-16

9813+08

\

I
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required coll-ectíng area to detect a source of flux S with a signal to

noise of 5:1, is given bY,

5 M k T 2

A-- SYS (8.3)
4(¡v 

^t 
) c

At 111.5 MHz, fon Àv = I MHzr t*a = 0.I sec and T
SYS = goo oK, th"

reguined collecting erea to detect a 50 f.u. sounce with a signal to

noise natio of 5:1 is A o 1t0O rn2. Assuming an average sPectral index

of - 0.75 fon a non-thermal sour:ce (lÚraus, 1966), the same sounce would

have a ffux density of 29 f.u. at 236 MHz. Thus the collecting anea at

236 vÍz, fon Av = 2 MHzr t*a = 0.I "u., T"y" = 400 oK, and a signal to

noise natio of 5:I, is A = 600 m2.

8.4 Antenrra Design

To achieve a reasonable collecting al?ea v¡ithin the litnits of

available finance, a necessany choice l.ras a tnansít instnument. East-

west connen neflectons welle chosen in pneference to flat-screen dípole

arrays in onden to obtain an impnoved declination nesponse. l{ithin each

cornet: hre plloposed to constnuct two colinean dipole allrays to oPerate

simultaneously at the two obsenving fnequencies.

The design parameters fon 'chese cornen neflectors were calculated

fnom the empinical studies of Cottony and !Íilson (1958) and llilson and

Cottony (fgOO) to obtain minimum side lobe response in declination,

together with maximum gain. The confíguration which was finally adopted

is ilLustr"ated in Figu:re I .3.
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Each conner neflecto:: was chosen to be 250 metnes in length to give

a pirysicaf coilecting anea of tu l-300 m2. Since construction began in

1969, foun connen r.eflecto:rs have Ì¡een enected at Buckland Pank, and a

funthe:r foun a-E the outstations, two at Burra and two at Kadina ' A

photograph of the annay at Buckland Pank is incl-uded on the following

Page.

Each conner reflector is sepanated fi:orn íts neighbour' by 3À at

11I.5 MHz. The reflector: scneen wines wêne sePanìatecl by À/20 at the

highest obsenving fnequency (ZgO ltHz), to obtain efficient neflection

pnoperties with a front-to"-back ratio > 20 dB (I,[ilson and Cottony, ]-960).

Eecause of thein high irnped.ance, full-wave dipoles wet^e used within

the cornen r,oflectors, allowing gnoups of IC dipoles to be fecl in

parallel thnough o.n oPen-hrire 300f1 coPper Iíne. Each gnoup of ten was

isofated from neighbcuring groups using À/4 shonts on the 300fì l-ine.

To ensur:e that each group of dipcJ-es had an equal efectnical path-

length to the receiver:, atchristmas tneet feed alrrangement vras adopted

(Figure 8.4). The impedance at the feecl point for: each i3noup of dipoles

r^ras measutaed using a Gener.al- Radio bnidge and then tnansformed to match

the 300Q feeden usírrg a shonted stub. A typical value for the

impedance of a gnoup befone transfonmation was (70 + j 70)f¿, the lange

reactive component being clue to the interactíon of tire two diffenent

fnequency clipole amays within each cornen. The stub matching limited

the bandwídth of the anrays, but dinect measunements .showed a standing
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v¡ave ratio of Jcss than 2 overa a fgo bandwidth about each of the obsenving

fnequencies, and this was considened satisfactory.

The signals fnom each hal-f of the aenia.I weue netunned to the

neceiver along 50 ohm coaxial cable via balance-unbalance transfonmer:s,

and then the two halves wene phase-switched against each other to r'emove

the noise contribution fnom the galaxy (Ryle, 1952). The aerj.al potan

diag::am ín the east-west direction is ilh¡strated by a typical source

tnansit nee.ord in Figure 8.5.

Each cor:nen neflector had a beam-width of +oo Ft¡tlp (fu1l-width,

half-powen) in declination, which r^Ias centned on 0o declination by

tiJ-ting each co:rnen to an angle 35o north of zeníth (Buckland Pank

latitude tu 35o south), since most of the sounces used fon studies of IPS

lie v¡ithÍn declinations of t 20o. An improved declination response was

obtained by connecting the foun conners togethen in phase, yielding

responses spaced 20o in declination (at 111.5 MHz) and of width so FwHp.

The beam positioning in declinatíon was made even mone fl-exíble by

combining the foun aerials in diffenent pl:ase nelationships, to pnoduce

a selection of beams spaced oven the 40o envelope of each conner

refLector. The phasing aranangement finally adopted was based on the use

of hybníd-nings (Smit¡, 1961), and is shown in FÍgune 8.6(a). This

arrangernent pnoduces foun beam positions (Figure 8.6(þ)) which can be

neconded simultaneously. The same pninciple was fol-lowed in tlie design

of phasing devices fo¡: 236 MHz openation.
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Because of the djfference in the longitude of the three obsenving

statíonsn a panticulan::adio source would transit at different times at

each location. To obtain símultaneous l?ecordings, the connen nefl-ectors

at the two outstatíons were offset fnom the horizontal by an appropniate

amount, so that the thnee stations obsenved identical night ascensions.

8.5 Receiven Design

As mentioned eanlier, each cornen neflecton was openated in the

intenfenometeT'mode by phase-switchÍng the east and west halves against

each othen. In this way the galactic backg:round noise Ïras uemoved, and

only nadiation fnom localised sources pnoduced changes in the receiven

output levef. The pninciple of the phase-switched r:eceÍver is well

known and is illustnated schematically i,n Figune 8.7.

The Ínput from the two halves of the aenial- (A and B) ane combined

in the input hybnid to pnoduce independent in-phase (A + B) and out-of-

phase (A - B) signals which ane alter.nately switched to the mixen input

at a fnequency of ¡, 400 Hz. The switching is penfonmed by diode switches

dniven by a square-wave generator. Any cohenent source in the aer"ial

beam will pnoduce a squalle-wave component at the output of the squalle-

l-aw detecton, and the demodulator then synchnonously reverses the phase

of the output sguare-wave to produce a d-c level which is dinectly

propor"tional to the input signal stnength fnom the sounce, and

independent of the sky backgnound tempenature.

In the origina)- developnent of the various units in the receiven,
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considerable assistance was r-eceived f::<.¡m the Departn¡ent of Electnical-

Engj.neering at Sydney Univensit-¡. In panticul-an the synchronous

demodufaton, which fonms tl're heart of the neceiver, follovis closely a

ctesign of the Sydney Gnoup (Fnater, l-965). A panticular'Iy attnactive

feature of this demodul-ator" is the pnovisj.on for synchnouous integration

before demodulatíon, which p:roduces a dynamic range r^rhi-ch is langely

independent of the noise level. at the input. The cincuit diagrams fon

the neceiven are pr.esented in Appendix B, and only a brief descniption

of each unit will be given here.

The openation of the phase-switch was based on a p:rinciple which

has been successfulJ-y applied up to fnequencies in the gigahentz region

(Landecker and Wielebinslcy, 1970). Diode switches wene used to

altennately open and short cne end of a quanter-wave length of coaxial

cable, the othen end of which was connected to the signal path (Figune

8.7). The oniginal design inconporated gold-bonded ger:maníum diodes

(Cln+Z), which gãve c1 r.ejection natio of tu 30 dB fon non-correlated input

sígnals. As a futune developnnent it is like1y that P.I.N. diodes r,¡iII

be used to actrieve a highen rejectíon r.atio, especially at the highen

obse:rvíng fnequency. A feature of the hybnid-r-ing is the high isolation

between Ínputs fuom the two halves of the antenna.

The converten consisted of ar mode:rately low noise pre-arnplifÍer

(noise tempenatune tu 1000 
oK 

"t 1Il-.5 MHz)¡ a crystaJ- contnolled local-

oscillaton, and the mixen itself. The whole unit was assembled within a
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single br"ass box, with special attention being given to shiel-ding and

nf b5passing of ci-c suppJ-y lines. At l-l-1.5 MHz the local oscillaton

frequeney of 81.5 Milz was injected dinectly to pnoduce the 30 Mi{z

intenmediate fnequency (lf ). For the 235.9 t'lHz receiven, the local

osciLlaton f::equeney (0e.63 MHz) was tnipled to produce the requíned

205.9 Mtiz injection signal.

Following the conventer, thl:ee stages of IF amplification 'r¡ene

pnovided, in which the ove:raIl width and shape of the pass-band fon the

pne*detectíon stages of the neceiverl vrere detenmined. Each of the 3

stagger-tuned cascode pains had adjustable damping so that an ovenall

squane response at 30 MHz with the nequi:red 3 dB bandwidth could be

obtained.

The detector which foLì-owed the ft' amplifier had a squane-Iaw

chanacte:ristíc sc that the magnitude of the output squane-wave voltage

was dinectly propcntional to the output noise polrer of the pne-detection

section of the receiver:. The signal was then dernodulated synchnonously

with the phase-switch to produce a d-c output leveI.

Synchronous cont¡rol of the phase-switch and demodulator was

obtained from the sguane-wave generator, which was a simple mul-tivibraton

with an output fnequency of 385 Hzn chosen to be well away fnom any

hanmoni.cs of the 50 liz mains supply. Following the synchncnous

demoduLator, a single stage of arnplification was provided to raise the

d-c output leve1 to tu 2 volts requined to drive the pen-neconden.
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To ovencorne losses in the cables, and to achieve tl-¡e nequired low-

noise char:,actenistics, pre-anPlifiers we::e placed at the feed points of

ea.ch half of each aerial. They consistecl of a sirnple casco<fe pair3

alrrarigement using GM29OA genmanium üransistons, yieldíng noise figr::res

of 1es-s thcrn 500 oK 
"t 1l-l-"5 MIiz, ancl less than ?00 oK at 235.9 MHz"

These figunes ane highen than thc.¡se specifiei, in the oniginal design,

and v¡ork is curr:entlv uncler way to necluce the figr:res to ¡, 300 ota 
by

using mone uecently developed transistors. The over:alI gain of the

pnesent pneamplifier.s is r, 10 dIJ (aften ai-lorving for cable losses ) , which

is sufficient to make themthe limiting factcr in detenmining the

overâll receiven noÍse.

No pnovision was made fon automatic gain contnol- in the ::eceiver

clesign which was f inaLly adopted. Lloweve:r, the d¡mamic range of the

receive:r ü¡as ru 30 dB, which was deemed sufficient for the pnesent

obsenvations. In addition a '.¡ariabfe attenuator was included at the

input to the IF anplifier, pnoviding fi:om 3 to 33 dB attenuation in

switched 3 dB steps.

Photognaphs cf tlie complete r:eceiven, IF arnplifien and conventer

are incLuded on the following pages.

8.6 Pnoqness and Futur:e Development

At the time of w::iting, the tow fnequency system at Buckland Pank

is openational and pneliminany olservations alre being carnied out. The

high fnequency system has been completed and final tests are being made
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befone the svstem is bnought into operatÍon. Constnuctional work at

the outstations is complete, and orrly the feed systems nemain to be

installed.

The signals neceived at each outstation wil-I be coded and then

tnansmitted back to the base-sta-tion at Buckland Park using fnequency-

modul-ated (FM) radio links. To accomplish this, the authon has designed

a pulse-width nodulation unit which time-multiplexes foun channels of

data. The pnesent foun channel unit is based on a design o::iginally

published by Fenelon and McDona1d (1968 ) " the variable Ìridth pulse

train j.s used to fnequency modulate the cannier: of a standard

conmunications I'M nadio link. A simil-ar unit at the base station decodes

the foun <ìata channels which can then be displayed simultaneously on a

rnultiple-channel pen-neconder:. A fnequency multiplexing (p::opontional

bandwidth) sltste¡n is curnently being designed and buiLt by anothen

mernben of the neseanch gnoup, and these tü¡o systems wiII be used Ín

eompa:rative tests before a final design is adopted.

The aenial arnays at the thnee stations wiLl initially be used to

study the pnopenties of the solan wind by sampling the intensity of the

nadio sounce diffnaction pattenn at the eanth, but it is intended to

eventually develop the system to the stage where pains of stations will,

be openated as long-baseiine inter^fenometers to obtain phase

infonmation about the diffnaction pattern,

The fninge pattenn generated by phase-svritching between two
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neceiveï,s separated by a distance, D, and operating at wavelength, À, ís

given (nyte, 1952) by'

A(0) Cos (2 t¡ D 0/^) )

fon smal.l values of 0, the zeníth angle of the nadio sounce, whene A(0)

is t¡e aer'Ía1 polan diagnam, and the cosine modulation is due to the

earthts notation. At a fnequency of 200 MHz and with a sepanatioo, D,

of I00 km, the fninge fr.ecluency specified by the cosine function is

^,4,8 Hzi i.e. a fninge peniod of î" 0,2 sec, If the phase component of

the diffraction pattern has noughly the same scale as the intensity

pattenn, then the fi:inge peniod will be significantly less than the

typieal time-scale of the phase diffraction pattern. Hence, the

vanÍation of the position of the observed fr"inges netative to the tnue

(i.e. calculated) fninge positions should give a dí:rect measune of the

phase difference between the two r:eceivens, caused by the changing

d.i-ffnaction pattern .

Only limited work on the obsenvation of phase scintillations has

been carried out ín the past. Little et al., (rggz) have applÍed this

nethod to the investigation of ionosphenic inregularities in the aunonal

zone, and Stee and l{iggins (t909) have made estimates of the nms phase

deviatÍon of the IPS of Jupitenrs r:adio emission. Funther wonk in this

field will pnovide a much fulLen under:stand.ing of the nature of the

basic scattening pnocess in the irrtenplanetary medium, both ín the weak

and strong scattening regimes '
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C]I'APTER 9

CONCLUSIONS

In Chapten I we have pnesented a r"evÍew of the state of our present

knorøJ-edge of the pnoperties of the solan v¡ind. We summarized the

chemÍcal composition, thenmal propentj-es, density and velocity

dist:ributions in the intenplanetar:y medium, and considened thei:: nelation

to the properties of the intenplanetary magnetic field. A number of

solan wind models wene discussed to illustrate the development of

cunnent attempts to explain the obsenved solar wind pnopenties on a

theoretical basis.

The expenimental work described in this thesís i,¡as based on a

systematic study of the vaniations in the intenplanetany scintillation

of a gnid of discnete nadio sources, and Chapter 2 contains a bnief

summany of the relevant theonetical backg.nound. Following this, in

Chapter. 3, is a fair.ly detariled discussion of the pnope:rties of

intenpJ-anetany blast r^raves and corotating plasma streams in the solar

r.rind, v¡hich fonm the centnal topic of the thesis.

The expeninentaf obsenvations l¡ere cannied out at Culgoona, N,S.ll.,

using the C.S.I.R.O. 80 l'lHz nadioheliogr:aph duning ltay 1968' June 1969

and June 1970. The observing procedur.e and pneliminary scintillation

index and spectnal analyses have been descnibed in Chapter 4 " togethen

with a discussion of the results obtained during May 1968. Tliese latter
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resu.Its i^rere shor^¡n to be consistênt with the existence of a stneam of

cgnotating pl-asma in the solan wind, with a width of 't,0.5 A.U. at the

earth, and a stneam velocity in the range 300 * 500 km/sec.

A considenation of the fneq.uency power sPectra of thei

scintiltations was shown to pnovide additionaf j-nformation on the

geometry and internal stnuctune of the propOsed stneam. By compa:rison

of the expenimental speetna with those computed on a theoretical basis,

th.e existence of an enhanced, noJ-atively thín, single-velocity

scattening negion was infemed to be within 0.2 A.U. fnom the eanth on

May 28 " The scale of the ir.negulanities in electron density within the

scattening negion v¡as also deduced from panticulan power spectra on

l"lay 28, and a value of 500 km was obtained. This scale is considenably

langen than that rneasuned fnom independent scintillation observatíons.

However, the scale size normally deduced fnom a correlation analysís of

IPS is consj.derably smaller than the neal scale (vrhich is measuned in

the present analysis), duc to thc Fnesnel díffraction effect. hhen this

effect was taken'into account, the scale of 500 ]<m was redueed to a

rcornelation length' scale of 290 knr. This value is in better agneenent

with t¡e scaLe measu::ed by othen wor:kers, though still signÍficantJ-y

langer.

The changes in tho width of the scintillation powen spectna fnom

day to day on a partictrlar source have been shown to pnovide a valuable

confinmation of the scintillation index analysis. Uhen considened in
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the light of the ol¡served changes in the velocity of the solar wind and

the stnength of the magnetic field, strong evidence was found relating

the scafe of the electnon density irregularities to the ion-g5rro :radius

in the interplanetany medium.

It was obsenved that the stream structure deduced firom the

scintillation indices just p::eceded a secton boundary of the

intenplaneta:ry magnetic field, and the position of the stneam was

observed to agree r.rith the incnea,se ín the distributíon of electnon

density which has Ì¡een obsenved wittrin such sectons by spacecnaft. These

pnelimínary ::esults in May L96B indicated the close colrespondence

between featunes of the intenplanetany plasma and featunes of the

intenplanetany magnetic fieId, and sho¡¡ed the potential of systematic

IPS surveys in investigating the natulle of these featunes.

In Chapten 5 we pneeented a discussiorr of the methods of poI^Ier

spectnum anatysis of IPS which have evolved with the advent of the Fast

Fourier. Transfonm algorithm of Cooley and Tukey (1965). The partícular

ease with which filtering of expenimental data ean be cannied out using

this appnoach was pointed out, and vanious teclrniques for pnoducing more

nelíabl-e power spectra by r:educing tlìe vaniance of the spectral

estinates were discussed.

Tire p:.elÍminany observations of 1968 discussed in Chapter: 4 wer:e

considerably extended by the mor:e detailed studies dr::ring .lune 1969 and

l-970, when observations were made ovêr complete sol-ar rotation intenvals.
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The nesu.Its fnorn these extended observations (Chapters 6 and 7 )

confirmed the existence of stneams of disturbed plasma which corotated

with the sun and maintained thein identity over a full solar rotation.

Suppor:ting evidence from pattenns of fl-ane activity on the sun,

indicated that two of the str:eams obsenved in 1969 had existed Ín the

nnedium for. as many as foun soian rotations pnion to rJune.

The scintillation analysis for. 1969 and l-970 allowed useful limits

to be placed on the width and spiral geometny of the streams in the

ecliptí.c plane, and h;:nce on the velocity of the sol-atr wind within the

streams. Our. analysis showed that the stneams extended over a wíde

range of hel-iocentnic latitude at the onbit of tlle ea::th, and the

possibility of mapping the stneam stnuctures in a direction

perpendiculan to the ecliptic plane was discussed in nel-ation to the

str:eams obsenved.

An eve¡nt of panticulan importance was obsenved in June 1969, which

dernonstr"ated the pohren an<l flexibil-ity of IPS as a method fon pnobing

the conditions occurning vrithin the sola:r wind. 0n this occasion thene

ís strong evidence that a blast of pJ-asrna was initiated by viol-ent flare

activity in a par:ticulan region on the sun. The blast wave was mapped

(using IPS) as it pnopagated out thnough the intenplaneta:ry medium, and

the extnemely good coverage of this event allowed accurate limits to be

placed on the duration and geometny of the blast in the ecliptic plane.

The l-¡Iast itself was sÏ¡own to i¡e significantty decelerated in transit,
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and a combination of scintillation and publíshed spacecnaft obsenvations

enabled the fuLl geometr"y of the blast to be mapped fairly accunately.

?he polven spectna of the scintiLtation activ:'.ty associated with

the bl-ast and corotating streams in 1969 and ]970 pnovidecl valuable

confinmation of our. scintill-.:tion index clnalysis. By computÍng

theo::eti.ca,1 spectra for a best fit to those erçerimental- spectna r,¡hiclr

exhibited depr.essions at low-fneqrrencies, the avenage scaLe of the

electnon density irnegularitics in the scattering medíum was deduced to

¡s ^,350 km/sec, ancl th¿ scattening scrleen was shown to lie c.Lose to the

eanth. 'Ihis value of the scale, when adjusted fon the Fnesnel- effect at

small distances from the earth, yielded a cornelation length (to the e-I

point of the spatial- autoconnelation function) of n,200 km, which is in

good agr:eement with othen írrdepandent measurements of the scaÌê size at

1 A.U. The ínfenred position of the scattening negion close to the

eanth on those darys when dips appearÉÌd in the expenimental spectna,

agneed with the positions of the streams deduced fi:om scintill"ation

indices, and hence confinmed the consisterrcy of oun anal)¡sís.

As in the analysis of the l-968:¡esults, the changes in the widths

of the nonmalised powen spectna for 1969 and 1970 also pnovided a

valuabl-e confinmation of the scintillatj-on ir¡dex analysis, since

ínc:reases in spectnal r¡idth wene obsenved to shor.r significant connelation

with the incneases j.n scintilration index, The passage of the braet

wave thnough the intenplanetany medium was accompanied by incneases in
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the spectnat widths fon a numben of souncr:s and by an incnease in the

velocíty of the solar wind by approximately the same factor. The

changes in spectnal width wene thus c1-inectl5r attributed to the increase

in velocity" However:, a very strong increasc-: in the strength of the

intenplaneta::y magnetíc field associateC with the blast was not

accompanied by a similan change in the power spectna, as might have been

expected if the scale of ínnegulanit.ies in the medium was linked to the

ion-gyro nadius. This o]¡served behavioun was explained in terms of the

localised compr:ession of the magnetic field al-ong the leading edge of

the blast wave, which would lead to high field concl.itions of only a

limited extent, and ttrus the contribution to changes in spectral width

would be neglig:'-ble.

The stneant structunes obsenved jn 1969 wene shown to be dinectly

associa'ted with the oceunrence of sector boundaries in the

interplanetai:y magnetic field, and this strong assoeiation (together

v¡ith that obsenved in 1968) leads us to pnedict th.rt the stneam

structures ol>served in 1970 will also i-¡e founrj to coi.ncide with sector

bounda¡ies, when the m.agnetic field data becornes avaÍl-able. The blast

wave in 1969 was also di:rectly asr-ociated with a neversal of the

dominant magnetic field poJ-anity fon a peniod of one dayn wirich agreed

excellently witti oun estimate of the width of the blast fnorn the

scintillation anallrsis. The observed str-eam positions in 1969

cornesponrled closely to the distributíon of electnon density wíthin the

nagnetíc fiel-d sectons as ûreasutled by spacecnaft, which implies that
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the genenal increases in el-ectr.on density wene accompanied by incneases

in the electron densit./ fluctuations l?esponsible for IPS.

The blast wave and most of the str:eams obser"vecl during 1969 and

1970 appe.fred to l:e linked to the presence of active regions on the sun.

This agrees with the genenal obsenvatíon mentioned in Chapten 3, that

solan active regions hcr.ve p!êferr"ed locations v¡hich tend to just follow

magnetic field sectol boundanies" In particulan, the only class 3

flares occunning duning the peniods of obser:vation wêre associated

dinectl-y with a plasma blast v¡ave moving out fnom the sun on a very

bnoad front, and then followed br/ a continuing fJ-ux of plasnra which

fonmed an enhanced stneam associated l^Iith a magnetic field sector

bourrdar.y.

An interestíng featune of the pr"esent study is the appanent

intenaction of features in the solar wind and the occunnence of sudden-

commencement geomagnetic storl-,rs. Eoth the plasma blast wave and two of

the stneams observed using IPS v¡e:re di:rectly connected with the onset

of such actívity" The natuì1e of this intenaction could possibly be

investigated by a comparetive stud5r using IFS and some dynamic rneasune

of the geomagnetic Þentunbatíons of the earthrs field. In the nean

future it is íntended to co-openate in such an investigation using the

pnesent scintillation nesults ancl the son.rgnams of the micnopulsations

in the earthrs magnetic fiel-d r¡hich have been reconded by a reseanch

gnoup at the Universíty of Queensland. It is hoped that it will be
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possible to :relate tl:e known cha:racteristics and geornetr¡¡ of the blast

wave observed ín 1969 r^¡ith the ejgen-mo<1es of the magnetosphere excited

by this shock " ,v;ith tliis type of compa-rative study ít may become

possible to distinguish between the magnetosphenic excitations caused by

p::opagating interplanetary shock \^raveii and tlrose caused by conotating

stneams.

The pnesent study of IPS and its nelation to solar and geomagnetic

activity and the occunnence of plasma b.l-ast Íraves) corotating stneams

and interplanetary magnetic field secton bourrdarj.es, demonstnates the

scope and flexíbifity of this technique,,and suggests that furthen work

in this field will pnovide a valuable tool for pnobing a whol-e range of

solan and geomagnetic ¡rhenonrena.

In CTrapten B we have pnesented a descr.:'-ptj-on of the design and

construction of -Ehe Adefaide radio-astronomy aerial arnay. Thís system

is being developeci as the basj.s of a cunnent reseanch pnoject to extend

the pnesent IPS studies to rneasunements on two fnequencies with ful-l

phase and amplitude information at three spaced neceiving si'tes, When

the system becomes fu1ly operational these featunes will allow the

panametens of the phase and amplitude diffnaction patterns at the earth

to be completely specified, and r¡ríLl thus pnovide a si¿¡nificant

contribution to ourô present knowledge of the scattening of radio waves

by electnon density inregulanj.ties in the solan wind.
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A1

APPE1'JDTX A

Budden (rgoS) has den:lved an expression for the normalised

cornelation coefficient of the amplitu<le fluctuations of signals z'eceived

simultaneously orr t'tnlo frequencies at a single fixed neceiving point.

FIe considens the case where the scattening negion can be repnesented as a

very thin, innegulan phase.-changing screen. \Iaves at two fnequencies

f = fr, f, are represented by their fnee space wave numbens,

2nf I 2¡f
2

(whene f2, fl), and ane obliq_ue1y incident on the layen with wave

nor:mals in a direction given by the polar: angles (0' Q). The receiven

js assumed to be at the point where an incident nay through the orígin,

(in the sclteen) meets the ¡rround, so that its coondinates are (z tan 0

Cos Q- z, tan 0 Sin 0, z), whene z is the vertical dístance fnom the

centre of ttre scatterj.ng layen to the ground. The :resulting normalised

corneLation coefficient is then,
R (E-F)

e

kztkl =

c(kt, k2) = 7_-

(Gli)'2

cos4 e - D2 -- i ß D) -4

(A.1 )

whene,

cos4 o )

cos4 o )

E=(T-.I

f=(f- I
-rz'-R

e
l. _.

e

2

2 t

T

T

T

T

I

Ç=(t
H=(T

I 2
T

T

(r'

(r

cos4e-s2+ißS)
7.--2

2
cos4o -,+/kLZ+2í ß/kr)

cos4e -a/kzz+2íB/k2ì,
1

:)á

and,

1 2 I 2
-4

t



TL = r, nr.2/2, T2 = \ Rr2/2"

s = (r, (r - sin2 0 cos2 O) + Tz (] - sin2 0 sin2 0)) cos o,

kI+k2-çE
It" = neal pa::t, emd

*1, *, ane the scale sizes of the innegulanities in the screen.

Irr the símplest and pnobably most realistic case, where R, = lì, (= R) and

0 = 0 = 0 (ventical incidence), exp:ression (4.1) can be consider:ably

sírnplif ied:

T = R2-/zz ,

S-

A2

(A.2 )

(A.3 )

(A.4 )

rl-
¿

ß = Tr t 'r, = )'¡ 2

[ = (r', t, cos4 e - D2 - i ß l)-t'

=(T2 -92-i2îD)-u'
T+iD=^-_õ.
tz +D2

-_T-iSr - ----,"t
12+52

Símilan1y,

hence

AIso,

R
TT

i¡-¡j=--
T2+n2 T2+SZ

(rz-4/k:+4ir/kt) -%

(r + 2 i/kt
T

e

Ç = (t, trcos4 e )+ - *o (lt T, cosq o - 4/kL2 + 2 í B/kr)-'",
1
I
I
T

I

R

R

e

e

T 12++/x
1

2

¡-t

(A.5)



A3

Similanly,

ff we now assume that

then,

and

which, aften neanrangement,

which yields

lrith,

11'
H=-.-

' T2+4/k2
2

kr rk nrk =2

kt*kz._T-

(A,6 )

(A.7 )

(A.8 )

k^-k,
ñ-¿r

y2

Sz (Tz + O2)

Tl(tz + n2) - 1/$z + S2) ,

e/T_rl$2+q/k2))

n_2o-Ë'

Itriting Y = å and B = f."u have,

_ÐAkl{ = -= 
-

"sv2 , (k=k2-kl)

fz*fr
-?-

AfE (f= )

and

"=I=kRt.^S4z

= 
trg-
2^.2'

then aften substituting and near:nanging, we finalLy obtain



A4

^f-f

whereA=2Ñ,

B - 4C/n2u

o2
v-t\n*TZ'

C = cor::elation coefficíent

lie can simplífy this ft¡:rthen for the case C = 0 ' 5 r
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À, Z in the case of intenPlanetarY
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).=3m
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In Fígr::re Al we have plotted Equations 4.1,4.9 and A.l0 fon a

connelation coefficient C (kI, kZ) of 0.5. It can be seen that fot:

X << 0.1, which is the case fon IPS, the appnoxímate Equations 4.9 and
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